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A SURVEY OF ELECTRICAL INSULATION PRACTICES 
l. INTROD UCTIOK 
Countless articles deal with specialized phases of elect rical in-
:-;u lation. Most treat of a single insulating material or its combi-
nation with other materials. Because the tendency has been toward 
repetition and the presentation of test procedures a nd data, some 
of the articles have been hard to read and of litt le value to the or-
dinary engineer. In addition, many written by a perso n or small 
gro up connected with some commercial enterprise leave the reader 
rather confused as to the relative merits of the various types of in-
sulation. 
Of the many books on insulation, most are so theoretical that they 
arc of little use to the engineer who desires to get a comprehensive 
yet practical background in a reasonably shor t t ime. (Noteworthy 
among those taking a more practical approach is D. P . Miner, The 
I nsulation of Electrical Apparatus.) 
The a uthors of this. Circul ar have therefore tried to condense, 
and bring together in an unbiased manner t he salient points of, a 
large number of a rticl es, books, and other technical publications on 
insulation. They attempt to coordinate and compare various materi-
als and t heir use in the light of present practices. 
The user generally has a choice of several materials for a partic-
ular part of the insulat ion system. T o assist readers to co mpare 
t hese materials, information on them is condensed and integrated 
by means of charts intended to fac ilitate selection of the best material 
for a given machine or t ransformer part. 
To supplement data available in published form, it was necessary 
to get information from several of the larger electrical corporations. 
This help was graciously given, but with so me qualifications because 
of the complexity and magnitude of the task involved in t he formula-
t ion of charts. The major deficiencies of t he data gathered are fi ve. 
l. The existence of hundreds of varnishes makes it hard to com-
pare two or more varnished cloths. Thus, comparison between cotton 
impregnated with conventional varnish and silk, and a conventional 
varnish, has only limited value because their properties depend al-
most wholly on the type of varnish used with each. 
2. The variations a mong the properties of a base material sup-
plied by one manufacturer or a group are frequent ly greater than 
t he variation between two different materials. 
3. Compariso n of the properties of irnmlat in g materials mu:-;t 
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finally rest on laboratory test data. To simulate operating condi-
tions, various companies have devised, for a particular property, a 
number of tests that yield different results. 
4. The care and preparation of the varnish and the method of 
impregnation will a lter the values of the various properties of a 
particular ma teria l. 
5. The charts in this Circular do not completely cover all present 
types of insulating ma teria ls, since the data furni shed dealt only with 
those types which were of particul ar interest to the cooperating 
manufacturers. 
The presentation is qualitative, and stresses economics only in 
a general way. Though the economic principles may be fixed , yet the 
initial cost a nd the quality of an insulating materia l vary continu-
ously, so that a detailed economic analysis is unfeasible. 
The discussion is limited to insulating ma terials (both liquid and 
solid ) as they are used in motors, generators, transformers, and associ-
ated parts. The discussion considers only those voltages and frequen-
cies which are commonly used for power equipment. As a necessary 
reference for this disc ussion, the AIEE classification of insulating ma-
teri a ls is included (Appendix A). 
Chapter II presents the minimum amount of theory necessary as 
a background for Chapters III and IV. Functions and properties are 
discussed , indicating those properties essential for the proper per-
formance of an insulation. Chapter III treats the properties, ad-
vantages, and disadvantages of the most widely used materi als or 
groups of materials. Comparisons under unusual conditions of tem-
perature a nd moisture are made bet ween several of these materials. 
The information in Chapters II and III is utilized in Ch a pter IV to 
facilitate an inquiry into the desirable characteristics and design con-
siderations of both rotating a nd nonrotating electrical a pparatus. 
Chapter V presents the a uthors' opinions of the trends in insu-
lation. Although the authors have given much thought to the probl em 
and have consulted many leaders in the field of elect rical insulation, 
the chapter is a collection of opinions and should be so regarded. 
Difficulties and confusion arise from the present classification of 
insulating materi als. The ad va ntage of rating a piece of elect rica l 
equipment on the basis of te1npcrature ri se alone has been ques-
tioned frequently. (Sec Chapter Y. ) 
The so urces of information used in preparing this Circul a r a re of 
five kinds: technical journals an d magazines, boob, literature from 
47 companies and other organizations, correspondence with insu-
lat ion leaders, and survey trips to manufacturers and users. 
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II. FUN CTIO NS AND PROPE RTIES OF I NSULATIO N 
1. I ntroduction 
A salient fact when specifying th e insul ation t o be used with a 
parti cul ar type of equipment is that th ere exists no single in sulating 
materi al which will do t he necessary job. A co mbination of mate ri al;.; 
must be used ; it may vary with every a pplica tion , depending on the 
elec trica l, mechani cal, chemical, a nd thermal conditions in th e loca-
t ion wh ere the machin e is to be em ployed. 
In oth er words, t he insul a tion system for an apparat us should be 
tail ored to fit the phys ical condi tions and t he a pplicati on. The de-
signer must consequently ha ve a wide knowledge of many types of 
in sula ting materi als, of th eir co mpatibility wi t h each other, a nd of 
meth ods th at ena bl e him to compensate for the limitations of cer tain 
of these materials so th at the machine will give satisfac tory and de-
pend a ble performance as a wh ole. 
There is no single so urce of inform a ti on on all t ypes of insul a ting 
ma terials and th e facto rs governin g their selec ti on and use. The 
designer must of necessi ty rely on information supplied by t he manu-
fact urer of insula tions and may not get a clear picture of a ll the 
factors involved. This Circular th erefore attempts to poin t out the 
fun ctions of insul ating materials, to discuss their advantages and 
limitations when a ppli ed to electrical apparatus, and to give an idea 
of which mat eri als will give t he best performance according to con-
ditions un der which they must operate. 
2. Functions, Electrical and M echanical 
The primary functi on of insul a tion is to prevent curren t from 
fl owing in other t han t he prescribed paths in t he apparatus. If this 
is to be done it is necessary that t here be a physical separation of 
the conductors. H ence, in order to accomplish its primary function 
a n insulating material must perfo rm anot her func tion that is la rgely 
mech anical. It is desirable to keep t his separation small and yet 
provide sufficient res istivity and dielectric strengt h. For t his reason 
combinations of materi als are oft en used- cotton, rayon, silk, glass, 
et c.- impregnated with varnish. The cot ton alone could provide t he 
mecha nica l and elect rical strengt h, bu t a large quantity of it would 
be necessary. In the combina tion the cl oth acts as a spacer, providing 
mecha nica l streng th and acting as a ca rrier for t he varnish . It is 
th e varnish, however, that provides the resistivity a nd dielectri c 
strength required to keep th e current in its prescribed pat h. 
10 
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Electrical Functions.- Three factors enter into th e considerat ion 
of a material as a dielect ric : resistivity , dielectri c strength , a nd die-
lectric loss. It is proba ble t hat dielectric strength would be con:-;idered 
the most important criterion in determining th e va lue of a ma terial as 
a dielectric- a n emph asis t hat is justified because dielectric strength 
depends on many other factors, such as te mperature, therm al aging, 
moisture, and mechanical wear. 
The dielec tri c loss and the loss resultin g from conductivity have 
no appreciable effect on the effici ency of the a ppa rat us. Yet they are 
not to be neglected , since the heat from t hese losses may so raise the 
temperature of t he insulation or a small pa rt of the insula tion th at 
the dielectric strength beco mes dangerously low. Th e losses increase 
the temperat ure of the in sulation, increasing the losHes- which fur-
ther increases the temperature. A dest ru cti ve cycle lending to break-
down of t he insulation may t hus be ini t ia ted. 
M echanical Functions.- Tremendous advances have been made 
in the improvemen t of old and in the discovery of newer a nd better 
insulating materials. Nevertheless t hese materia ls seldom have both 
excellen t mechanical and elect rical characteri stics; usually one must 
be sacrificed to t he other . 
Briefly , it can be said tha t t he insul ating material must wi t h-
stand compression, tension, fl exing, a nd abrasion, because: 
1) The space positions of the condu ctors relative to each other 
and to the rest of t he machine must be maintained . 
2) Paths must not be formed th rough which moist ure, chemicals, 
etc., could en ter the winding. 
3) Voids must not be form ed; fo r if t he voltage gradient is high, 
corona may occur. The ozone and nit ri c oxide formed by corona may 
have destructive effects on the windings. 
The major necessi ty for mechani cal st rength is that a serious 
deterioration of t he mech anical proper ties will gradually lower t he 
dielectric strength or else so condit ion t he insulation as t o make 
imminent an abrupt decrease of dielectric strength , which resul ts in 
a breakdown. 
It is clear that both electrical a nd mechanical fun ctions are im-
portan t. In t he selection of an insulat ing material fo r a pa rticular job 
both must be considered. 
3. Properties 
For insul ating material to fun ction satisfacto ril y, t he foll owing 
properties must be considered : 1) electrical properti es, 2) mechani-
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cal strength , 3) t hermal endurance, 4) chemical resistance, 5) mois-
ture resistance, 6) aging. The degree to which these properties must 
be considered depends on the operating conditions of the apparatus. 
An accurate analysis of the properties of the avai lable insul ations is 
necessary in order to choose the material or the combination of ma-
terials to do th e required task . Knowing the properties of these 
various materi a ls, combinations to offset the limitations of an individ-
ual material can be made. The la boratory results cannot be used to 
pred ict accurately the effectiveness of the materia l in actual oper-
ation, but act merely as a guide. A careful consideration of the magni-
tude of each of the above properties, the duration of the operating 
cycle, and the effect they or a breakdown might have, is essential in 
providing an adequate insul ating material for a particular piece 
of apparatus. 
Electrical Properties.- Th e electrica l characteristics required if an 
insulating material is to perform its electrical functions are well 
known for each type of apparatus. The choice and design of an in-
sulation syste m which will init ially meet t he electrical requirements 
are not too d ifficult; the major problem is t he choice of materials 
that will cont inue to have dielect ric strength , high insulation resist-
ance, and low dielectric loss over a reasona ble length of time during 
which the insulation is subj ected to electrical, therm al, and mechani-
cal stresses. 
The dielect ric strength is the facto r which determines whether a 
material is actin g as an insul ation. When breakdown occurs, the 
conduction current increases abruptly and the dielectric strength 
and resistivity become small. There is then a visible physical rupture 
of the insul ation at the point or points of breakdown. 
The power loss in a dielectric is proportional to the loss factor, 
which may be expressed as K · tan B, where K is t he dielectric 
constant and B is t he complement of the power factor angle Q. * 
Since the power factor is generally very low, the loss factor may be 
expressed as K · cos 0, where cos () is the power factor. A consider-
ation of dielectric loss and power factor is of greater importance 
with high-voltage apparatus than with low-voltage. 
The insul ation resistance of a machine gives an indication of the 
condition of the winding. A low insula tion resistance suggests that 
the winding is not in proper condition- not necessarily that it is 
a bout to fa il but th at it has a high moisture content or is dirty and 
should be dried or cleaned. Neither does a high insulation resistance 
indica te beyond quest ion th a t the winding is in good condition: it 
* Bc>ldi , Fr. , HTIH' Jn sulntion o f :\[achincs nnd Trans fonncrs," The Brown Boveri R eview , 
Sr pl. - 01'1. 1943 . pp. 224 - 34 . 
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may have failed on t he end t urns and yet gives a high insul ation 
resistance if clean and dry. The measurements of insulation resist-
ance can be of considerable value, although only when properly 
interpreted. 
A single measured value of insulation resistance has in itself little 
yalue. A correlation with a series of past measurements of that 
machine and of similar machines is essential. The insulation resist-
ance varies inversely with the temperature and t he moisture content 
of the insulation . Hence the magnitude of the insulation resistance 
depends on the season of the year during which the apparatus was 
built. Insulation resistance usually decreases as a pplied voltage in-
creases. It varies also with the duration of the voltage appli cation, 
increasing during the first few minutes. \Vhen the insulation resist-
ance is to be measured, the ASA ~tandards should be followed. 
Mechanical Strength.- The insulation must resist many mechani-
cal stresses which occur during manufacture and operation, such as 
tensile, compressive, abrasive, and shearing stresses. 
Manual as well as automatic winding processes may abrade the 
insulation so that it becomes more susceptible to moisture penetra-
tion or may decrease the effective t hickness. 
Differential expansion of the metals and the insul ation during 
temperature changes results in tensile, con1pressivc, and abrasive 
stresses. It is well known that there is a fo rce on a current-carrying 
conductor which is in a magnet ic fi eld . In electrical apparatus these 
forces cause serious st_resses. Under st ar t ing, overload, or short-
circuit conditions those become very large and may damage the 
insulation , leading to failure then or lat er. ~[oreove r , rotating equip-
ment experiences large centrifugal forces that tend to throw the wind-
ings out of the slots of the rotating member. 
Vibrations may cause movement of the conductors and hence 
wear of the insulation, particul arly in rotating machines. Also, the 
surface of the insulating material should have sufficient strength to 
resist t he abrasive act ion of dust particles in the ventilating air. 
Of the tests ordinarily performed on electrical a pparatus to deter-
mine mechanical aging, the tensil e-strength most nearly represents 
the life of t he equipment. Neither the dielect ri c strength nor the 
insulation resistance may be taken as an adequate criterion for deter-
mining the degree of mecha nical aging. 
Thermal Endurance.- Th e effects of tcmperat m e are usua lly con-
::;iderations in connection with the deterioration of the insul ation 
used on the various parts of the apparatus. H owever, many other 
.. 
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parts a re a ffected by temperature, and so me even determine th e 
maximum operat in g temperatu re. The effects can be grouped into 
two cl asses : 
1) Effects of temperature on insu lating parts a nd on parts other 
tha n irnrnl ation ; a nd 2) Expansion and contraction of t he vari ous 
parts due to temperature changes. 
The type of application will determine the freq uency and the 
degree of overloads, factors importa nt because the heatin g of wind-
in gs during t hese overloads partly determines the life of the insula-
tion. The overload capacity is great ly reduced when the full-load 
temperature rise is in creased .* 
If a given percentage of overload in creases t he temperature rise 
of a Class B insulated motor to twice its allowab le rise, less damage 
would be clone to it t han if it were Class A insu lat ion with the same 
percentage of overload. 
The atmospheric conditions must abo be considered in determin-
in g the type of insulation to be used. If the ambient temperature is 
high, one must take into acco unt the reduced capacity of the frame 
to transmit heat. It may be necessary to use a larger motor or else 
better insulation- perhaps Class B or H instead of Class A. Tests 
have shown t hat t he higher t he temperature, t he more rapid th e 
deterioration clue to any given condition; thus the shorter will be 
the life. It is known that the t ime required to cause cracking at any 
given radius of bend on a mandrel is shorter for a higher temperature. 
A gradual decrease in breakdown voltage occurs as the period of 
aging increases. Generally, up to 200 deg C (392 deg F ) there is no 
criti cal temperature above which the insulation suddenly fails, but 
for each temperatu re t here is a definite t ime required for the insula-
tion to reach a given condition due to temperature aging. It can be 
sa id also that the lower the temperature the longer the life. 
One of the first effects of heat is to drive off moisture. Continued 
a pplication of heat may cause a chemical change in t he molecules 
----
* A good exa mple is giw•n by Al ger and JonC's: 
.. Assume, for ('xa111plt" tha t t wo si11 1i lar rnotors in a 40 dpg C (1 04 deg F ) a mhi C' nt k mpera-
turc> a r(' c·o11 1pn rC'd at 1.25 ti mes ra ted load , m o tor A ha,·ing 60 deg C ( 140 deg F ) ri sC' and motor 
B , 120 d eg G (248 deg F ) rise at ra ted load , both motors having t he same component losses at 
rat ed load. I n l'aeh case, the copper losses a t 1.25 loa d will be roughl y 1.56 t1111C'.s the roppcr 
losses 1.1 1 rated load , si nce thC'y , ·ary as th e squarf' o f th(' cu rrC'n t. Sinre th e te111peraturC' ri sC' 
at O\·f'r!oads is nearly propo rt iona l to th e co pper loss. A wi ll ha,·C' an apparent tC' m pera ture ri se 
at 1.25 load of a bout 1.56 · 60, or 94 deg C (201 clog F ). while B w ill ha ,·e a bout 1.56 · 120 or 
188 deg C ( 370 d c·g F' ) rise. \Vi th t hese inrrC'asC's in tC' llll>C'ral ure, tl1 (' ro pper resistance inrrf'88CS 
also, causing higher los::;es and st ill fur t her r ise o f k mpC'rature. Thi ioi ca us('S th e phenomenon 
of 't(l 11 1p('ra tur(' cn•C' p ' w hereb y th e t (' lllJWrn ture goC's on increasing for a long time after t he 
appli ca ti on of t !i(' ovC'rload , in t'X lre111e casC'S heeo111ing unstable and ri ~ in g to <IPstrueti\·e n tluC's . 
. Thr effects of t f' lllf)('ra t11r(' on l11bri r~u11 ~ . expa nsion . C't e .. a l:-;o inen·asf' PXPOlll·ntia ll .'·· . 
" If a 10 deg C (50 deg F' ) rule for half li fe holds for the insulat ing matrr ials in motor A 
tl1C'.'' w ill las t onl y uhout four prrccnt o f the time a t 1.25 loa d th at th l·.'· would last at ra ted load 
E\•t.• n if niat Pri a ls 111 motor B an· 111ur h rnor(' /l('at rPsis tant. a nd follow a 15 d('g C ( 59 deg F ) 
la w for half life> , thi s motor will still onl y last one- thi rd percen t as long us t.25 load as a t 
rnl1•d load ." - " Batlll!! of H igh Tt•111 1w rat11rp Jndueti on I\I o1ors." 8 /ect riral E'11oi11 ceri11{1, 64 :300 -
.302, ·' '""" 1945. 
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in the organic material, or a change due to oxidation in the presence 
of the atmosphere (this might not occur in an inert medium). The 
oxida tion by-products may cause furth er changes. Dimensional 
ch anges or th e formation of voids in organic and semiorganic ma-
terials is generally the result of weight loss due to agin g a nd heat 
deterioration. Not only do the resinous bonds between tu rns in a 
coil act as physical supports; they act also as the rm al co nductors. 
The weakest detail of an insulation determines wh en it fails. Any 
temperature above 100 deg C (212 deg F ) has a negative effect 
whenever the insulation has abso rbed moisture. 
Chemical Resistance.-Th e presence of chemicals is du e to many 
factors: those due to the manufacturing process (solder, varnish, 
binder, etc. ), gaseous vapors in the atmosphere, liquid acids in nearby 
;.;urroundings, the reaction of oil with oxygen to form acids, and the 
nitric acid and oxone which are fonned by corona . There is a chemi cal 
change in the insulation clue to t hermal aging . 
The use of in ert gases to replace oxygen in t he areas surrounding 
the oil and insulation in an enclosed medium is an effective means of 
minimizing the chemical change. 
The various types of oils, lubrican ts, and insu lating materials 
can be said to be resistant to a particular chemical in varying degrees. 
Silicones show the greatest resistance to chemicals. Chem icals in-
troduced in to the insulation during manufacture, repair , or service 
may be of the electrolytic type which reduce insulation res istance 
or dielectric breakdown strength of t he insulation . In so me cases a 
chemical harmless when at room temperature and dry will become 
conductive under high humidity conditions, particularly when hot. 
Moisture Resistance.- Moi sture is one of the main factors to 
be considered in insulation. It is desired to use a material that has 
the least moisture absorption a nd absorption qualities, because of 
the higher breakdown strength it will have. In some cases the diffi-
culty t hat arises in the use of such a high ly moisture-resistant ma-
teri al is that its "wetting" quality would be poor- i.e. , the abili ty 
of a varnish to stick to it. 
A Class B insul ated coil has a greater resistance to moisture t han 
a Class A, which depends solely on the ability of the varn ish to 
resist moisture. Once the varnish is dried out and cracked, the 
structure of Class A materials is very conducive to moisture. 
For a given extern al relative humidity condition , a Class B 
apparatus will have less moisture absorption during operation than 
a Class A type, because of the higher normal operat ing tem perature. 
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While idl e, moisture will be a bsorbed by either , depending on the 
characteristics of the insulating materia l. 
As mention ed before, the insulation resistance is an indication 
of the condition of the insulation. One thing it can indicate is the 
moisture content of the insulation as compared to the value obtained 
when it is thoroughly dried out. A piece of equipment that has been 
in operation will generally have a much higher insulation resistance 
at ambient temperature than the sa me a pparatus would have after 
a period of idleness in humid atmosphere. A low value of insulation 
resistance is not a true indication that th e a pparatus is unsafe for 
operation. If the value is high enough in comparison with periodic 
test data of the same piece of a pparatus, t he equipment can still 
be used. After it has been in operation for some time the temperature 
increase will dry the machine out a nd thus raise its insulation re-
sistanee. 
Some insulat ing materials that a re moisture-absorbing improve 
their breakdown strengt h under increases of temperature, as is es-
pecially noticeable wh en the surrounding air is dry a nd the moisture 
can be given up to it more readily. 
Moisture in the insul ation can act as a conductive path, and 
hence as a path for breakdown. The presence of moisture on the 
insulat ion may increase conduction losses and cause heating. 
Aging.- "Aging" genera ll y is used with reference to thermal 
aging- that is, t he deterio ration that results from exposure of the 
insulation to elevated temperatures. Aging is closely related to the 
properties mentioned previously in this chapter. Th ough essentially 
a diminution of these properties rather t han a property itself, yet 
because it frequently is considered to be a property, it is separately 
discussed here. 
Since aging is the decrease in mechanical strength, m oisture re-
sistance, etc., t he degree of aging is measured in the laboratory by 
three kinds of tests: 
1. E lectrical 
a ) Insulation resistance 
b) E lectric breakdown 
c) Power fa ctor 
2. Mechan ical 
a) Bending 
b) Fkxibi li ty 
c) Fold ing 
d) T ensile' 
e) Abrasi \'!' 
3. , .i,ual 
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Laboratory mea;.;uremcnts give a n indicat ion of the relative de-
gree;; of agin g of various materials. Th ese rc;.; ult ;.; ;;hould he a pplied 
with caution to t he determination of the expected aging rate of the 
in sul ation fo r elect ri cal equ ipm ent. 
Attempts have been mack' to formul ::ttC' a rnl C' for cletC'rrnining 
qui ckly the effects of temperature on li fr. It is frC'qUC'ntl.v assum C' d 
that if a givC'n increase' of tC' mpC'ratu re above' a base tempC'rature 
will rC'clucc t he' li fe by half , a sC'cond te mp('l'at ure in cremC'nt of the 
sa me rnagnitucle will again rC'du ce the lifr by half. If the equipnwnt 
,,·(' re operated continuously at the temperat ure' co rrespondin g to 
l l 1 
this second incrC'ment the expected li fe would lw - · - , or -2 2 4 
the life at t he base. u nfortunatdy t his simple rule docs not hold for 
many materials. The second in cremC'nt ma~' decrease t he expected 
l 2 l 1 
life by more than -, perhaps by -, giving a life of - · - , or 
1 l 2 3 2 3 
- instead of - . 
6 4 
The final test for the life of an insulation is the fi eld test. Only 
by actual operation of a machin e can the li fe of in ;.;ul ation be deter-
mined. Even then the operating conditions must be carefully ,;pccified 
so that extraneous factors do not in valid ate the re;;ult;;. 
4. Introduction 
III. INSULATIKG ::\[ATERIALS 
ThC' functions and properties mentioned in the previou;.; ch a pte r 
cou ld have bC'C'll discu;.;sed undC'r thC' heading of protection. The pri-
ma ry purpo;.;C's of all in;.;ulation are electrical , mechanical , ch emi cal. 
and moi;.;turC' prntcction. The choice of the components of th e in-
sulation ;.;ystcm of various type;.; of electrical equ ipment depends on 
the dcgrcC' of prntection required. In C'ach selection, that which will 
give the ncces;.;ary =--afcty factor, a;.;;.;mC' maximum li fe , and do thC' job 
at minimum C'Xpcnsc is chosen. 
There is available a great variety of insulating materials ; this 
chapter is devoted mainly to those most widely used today. 
A particular app li cation will rcquirC' an insulating material po:-;-
sessing certain prnpcrtics. It is most probable that no sin gle materi al 
will have a ll these prnpcrtics to the required degree; so a combination 
of materials will be used. The materials supplement each other and 
can be so chosen that as a unit thC'y will meet the specifications. 
Yet , because they act as a unit , the disadvantages of one of th C' 
materials may be present within the compof'ite material. Consider 
an inorganic material reinforced with an organic to provide mech a ni-
cal st rength . The inorganic material used alone could resist high 
temperature; but the combination will not do so, because of the low 
temperatmc limit of the organic material. 
The prnpcrties of certain solid and liquid insulating materials 
arc first discussed, and some of them then compared. 
5. Solids 
Cellulose .- Onc of the most widely used groups of insulating ma-
terials is the ccllulosic fami ly , though its dielectric strength is sub-
stantially the same as that of air. It is used in many fo rms, such as 
cotton, paper, rayon, wood, and plastics, and most widely in the 
form of paper sheets or tapes and as a cotton spacer for insulation 
of conductors. The mechanical strength and economy of cellulose 
materials recommend them for an apparatus that is not to be sub-
jected to unusual conditions of temperature and moisture. Since 
cellulose includes many types of insulating materials , its properties 
shou ld be discussed in detail. 
Tes ts have indicated that both untreated and treated cellulose 
undergo mechanical deterioration but retain their electr ical char-
acte ristics, which may even improve when in the presence of in er t 
gase;, up to 140 deg C (284 deg F ) . The mechanical deterioration of 
ce llul ose depends on thC' following factors: the presence of moisture 
and oxygen , t hC' temperaturC' that i;-; app li C'd to it , and the exposu re 
to acidi ty. All have an effC'ct. 
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Th e mechanical stability of cellulose insulation is even greatly 
affec ted by the presence of small amo un ts of moisture. An increase 
of th e moistu re content constituting 0.5 percent of the dry weight 
of t he insulation will reduce the mechanical life tremendously. In 
general, for each doubling in water content of the insu lat ion , its me-
chanical life is reduced by one-h alf. For practically dry insulat ion 
t he approximate rate of deterioration above 120 deg C (248 deg F) 
depends on the history of the material. Another important effect 
of moisture is the expansion and contraction of the fibers during 
int ermittent duty, resulting in the formation of voids and movement 
of conductors on rotating pieces of equipment. 
From experimental data it has been determined that below ap-
proximately 120 deg C (248 deg F) oxygen has the greatest effect 
on the deterioration and that the presence of moisture accelerates 
t his effect. From the same tests it has been found that cellulose 
when heated passes through a fixed period during which its mechani-
cal characteristics a re preserved and whose duration is shortened by 
the p resence of oxygen. 
Pyrochemical decomposition occurs at higher temperatures (about 
120 deg C anti upward ). During the in-between stage the effect of 
oxidation merges into the effects produced by the pyrochcmical de-
composition. Th e hydroxyl groups in the cellulose molecules under 
severe temperatures may be spli t off as water. This effect hastens 
the deterioration of the insulation. 
Upon oxidation of the cellulose, acids will be formed which , 
though weak, will nevertheless act as a catalyst for further decom-
position . If the cellulose is placed in an inert atmosphere, acids will 
not be formed at temperatures of less than approximate ly 120 deg C. 
The major consideration is that the rate of deterioration of the 
mechanical strength of cellulose increases with the increasing tem-
peratu re of exposure. Even in the absence of oxygen it will undergo 
deterioration. 
Plain cellulose insulatio n deteriorates faster than the same in-
sulation treated and immersed in oi l. This is true for temperatures 
in which severe oxidation or pyrochemical reactions arC' possible. 
In th e presence of air and at elevated temperatures, oil will react in 
such a way that acids will be formed which will attack the cellulose. 
\Vhere relatively low elect ric stresses exist, ce llulose can be used 
mainly as a spacer for the separation of adjacent conductor;.;. It has 
been :-;cen that chemical deterioration will rC'sult in thC' loss of die-
lectric effi ciency a nd mechanical strength ; it is thercforC' of prime 
importance that it bC' elimin atC'd or carefully contro lled . 
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Inasmuch as cotton , paper, rayon, etc., a re basically cellulose 
materials , most of the foregoing discussion of the properties of cellu-
lose will apply . The extent of this applicability depends upon the 
inherent chan:. cteristics of these materials. 
(a ) Cotton Chemically, cotton is nearly pure cellulose and is 
amenable to various treatments which add dielectric strength, mois-
ture resista nce , and resistivity to it:-; original high mechanical strength. 
The dielectric strength of unimpregn ated cotton textiles as 
they con:e from the loom is la rgely determined by such factors as 
atmospheric conditions and smface contamination. As will be seen 
(Section 7), in a series of tests cotton showed the highest percentage 
of moisture by weight in comparison with asbcf3tos and glass. Cot-
ton alone i:-; used in very specia l cases where the dielectric strength 
requirement is so low that the plain cotton will suffice-for example, 
as conductor insulation in oil-filled transformers. \Vhcn used a lone 
it mu:-:t be used under such conditions that its low resistance to 
moistme will not prove detrimental. 
In it:-: main application, cotton can be confiidered a mechanical 
spacer a nd a carrier for the imprcgnant. Its chief use is for varnish-
imprcgnated cloth and tape and as the filler in lam inated plastics. 
( b) Paper Paper is chemically inert in its purest form and of 
low inherent electrical conductivity. It lends itself surprisingly well 
to various type:-: of electrical insulation, and there are over 100 dif-
ferent kind,; that can be used. Its insulating properties arc seriously 
lowered beca use of its physica l structure. It normally contains much 
air a nd abso rbed moisture. Untreated paper is little better than so 
much air. Like cotton, it is used as a carrier for insulating varnishes. 
It is hard , thin, dense , and inexpensive. In comparison to cotton, 
some of it;; mechanical properties a re inferior. Below is a table list-
ing the more importa nt types of paper;;; and their outstanding 
propcrtie:-;. 
Type 
Rag 
Fish 
PrPssboard 
l~rafl 
Hopp 
.Jap 
Derimlil'e of 
Cotton rags 
Cotton 
Colton, \\'oocl or a 
mixture 
1:-iulphate \\'Oocl-pulp 
proclu('t 
Old hemp or hemp 
fiber 
~Iulhl'IT\' fiber 
Properties 
Tough , high abrasion res istance 
Dense, ha rd, tough, " ·ithstancls sha rp bending, 
una ffect ed by oil, dielectri c st rength is good 
when cir.\· 
Porous, tough, cas,· to dn-, a menable to oil 
impregnation 
Easl' of impn•gnation, strong, high die lect ri (' 
strength and lo\\· po\\·cr factor for .000-l-in. ti ssue 
Stronger than cotton papPr, tough, thin, anw-
nablP to impregnation 
l ' nusual stn•ngth clue to long fibc•rs 
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(c) Rayon A chemical derivative of cellulose, rayon has the same 
elect rical properties as other cellulose products. Its outstanding fea-
tures are its ability to allow the penetration of varnish a nd resinous 
materials and the smooth surface it has after impregnation. Rayon 
is as good as silk, and even better when aged in air. It has a lower 
tensile strength and abrasion resistance than wood or cotton (from 
which it is chemically derived). 
( d) Wood Wood is gradually disappearing as an insulating ma-
terial. Its chief use at the present time is as slot wedges. :Niaterials 
have been found to replace it which have better electrical and 
mechanical properties. 
( e) Synthetics Thermoplastics include certain cellulose materials 
which are important in the electrical insulating field. Although an 
attempt will be made here to li st some of these which are cellulose 
derivatives , the discussion of plastics in general will be reserved for 
a later section . 
.Vlalerial 
Cellulose Acetates 
Coto pct 
Ethyl Cellulose 
Properties 
High dielectric s trength; low moisture content; inflammable; 
to be used helo\\' 110 deg C (230 deg F ) ; brittle and weak me-
chanical! .'· alone, but with a plasti('izer in it, the fibe rs improve 
its mechaniea l strength. \Yill not corrode copper if corrosive 
lubricants a rc not used 
A different form of cellulose acetate; low moisture content, 
greater me('hanical st rength than cellulose acetate, inflamma-
ble; to be used below 100 deg C (230 deg F) ; will not corrode 
copper if corrosive lubrieants a rc not used 
Tough, flexible, maximum temperature for continuous use is 
about 105 deg C (221 deg F ) 
Glass.- One of the more recent developments in the inorganic 
field of insulation is glass. The pure glass fibers differ slightly in com-
position from ordinary glass in that they are alkali-free . Alkali 
would leach to the surfaces of the fibers . In the presence of moisture 
the result would be an ionizable salt which would decrease the insu-
lation resistance. Glass is widely used as a Class B and Class H 
material because it is very resistant to high temperature, high 
humidity, and chemical action. 
Two basic types of fiber are avai la ble- the sta ple fiber and the 
continuous filament , each having different applications . Staple fibers 
are approximately 9 in . long and form a tough material when woven , 
whereas the continuous filaments are very long and provide a ;;;mooth, 
si lky appearance and great tensile strength. Cloth made with :-;taple 
fibers has an appearance similar to cotton or woolen fabrics, and i:-; 
to be preferred for heavy insulation where the space factor is not 
important and where a rc ;.; ilient material i;.; desired. Fabrics wov<'n 
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with continuous fil a ments a re more widely used because t hey have 
greater strength , permit a hi gher space factor , and present a better 
appearance th an th e st aple fa brics. Gl ass in textil e form has a high 
rat e of heat conduction ; in th e wool form , a low rate . 
Th e dielectric strength of uni m pregn ated glass is essentia lly t he 
same as th a t of a n equivalent thickness of air , depending somewh at 
on the humidity and the degree to which the surface has been con-
taminated. When impregn ated , its dielectri c strength rises t o high 
values, depending upon th e type of impregnant as well as t he th or-
oughness of the impregnating and curing processes . If the humidity 
is high , glass takes on considera ble moisture during periods of idl e-
ness, suffering a greatly reduced dielectric strength . Wh en operated 
again, however, th e moisture is driven off, with a resul t ing return 
of dielectric strength . Th e fibers themselves a re nonhygroscopic, 
but moisture will collect on t heir surfaces. Th e insula tion resista nce 
is very high when dry, and t hough it decreases with increasin g 
humidity it is not seriously reduced . 
Over a large range of temperatures gl ass has a much higher 
tensile strength than com parabl e materials. It is little a ffected by 
temperatures up t o 400 deg C (752 deg F ). 
Its low abrasion resistance and low shearin g strengt h were ini-
ti a lly causes of great concern , but t he addition of lubrica n t a nd proper 
impregnation will a lmost completely elimina te this problem. Gl ass 
is resista nt to a brasion by other materials, bu t gl ass will cut glass. 
The untreated fi bers t end to cu t and nick each other, making a 
th orough impregnation advisabl e. To increase t he abrasion resist-
a nce of th e fini shed glass product a lubrica nt is a pplied during manu-
facture, but in the a ppara tus this must be suppl emented by va rnish 
or other impregnants. Wh en the lubri can t or impregn an t is elimi-
nated or its quali t ies destroyed , vibration is a pt to cause a brasive 
destru ction . This limi tation can be minimized by a thorough impreg-
na tion, foll owed by an· adequ ate baking and curing process. l\lanu-
fac turing experience indicates that little difficul ty is experienced 
clue t o nicking and shearing durin g application or in obtaining a 
thorou gh impregna ti on, provided the proper varnish is used . Because 
of t he inorgani c nature of glass it is sometim es poss ibl e to speed up 
t he baking and cming processes by using higher te mperatures th an 
convent ional organi c fabri cs could wi thstand. The origina l lu bri-
cants were hygroscopic a nd corrosive to copper ; however, progress 
has been made and will co nt inue to be made in overco min g this 
diffi cult y as better lu b ri catin g mate ri als a rc developed . 
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In much elect rical a pparat u:-; , t he necessary t hi ckne;.;s of t he in-
c:ulat ion is determined by its required mecha nical st rengt h rather 
than by its electrical st rength . Becau:-;e of th e high tensil e strengt h 
of glass the thi ckness can be decreased a nd th e space facto r in creased, 
thus reducin g the size of the apparat us without a cha nge in a ll owable 
tem perat ure ri :-;e . 
Gl ass i;; pa rticularly sui ted fo r hi gh te mperat ure in ;;ulatio n, eit her 
Class B or Cla;;;; H . The Cla:-;:-; H 180 deg C (3 56 deg F ) hot-spot 
tem pera t ure has bu t little effect upon the p ro perties of the fiber 
it:-;c lf. T he li mitin g facto rs in thi :-; range of te mperat ure a re the char-
acteristic:-; of t he im pregnant and the mecha ni cal pro pert ies of the 
parts of the apparatus other t han irnm la ti on . 
Glass in sul a ti on has distinct advan tages, bu t it also h as limi ta-
tions. Its p ri mary appli cat ions at the present t ime are those whi ch 
req uire an except ional resistance to hea t, moist ure and chemicals. 
Asbeslos.- Before refin ement , asbestos , a bundle of exte rn al fi ne 
fi bers, is contaminated by conduct ing salts. Chrysotile asbestos is 
the most useful type and t he one most sui ted fo r elec trical purposes. 
It can be app lied to wire in a simil a r manner as t he other mate ri a ls 
because of t he st rength , fl exibility , a nd fin eness of t he fi bers. The 
outstanding features of asbestos arc its a bili ty to maintain its fl exi-
bili ty an d to wi thst a nd temperat ures as high as 385 deg C (725 deg 
F ) . At a pproximate ly this temperature t he water of hydration i,.; 
drawn off , a nd the asbestos beco me:-; bri tt le and can be easil y pul-
ve rized . Th e water content of asbestos, whi ch is a bout 14 percen t , 
accoun ts fo r t he superior fl exibili ty of t hi :-; mate ria l over other types. 
In select ing a grade of asbestos fo r electri cal purposes , t wo facto rs 
must be considered : th e a moun t of magnetic iron in the asbestos and 
the surface impuri ties whi ch have not been removed. A grade of 
asbestos must be chosen which has a low content of iron, preferably 
less th an 0.5 percen t, which is so generally dispersed t hroughout 
the cloth th at t he possibility of la rge part icl e:;; causing groun ds is 
remote. Newer manufact uring methods have bee n fo un d which re-
move im puri t ies a nd co nduct ing particles to a deg ree not co nside red 
economicall y fcac; ible in the paRt. Al so, t he fibers ca n be prepa red 
t o mu ch small er dimension:-;. Un t reated asbes tos would , clue to im-
purities a nd its moistu re absorption quali t ies, have low insul a ting 
pro perties. \Vh en bent or ;; tretchecl , asbcst o;; exhibits uneven thin-
nin g in spots. Its fibers a rc ;; mooth a nd shin y , making it easier fo r 
t hem to slide on one a noth er and thus redu cin g the tcn;; il e strengt h . 
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Another disadvantage of asbestos for elec t rica l insulation is tha t 
amounts up to 20 percent cotton a re usua lly mixed with it to facili-
tate textile operations. If the apparat us is su bj ectecl to high tem-
peratures, the cotton will burn or rot out , res ulting in voids which 
decrease the thermo-conductivity of the windings a nd possibly leave 
room for conductor vibration. 
Asbestos, like other cloths, is inherently lacking in electrical 
properties; therefore it must be considered solely as a physical 
:<pacing medium. Impregnation \Yill impa rt t o it the necessary elec-
t rical properti es as well as the moisture-resistant qualities. Failure 
or loss of dielectric strength under high heat conditions or moisture 
a rc primarily failures of the impregnating materials used in the 
insulation syste m. 
Asbestos in the form of clo t h or pa per can be used as a wrapper 
or tape, either a lone or bac ked with pa per, cotton, mica, and glass . 
Asbestos is also used in such app li cations as require a bulky res ilient 
material. Because of its bulk it can act as a cushion for the en cl turns 
of m ac hin es where vibrati on is excessive. 
By t he use of a mineral fill er and binder with asbestos, a thin 
non-inf-lammablc, 100-perccnt inorganic paper-like materi al is ob-
tained .* With the new processing methods of asbestos, means were 
fo und for combining the purified fib er with the mineral binder and 
fill er to produce a continuous sheet of this combination, which has a 
strong resemblance to paper. It has the property of retaining its 
original tensile strength for a greater period of time at high tempera-
tures. Its dielectric st rength in creases with an increase of temperature 
up to 500 vpm at 300 deg C (572 deg F) and then drops off. At 800 
deg C (1472 deg F) it has a dielectric strength at 100 vpm. 
Th e new combination has a better t herma l characteristic than 
the standard asbestos paper, and a higher dielect ric st rength , but 
the same physical strength . It is used for magnet wire and layer 
insulation, as a mica backing materia l, and as a mica substi t ute. 
Mica. - i\Jica has many of the desirable characteristics of the 
perfect elect ri cal insul ato r, for it has high dielectric st rength , low 
dielectric losses, high surface a nd volume resistivi ty, and high shear-
ing and tensile st rength . It is fireproof and non-infl ammable, and at 
temperat ure;.; greater than its maximum :;afe temperature it simply 
calcin es. Oils have a negligibl e effect on it. 
For the purposes of this Circul ar it is conveni ent to classify ra w 
mica int o two groups- white mica and amber mica. \\'hitc mica is 
11 
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" . t//~· 1~· Trr lwical Paper 48-20 . Dt'<"<' lllill'r , 1947. 
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the harder and has a maximum safe temperature of ap proximately 
500 deg C (932 deg F). Amber mica is used mainly for commutator 
seg ment insulation, and because it will wi t hstand 800 deg C (1472 
deg F ) it is widely used in heating applian ces. 
:'llica is prod uced in several forms for use in electrical apparatus: 
commutator segment plate, hot molding pl ate, cold f-l exible plate, 
and composite insul ation. Commutator seg ment plate is a general 
form containing mica and a minimum percentage of a polymerizing 
binder. After compression under heat, the binder impa rts rigidity 
to the fini shed plate and prevents slippage of t he mica film s when 
:-;ubjectccl to heat and pressure. The usual thickness of the plate 
is from 0.020 to 0.040 in. It may be cut , sawed, drilled, a nd pun ched. 
Hot molding plate for shell s, t ubes, V-rings, slot cells, and other 
forms contains about 15 percent binder. The binder is unclercured 
so that it will soften at about 135 deg C (275 deg F ) to permit mold-
ing and curing operations. After shaping, t he curing process is com-
pleted, so t hat t he finished product will have sufficient strength to 
resist mechanical loads at high temperatures. 
Cold f-l exibl e sheet mica can be readily formed at room tempera-
tures for applications such as slot insulation, com1nutator co res, etc. 
Because it is bound wi th nondrying oils, plasticizers, a nd res ins, 
cold flexible sheet mica should not be subjected to high mechanical 
st resses. 
For composite insulation the mi ca is backed with a carrier such 
as pape r, silk , cotton, glass, or asbestos . The choice of the carrier is 
dependent on the required degree of temperature resistance, me-
chanical strength, fl exibility, and t he like. The percentage by weight 
of the mica in the composite is generally from 50 to 65 percent, t he 
rest being binder and carrier . Frequently, several layers of mi ca and 
carrier are used for a sin gle sheet . Binders have been developed 
which are not affected by oils. iVIica products employing these bind-
ers are sometimes referred to as "Super." The mica in composite 
insulation greatly increases the surface leakage paths, and also 
reduces the effect of moisture because the moisture is abso rbed by 
the laminations of the mica sp li tt in gs. 
In testing the composite insul ation it is not possible to use 
standard devices such as a n Elmendorf tear tester , because they 
arc designed for varnished cloths. Only t wo devices a re avail ab le 
for testing mica insul ation- a thickness gage and a dielect ric strength 
tester . Often a large manufacturer will require t he meeting of a 
specification covering over-all thickness with a plus or minus toler-
a nce, dielectric st ren gt h, grade of mica to be used a nd , if a backing 
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material is to be used , the type of material a nd th ickness. If the 
combination is to be utilized a;; a tape, it is understood by the 
manufacturer, usua lly from pa;;t experience or by word of mouth, 
whether the custo mer likes an oily , greasy tape or a dry, hard one. 
Therefore, handability is judged by each customer's shop personnel 
rat her than by the Ui:ie of testing devices. Freq uent ly the reaction 
of the personnel in the shop is considered just as important m' to 
>:at isfy the engineering department and the purchasing agent. 
The quality of mica used and whether the combination is hand-
laid mica or machine-laid arc the determining factors of the die-
lect ric 8trength of the composite mica material. As a general rule, 
a ll thin materials less t han 7 or 8 mils have to be hand-laid. Greater 
t hicknesses are usually machine-laid unless the user, regardless of 
the increased cost, specifies hand-laying. Since a detailed economic 
a naly8is is not feasible, t he question of cost of the product will not 
be considered. In most cases hand-laying is done with large films of 
book mica, resulting in a 700-vpm material, whereas machine-laying 
with small loose mica results in a 500-vpm materi a l. 
Although many new insul ating materials have been developed in 
recent years, none is about to replace mica in applications which 
require a high degree of electrical strength and moisture resistance 
under adverse conditions of temperature and corrosive at mospheres. 
Plastics.- Among the newest developments in electrical insulation 
are plastics. John Sasso gives an interesting introduction: 
:'\ew types of plast ics have been introducPd with such frequency in the past 
few yPars that the impression may well ha m been gained that the chemi stry 
of their struct ure is a hopPIPssly confused and compli ca ted prob lem. The 
mu ltitude of trade na mPs adds to this confu~ion, althoug:h in some cases 
mat erials of a lmost identi cal structure ma~' be kno\\·n by from two to six or 
more trade names. It might seem at first g:lance that there is no log:ical 
definition of wha t is and what is not a p lastic. This, hO\\'e \·er, is not precisely 
the case . The chemistry of plasti cs has been greatly clarified, and many 
workers are now studying their structure and t he methods of manufacture.* 
Few materials in t he electrical fi eld equal plastics in mecha nical 
st rength and dielectric properties. A great advantage over all other 
types of insul ating materials is their adaptabi li ty to intricate molding 
and fabricating processes. 
No singl e plastic can be considered as outstanding in a ll elec-
trical properties . Analysis will indicate t he different properties that 
will be required to insulate the apparatus under consideration; then 
a type which will fulfill t hese requirements may be selected . 
* By permission from "Plastir!=i Hnndbook for P roduct Engineers," John Sasso , C'd. l\lcC rnw-
T-Jill Hook C o .. Int' .. :-\ C' \\' York. 1946. 
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Pl as tic materials fall into two basic groups: thermm;etting and 
thermoplastic. Under the thermoset group- materials that go through a chcm.-
ical change when heated a nd become infusible upon cure- are the 
foll owing: 1) phenol formaldehyde , 2) m.elam ine formaldehyde, 3) 
furfural formaldehyde, 4) polyestics , 5) allyl alcohols. Certain ones 
of t his group will withstand temperatures up to 202 deg C (400 
deg F ) before ch arring . 
Those materials that will soften under heat and remain soft 
under heat, but upon cooling will harden, are thermoplastics. They 
include 1) cellulose derivative,.; (mentioned in Section 5 under Cel-
lulose), 2) polystyrene, 3) vinyl copolymers, 4) methyl methacyiatc , 
5) viny liclene chloride. 
The temperature limit for t his group is 83 deg C (180 deg F ), 
above which they begin to soften . If the temperature limit is exceed-
ed for too long and if the temperature is such that the plastic can flow , 
permanent harm will have been clone to t he insulation. 
In both groups, if the temperatu re limits are exceeded a large 
reduction in insulating strength , a higher leakage current, and a 
greater power loss will occur in the materials, besides mechanical 
deterioration. 
A prime consideration in applying a synthetic to a piece of equip-
ment is the products of thermal deterioration- a function of the 
chemical and physical nature of the material. Some synthetics have 
products of decomposition which are toxic , inflammable, or both. 
Such undesirable properties prevent the use of those synthetics. The 
gases can harm the nearby surroundings and human beings. 
A second consideration is the effects of synthetic materials or 
their products of thermal decomposition on the ad jacent parts in 
t he equipment. Improper application may lead to corrosion and, in 
the encl, failure of the apparatus. Because of a combination of cor-
rosion and humidity, some types may form ionic solut ions. 
Another consideration is the effect of the synthetic materials on 
subsequent processes and t reatmen ts. 
Since thermoplastics will soften under heat and flow away from 
criti cal areas, th ey cannot be used with varnishes that have to be 
baked. Certain ones cannot be used because in the presence of the 
varnish solvent they will be dissolved. Where a thcrmoset plast ic 
has to be baked at high tcmpcraturcs- e.g., sili cones- thermal deteri-
oration of the other material used in conjunction with it might occur. 
The insulating properties of plastic;; arc evaluated chiefl y by 
dielectric st rength, dielectric con;;tant , power factor , die lect ri c lo;;s, 
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a rc rc:;istance, a nd insul ation resistance. A knowledge of these a ll ows 
determination of which plastic is most sui tab le for a given electrical 
application . The Appen dix contains charts giving specific data on 
the most commonly used plastics. 
-:\Iost plastics withstand high voltage peaks. The dielectric st rength 
varies from 50 vpm for ph enolic mater ia ls to 3000 vpm for foils of 
ethyl cellulose. Thin in sul ating foil;; increase in their dielectric strength 
as they become thinner, the peak occurin g between 1 and 2 mils 
t hick ness. T emperat ure has little effect on the di electric strength . 
Pronounced flow and weld marks may act as thin air gaps which have 
low dielectric st rength. These may be detected by tests, so that the 
dcfccti vc part may be discarded. 
The dielectric constant va ries from a low value of 2 for poly-
styrene to a high of 8 for min era l-fill ed phenolics. Dielectric constant 
timer-; power factor determines values for dielectric loss. 
The power facto r can be said to he an cxprcr-;sion of losses resul t-
ing from conductance and polarization in the dielectric matcriak 
For low values of freq uency, the loss clue to cond uctance is small and 
that clue to pola rization is high . As the frequency is raised, conductive 
losses in crease and polarization losses decrease. \Vith increase of 
temperature , dielectric loss tends to ri se. 
Arc resistance is adversely affected by facto rs that co ntribu te 
to surface condu ct ivity. High temperature, short creepage paths, 
films of moisture and dust, and the pointed electrical contacts cause 
a n early breakdown. 
In su latio n resistance is composed of two parts: volumetric, de-
termined by the current leaking through t he vo lume; and the surface 
insulation , determined by the leakage a lon g surface. The former is 
affected by the reinforcing medium; t he latter is governed mostly by 
the designer and is subject to many variables. Films of d ust or mois-
ture can account for previously unexplainable voltage drops. ·with 
an increase of moisture absorpt ion a nd temperature the insulation 
resistance decreases. 
l\lany plastics have low heat cond uctivity and low heat capacity; 
others have relatively high thermal condu ctivity. Th e therma l ex-
pans ion is from 2 to 8 t imes greater than that of brass. This range 
presents a problem of unequal expansion when t he plastic is used in 
conjunction wi th other parts. With an increase of temperature it 
may distort, crack, or buckle. -:\I aximum safe continuous operatin g 
temperat ure ir-; that at which the material will not become blistered 
or distorted or suffer a loss in a ppearance or mechani cal st rength . 
Pl ast icr-; a rc ligh t, fl exibl e, a nd resilient. Synt het ic res ins a rc sub-
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jcct to deterioration upon prolonged exposure to outdoor weather-
ing; , clue to the sun 's radiation a nd to cyclical wett ing a nd drying. 
In presenting the material on plastics, the a uth ors full y realize 
that a complete treatment could not be given in the space avail able. 
The aim of th is r-;ect ion h as been to present some of the basic ideas 
on the major subclivi r-; ions of plastics as a pplied to electrical in sul a-
tion. The fundamental data on the most popular plastics used for 
elect ri cal insulation a rc reserved for the Appcndixe,;. 
Varnishes.- An insul a ting varnish is a solu t ion of gums or resins 
(nat ural or synt hetic) in a vehi cle composed of oils and 1or volat il e 
,;olvents. Insulating varnishes are used to impregnate fibrou s insu la-
tion, to treat insul ating cloth or paper, and to provide a surface fini sh . 
The primary function of a varnish is to com.pensate for the de-
ficie ncies of the other componcnb of t he insulation system. The 
varnish offers both mechanical and chemical protection, as well as 
an in crease in dielectric strength a nd t hermal cond uctivity. Th e 
mechani cal qualities imparted by t he varnish reduce the effect of 
mechanical vibration, magnetic v ibration, and fo rces clue to the 
rotation and / or changes in speed of rotating m.achincry. The varnish 
r-;hou lcl provide protection against corrosive gar-;es, moisture, acids, 
bases, oil , dust, an d metallic particles. The varnish im.pregnation 
of a carrier (cotton, asbestos, etc.) will appreciably in crease the ther-
mal conductivity of the composite insulat ion. Sin ce most of the 
common ly uRecl carriers have in themselves a dielectric strength 
equal only to t hat of a n equivalen t thickness of a ir , the dielectric 
st rength must generally be suppleme nted by varnish impregnation. 
The ch aracteristics to be considered in the selection of an insula-
ting varnish h ave been listed by B. F. 1\IcN amara as follows:* 
1) penetration, 2) depth of drying, 3) binding and adhesive proper-
t ies, 4) high softening temperature, 5) chemical stabili ty of perma-
nence, 6) insul ation resistance, 7) waterproofness, 8) oilproofness, 
9) alkali resistance, 10) acid resistance, 11) heat end urance, 12) physi-
cal toughness, and 13) fl exibility. The initial electrical character-
istics of the varnish, such as insul ation resistance and dielectric 
strength, are generally satisfactory for most of the appli cations with-
in the scope of this paper. Th e limiting facto rs a re the effects of the 
fo regoing characterir-;tics on the elect ri cal properties of the com-
posite insulation. 
Impregnating varnishes may be eith er ai r-drying or baking. Th e 
impregnat ing-ba kin g type i" furth er subd ivided into two groups: 
• "Fiinr·tions o f EIPttri1·nl I nsulating "'.\ l ntNial s a nd E\\•l'lrical I11s11lat111µ; \ "nrrush ," B . F. 
:\11''.'\ :1111arn . :\ ddn• :-; s1·~ to I ron and :-O:tt•t'I En1.!irn'C' r:-;, Bin11in g:h:nn . Al a., Od . 2i , 1947. 
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the conventional a nd the thermosetting. The ha rdening of the con-
ventional-type varnishes is a gradu al oxidation a nd polymerization 
process. Th e t hermosett ing varnish is a heat-reactive synthetic var-
nish which cures by polymerization and not by oxidation. After 
impregnat ion the apparatus is heated to a specified temperature for 
a certain period of ti me. The thermosetting varnish then "sets" 
permanently t hrough t he piece of eq uipment , even in deep-seated 
parts. Th e res ult is a n infusible, s trongly bonded in sulation . When 
a conventional type is used, only the outer parts a re cured ini tially, 
since th e oxidat ion process proceeds inward gradually. For conven-
tional varnishes a high oil content gives slow drying but long life ; 
a quick-drying varnish is Jess tough and has a shorter life. 
Generally speaking, the black varnishes have better resistance 
to moisture than the clear varnishes. The clear varnishes are recom-
mended for use in oil-cooled transformers because of t heir superior 
performa nce in t he presence of oil. Although the Rynthetic phenoli c 
base insulat ing varnishes have exceptionally high heat resis tance, 
they will no t have sufficient resistance to the transmission of steam 
or moisture vapor if t he varnish film is not thick enough. R ecently 
improved va rnishes of t he phenolic-a lkyd heat-h ardening type have 
been developed for th e purpose of providing better protection against 
dirt, oil , grease, and other foreign matter . The varnish has good pene-
t ration characte ristics and its surface is smooth and resistant to oil, 
acid, and a lka li. Such varnishes mu st strike a balance between a 
hardening that is resis tant to foreign matter, and coil inflexibili ty. 
Because about 50 percent of a varnish consis ts of the solvent 
which is removed in the curing process, "solventless " varnishes have 
been developed which eliminate troublesome voids, a lthough in 
deep coil s some difficulty has been experienced in securing thorough 
impregnation and hardening. Th e "solventless" varnish is a mixture 
of the gums or resins and t he oils. 
Care must be taken not only in t he selection of a va rnish but 
a lso in its preparation a nd use. Th e viscosity is determined by th e 
amo unt and type of solven t added to t he varnish. Th e sequence of 
operations generally followed after the varnish has been prepared 
is: pre-heating, dipping, draining, a nd baking. For good resu lts care 
must be taken in each of these s teps. The selection of a varnish is 
a matter of bal a nce; no one varnish will have a ll the qualities t he 
user migh t desire. Th e select ion should take into acco unt the phys ical 
fac ilities which t he ma nufacturer has a va il a bl e, for some va rnishes 
may have a baking cycle or a ba kin g temperature that would rul e 
o ut t hei r us0. 
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The enamel used for magnet wire is a specia l form of insulating 
varnish. In add ition to the usual requirements it mu st adh ere to 
thC' metallic surface . 
An attempt was made to claRsify a ll exi;;t ing varnishes for com-
parative purposes into general groupings. This a ttempt wa;; not 
accom plished; it is difficult to asse mble in one chart informat ion from 
vario us manufacturers. Thus far no standards for direct comparison 
arc avail able. Each manufacturer gives pertinent inform ation on his 
own varnishes, a nd in selecting a varnish for a pa rticul ar use consul-
tation with the man ufact urer is advisab le. 
To show the difficulty of coordinating a nd the need for specific 
standards of classifica tion, two charts from well-known manufac-
turers are reprinted at the end of the body of t his circular. Th e charts 
reveal t hat information is avail able, but no t on the same compara-
tive basis. 
This a ccoun t of varnishes ends with a mention of polysiloxane, 
or silicones as they a re commonly called. They a re treated individu-
ally here because they have resulted in the establishment of the 
Class H range of electrica l in sul ation. 
Silicones are a new class of semi-inorganic polymers made of sand , 
brine, coat, and oil. The grea ter thermal stability of the silicones 
than of organic materials is due to the fact that the silicone-to-oxygen 
bond in the silicone chain is s tronger than the carbon-to-carbon bond 
in organic materials. The surface of the organo-silicon compounds is 
simil ar to t he surface of a hydrocarbon compound, a fact which 
accounts for the excellent moisture resistance of t he silicones. 
Silicone resins are produced in two types : 1) the insulating-
varnish type, used to coat inorganic materia ls such as glass , asbestos, 
and mica, and also as a binder in mica-gl ass sheet; 2) the thermoset-
ting-resin type, used for lamin ates and simila r purposes requiring 
a hard rigid materia l. 
In general, the electrical and mechan ica l properties of silicones 
are equal or inferior to those of the conventional organic materials. 
It is the ch emical properties that pa rticul a rly recommend them. 
They are resistant to high t emperatures, oxidat ion, moisture , and 
chemi cal agents. The initi al mechanical and electrica l properties of 
a silico ne m ay in so me cases be inferior to the correspondin g proper-
ties of an organic varnish. However , if the application is such as to 
emph asize thermal s ta bility, moisture resistance, a nd chemica l resist-
ance, then aft er a period of operation a silicone-insul ated pi ece of 
equipm ent should have mechanical and electrica l properti es superior 
to those of a simil a r machine in sul ated with organic varnish. 
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Under normal operating conditions there is littl e adva ntage in 
the use of sili co nes instead of the organic varnishes. It may, in fact , 
be disadvantageous. H owever, under abnorm al conditions of temper-
at ure, moisture , and corrosion the advantage of this unique material 
becomes apparent. Th e use of silicones permits greater life under 
co ncli t iorn., of high am bi ent temperature, high humidity , and corrosive 
agent;.;; la rger overloads with less clanger to the eq ui pmcnt; and 
greater output fo r a given weigh t of apparatus. 
Silicones have a n established place in the elect rical insulating 
industry. In some in stances they have rep laced organic varnishes 
that were not suited to the job. They should , in general, not be 
thought of as a rep lace rncnt but as a new material opening a new 
field of high-tem perature insulation, and should be so ap plied. 
Al though many hundreds of varnishes a re availa bl e, a compari-
son of the properties of a few typical kinds suffices to give a general 
view . Special problems justify individual treatment , but in general 
it is unnecessary and inadvisable to keep in stock a la rge number of 
varnishes; the needs of most applications can be met by a few 
standard types. 
6. Liquid Dielectrics 
Oil is t he most important liquid dielectric for transformers. 
It has two main functions-as a coolin g medium and as a n in-
i:; ulating medium (elect ric st rength being greater t han air) . A gum-
likc material solid at room temperature co uld serve as the insulating 
medium except that oil has t he advantage of bein g self-h ealing. Any 
momentary fai lure of the oil clue to a temporary overvoltagc is 
cleared by the li q uid , whi ch flows to the break to rcinsulate the path. 
For a given t ransformer operatin g at a fixed load, t he operating 
temperature depends on the "cooling" characteristics of the liquid 
dielectric. The better these characteristics, the lower will be the 
operat ing temperature. 
Any liquid which is miscible with or has any a ffini ty for mois-
tu re must be ruled out as an insulating medium , because of the 
chemical reactions t hat will occur in the presence of moisture. Oil 
was chosen chiefl y because of its good qualities against moisture, even 
though its inflammability is a clisaclvantagc. 
The specifications which a transformer oil must meet a re six: 
1. It must have high dielectric st rength . 
2. It must be as free as possible from sludgin g, by havin g a high 
degree of stability at operating temperatures. 
3. Oil with low viscosit y a nd high heat con du ctivity is desired 
for maximum heat transfer . 
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-t. It should be one that has been refined with no pre:-;ence of 
acicb. Over-refined oil should not be used, bccau:-;e of it:-; tendency 
to for m organic acids. 
5. Th e oil must have a :-;pecific gravity which i:-; decidedly dif-
ferent from. t hat of water. Wh en t he water come:-; in contact with 
the oil , it will immediately settle to t he bottom. 
6. It should have a high resistance to emul sion . 
:.\Iincral oil s that do not satisfy these specificat ion :-; will dete-
riorate , mainly because of water and oxidation. During ag in g in 
service, oxidation products will be formed whi ch will coll ect on the 
tank walls or on the windings in the form of solids. Such a collect ion , 
com mon ly called sludge, will interfere with the cooling process and 
may thereby produce a complete destru ction of the transfo rmer. 
The amo un t formed in a given oil depends on the temperature and 
the time of exposure of the oil to the air . The effect can be minimized 
by careful refining and selection of the oil, which determine the kind 
of oxidation and the products which are fo rmed . There are means of 
regenerating oil having a considerable amount of sludge. 
Breakdown of oils can occur by either of two well-known methocb , 
the pure electric a nd the thermal. The former is inclcpcnclent of the 
influence of temperature and pressure, a nd occurs mostly because of 
impulse voltages. The latter is more common for oils : it results from 
su,;tained app li cat ion of a voltage, the cond ition under which trans-
fo rmers a re used in practice. 
Tests have yielded the followin g facts about two groups of oils. 
Grnup A* 
(I ) Oib " ·i1 h diff('l"f' nt pln·:;i en l charnetf'l"i"t ir " "h o\\· ,,·id f' difff' rf' nrf' " in th f' 
elec tri cal cha racteri sti cs under th e limi ted-oxidati on l f's t:<. F or exa mpl e, cert a in 
oil ,; will gi,·e maximum f'lf' c t rical in ,;ta bi li t_,., a :; indi ca l f' d b;1· high pow('!" fa ct or. 
,,·ith the oil contacting copper in tlw ab:;r nee of ox>·gr n. G enerally thc:;e o il" will 
produce lower po wer factor:; ,,·ith innpa:;ing a!llo unb; of a\·ailablf' oxygen . Other 
o ils gi,·e a m a ximum e lectri cal in:;tabi li ty a :< indi cat ed b>· high power factor . with 
a m ounts of a \·a ilable oxygen in th f' rangf' o f a fp ,,· hundred cubi c crntimn er,- of 
oxygen per kil ogram of oil. 
(2 ) Q,·cr-rd ined o il s gf' ne rally gi,·r good C' lf' ctri ea l "t ability in the ini t ial 
p rri od of a continu ou,--oxidation t r,: t. Suc·h oil " gf' nN:tll _,. prnduce large a m ount:; 
of water and low-mol ecular-we ight acid,;. 
(3) R eprcsent a ti,·c s traigh t h_nlroca rbons ex hibit , o !llf' \\·ha t th r >' :t llH' cha r-
:wl e ri s ti c~ under limit ed -oxida tion t r :;b a" a pply t o colll!ll P!Tial r lN·tri ca l m :;u-
lating oil ~ . Accordingly. it is b r lie ,·cd tha t the t.\"] >e of hydroea1bon pl a _,., at lra:;t 
:;o!lle part in th e chara ct r ri ,- ti c:; of a gi\"f' n mi1w ral oil. 
(4) Thr non-hydrnearbon comp01wnt" of :l lllin('l"al oil ckt r rmine t o a la rgr 
ext ent till' chara ct cri:;tic-" of tha t o il under lirnit Pd-oxidatio n. ln ma n_,. ca"r:;. the 
addition of a fe ,,· t e nth :; of a pf' tT r nt o f add r d colllpouml" !ll :t_,. c·ha ngP \"f' ry 
grca1 ly the charnet eri:;tic-" of an oil. 
(5) ] t ha" b rcn ob:;c n ·rd that !llinernl oib lllay changP llH' ir li111it Pd-oxid :1-
1ion char:1c·t pri ,-1ic·:; ,,·i1h tin ll' of :;tanding in a con tain l' r. 
· lb b l 1;1 11g h . .J . C' .. a nti A . C: .. \ :-;:-:af. " Elt T l r w:tl :--: 1:d1 il1 1\· o l l·:l 1·1·1rw;tl l 11.;1Jl:1t111!! () d .. l "11d1•1 
l. i 111 i 11 •d (h1 d :t l1 oll." . 1//~' /·.: T ra11...:,,1·f11111.-:, \ "ol. 62. lH"1 3 . . 
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Group B * 
(1 ) In tlw eontinuoui<-oxidation tc"'L' tlw inhibitor,; which reduced oxygen 
con,;uniption. in µ:cn cral, reduced the e lectrical lo:'i'ei'. 
( 2 ) \'aryinµ: concf' ntration,; of inhibitor and a 1·ailable ox.1·µ:e n and copper 
,urfacc prndueC' d clin' r:;c e lcctri('al lo,.,c,. 
( 3 ) Sulphur adclitiH''· Sulphur compouncb in concentration,; found in rdi1wd 
oil,; nia.1· incrf'a,;e or d ecrcn,of' the f'l f' ctri('al loi<:'c,; produced by a lilllited oxidation. 
dcp0ndinµ: on their t.1·pf' and i'tnietmP. 
C:rnup Ct 
(1 ) The:' dicl0dric prop0rti f' ,; of in:mlating oil" arc:' ('On,idf'rnbly affectc•d b.1· 
thf' :..;tn '~~in~ in ~{' JTIC f' . 
( 2) Oils which already di,:pl:ty inadmi~,:ibl~· high di e lectric Jossf' s due to 
aµ:inµ: can be n ' ,;iorcd to tlwir oriµ:inal ntlue,; b.1· rnc:tno of treatnwnt with Full er·,-
C'arth. 
(3 ) Th C' dielectric lo"f'" of n ew oils cannot >'ClT e as a ba,;is for clc;;ign. 
becau,-c the.1· g1n 1tly innea,-e in ,pn·icc du e to alt eration. It is therefore ab:m-
lt1t p ]~· necf'ssary to ~ubject the oil s to an aging process und to remeasure tlw 
los,;cs in this state. 
Since oil i;; inflammable, chlorine derivatives of aromatics were 
developed which were fireproof and had the required stability. These 
liquid;; arc known as aroclars or by various trade names. 
The aroclars arc non-inflammable, very resistant to oxidation, 
nonconductive to sludge formation , and nonconductive to the de-
velopment of acidity like the mineral oils. They are also good cool-
::rnt;; for transformers. \Vhen decomposed by heating or arcing they 
develop hydrochloric a cids, which arc solvents for most insulating 
varni;;hes and materials. As for leakage, surface discharge, and break-
down voltage, the aroclars behave in a manner similar to mineral 
oil;; of medium quality. The greatest difference lies in the magnitude 
of their dielectric losses; the aroclars are subject to a greater dete-
rioration due to aging than the m inerals oils . They can be regenerated 
in a manner similar to that uRed for the oils. 
7. Comparison of the Properties of Various Insulations Under G' n-
usual Conditions of Moisture and Temperature 
The in;;ulating ma teri als have been discussed individually; this 
section compares a few properties of some of these materials. The 
purpose is to give example;; of comparisons that have been made 
and to indicate the ncces;.;ity of a compari;;on in the ;.;election of the 
component;; of an insulating system. 
To compare the moi;;ture charactcri;;tic;.; of gla;:;s fiber , cotton , 
and a;;he;.;to;.; , a series of te:-;t;; was made by I\. N. ~lathe,,; and H . J. 
Stewart. Curve;; were drawn from the data ;;ho\\·ing the percent 
... ...\. s,.;;a f. A. G .. an d .J. C . Bablw11g h , " :\l illl'r:tl l n:-- ul atin!! O ils. E ffect of .\ d d it i \·1· . .., 011 E IP(' -
1rical nnd C' IH•rn i('al :'1 a 1Jtlit.\· ... l ncfo,..; t rwl 011d 1~·11qi11(crin.r1 C/1<;11iRtr.11. Y ol. 35 , X o 8. Au g-ust, 1943. 
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regain of moisture as a function of time at 65 and 25 percent relative 
humidity, and the decrease in percent moisture versus time. It can 
readily be seen in Figs. 1 and 2* that glass fiber has better moisture 
characteristic::; than either cotton or asbestos under the ;;pccified 
test conditions. Other tests also indicate the moisture-resistant quali-
ties of glass fiber; however , under conditions of high humidity it 
has been found to be comparable to cotton on ly when percent age 
change in dielectric strength is taken as the criterion. 
Insulation re:< istance is one of the accepted criteria of the effect 
of moisture on insulation. To cmpha;;ize the difference between as-
bestos and glass materials , and al;.;o the difference in sizing materials , 
the curves of Fig. 3* were drawn. Re;.;istancc is plotted as a function 
of time at 100 percent relative humidity and 40 deg C' (104 clcg F ) . 
The coils u;;cd for the measurements wPrc wound to duplicate field 
".\l nt l11·:-:. I\ . S .. :rnd II. .I. :--: 1t•\\·;1r l. ". \ :-- lw:--10."-i and Cb =-=- Fil11•r \L q.! llt 'l \\'i n · l n:--11 b li<J1 1," 
. !//~'/~· '/' rw1S(ltfi1111.~. \ 'ol. 58 .. J ttlh'. l !l3fl , p. 2! 11 . 
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coil:< and 1Yere completely varnish- treated. In the upper curve the 
original sizing material was removed from the fibers and replaced 
with an improved material before varnish treatment. 
A:< has been pointed out, the abi lity of an insulation to with-
f<tand winding operations is as important as its other characteristics. 
Not only re:-;istance to abrasion but elongation a nd impact strcngt h 
may be of primary importance. The relative characteristics of cotton, 
asbc:<to:<, and glass fiber when :-;uhjectcd to impact such as might take 
place when the coil is forced into slots or into a form, arc shown in 
Fig. 4*, which gives a compariRon of the die lectric strength of the:<c 
material,; when subjected to incrca,;ing direct impact;;. 
* ::\[athes, K. N. , and H. J. Stc>wart, "Asbestos and Cla:;s Fiber ::\J aJ!net \\ 'in• l n=--11la11un , .. A//;'H Transartions, \"ol. 58. Juno, 1939, p. 291. 
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The effect of heat on t he tensile st rengt h of asbestos, cotton, 
and glass fiber tapes is shown in Fig. 5. * The curves show that glass 
tape is 2 - 20 times stronger at room temperatures than similar tapes 
made of other commonl y used fibrou s ma terials. Th e st rength of 
glass tape docs not diminish appreciab ly up to 315 deg C (599 deg 
F ) , a nd after 24 hr at 425 deg C (797 deg F ) it st ill retains half its 
origina l strength. 
* Atkinson, F. \\·., '' Fihcr Cl n:--s - .\ n I norl!nnic I 11 .. 11ln1 ion. '' . I I In!: 
June, 103D, p. 2i8. T rrwsaction.-:, \ 'ol. 58 , 
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With the advances made in the manufacture of insula ting var-
nishes in the last few years it has become increasingly apparent that 
the limiting factor in the operation of organic insulation at high tem-
peratures is not the varnish or treating compound but the carrier 
on which it is applied. Cotton, when impregnated or coated and 
subjected to high temperatures (about 125 deg C, or 257 deg F ) 
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fails on ly in a mechanical ;;cnse- that is , fai ls insofar as tensile and 
tearing st rength arc concerned- but does not fail electrica lly ; th e 
dielectric strength of the va rni;;h or compound will , if anything, be 
higher after the hea t treatment. Vi' hcn glass i;; used as the carrier, 
good electrica l and mechanical properties will be assu red even after 
exposure to high temperatures for long periods of time. 
~Wh en a gl ass fab ric is used, it serves merely as a matrix to carry 
the insulating varnish. Th e extent of the varnish deterioration over 
long periods of time is ext remely important. The most character-
istic effect of the varnish deterioration is the slow embritt lemcnt a nd 
tendency toward cracking, which may seriously impair t he dielec-
tric strength. In contrast , if mica is compared to glass as an insul ator 
it can be seen that the overl apping fl akes of pasted mica depend on 
the varnish film only as a binder. 
The limiting factor with impregnated glass is the imprcgnant , 
whereas with Class A imrn la tion it is the fabric. Tests of numerous 
varnishes on glass and cotton fab ri cs definitely show that the better 
heat-resistant varnishes will stand temperatures considerably in 
excess of those which cause cotton to lose practica ll y a ll its mechani-
cal strength. Three different samples of yellow va rnished cotton 
cambric were held at 125 deg C (257 deg F ) for 168 hr and then 
were bent a round a Ys-in.-dia m mandrel 180 deg. Only one did not 
crack. The same test was performed on yellow va rnished glass cloth ; 
of six samples, each varnished by a different company, a ll passed the 
test . Several of the better commercial varnishes were tested in this 
way when applied to glass cloth; the combin ation passed this test 
aft er a week at 175 deg C (347 deg F) . It seems reaso nable to assume 
that the tempcratme limits of Class A insulation are determined by 
the fabric and not by the impregnant. 
IV . INSULATION PROBLEMS AND DESIGN CONSID ERATIONS IK 
ELECTRI CAL :\f ACHIXE llY AND TRAKSFORMERS 
8. I ntroduction 
With the background presented in Cha pters II and III , it is no\\· 
possible to en ter into a practical discus;;ion of the principles behind, 
and the problems encountered in , the a pplication of in sulation. The 
t reatment is organized a;;; fo ll ows: 
A. Desirable Characteristics of Electrical Equipment 
Those characteristic;.; a nd factors which arc import a nt to 
the user in the selection of elect rical equipm ent. 
B. Rota ting :\Iachinery 
1. General design con:-;iclcrations for machines. 
2. l\Iaterials used in :-;pecific portions of machine=- and 
special considerations involved. 
C. Nonrota ting :\lachinery 
1. General design co nsideration;; for transformers. 
2. :\la teri a ls u;;ecl in speci fic portion =- of transformer" and 
special c01rnideration;; involved. 
Sections B-2 and C-2 arc treated in part ve rbally and in part 
by charts indicating and co mpa ring general groups of material;; 
that arc used for a particular application. For a gi\'en set of charac-
teristic;; it ;; l10ulcl be possible to choose from these ch arts a general 
type of material for the a pplication being considered , an d then to 
go to th e Detailed Chart at the encl of t he circu la r a nd choose from 
within t he group a single material t hat will closely satisfy the dc-
si reel characte ristics . 
Th e table;; at the encl of the chapte r pre;;ent in conci;.;e fo rm an 
over-all picture of the insulati ng materials a;.; they pert a in to motors , 
generators, and t ransformers. 
9. D esirable Characteristics from L'.ser' s 1 ' iewpoinl 
In the choice of elect ri cal equ ipment it is ohviou" that the appa-
ratus must be of such ;;ize and design as to be capable of taking the 
load placed on it. Thereafter the choice of a piece of equipment i:-; 
made on the basis of economy- not of the least ini tial cost but of 
over-a ll eco nomy co nsidering the following factor;;, each of which 
must be weighted in with the initial co:-<t 1) reliability , 2) life . 
3) volt age rating, --l ) maintenance. 5) ,.; ize and weight. 6) efficiency 
and power factor, 7) appearance a nd safety. * 
"' Th (' d t·:.;1raht! 1ty of u..;Jllg l'q11 1p 1t 1t'lll ha\lll~ n \·olln~1· rntmg t hat \\il l not rn•<'<'"·"'1t.atl' t lw 
1n:.;ta lla ti on of n11 .... t11 ar~· po\\'t•i·-:-;uppl y Pq l ttpnu•nt 1-.; ap pa n ·1H. and a b o f''\lt•rnal to t h t~ purpo~c of 
t hi..; "'t'<'l Loll; It wil l t ht•rdon• nut lw d1 ..... c'll""'t'd . 
.u 
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In many cases th e unexpect ed failmc of electrical equipment 
will mean heavy fin a ncial loss to users, because of stoppage of p ro-
du ction or of da mage to ma teri a l being processed . Some a ppli ca ti ons 
demand the greatest reli a bility of operati on possibl e- for exa mpl e, 
tracti on motors on electrified ra ilways. :\[ost failures can be attri b-
u ted directly or indirec tly to the insul at ion system. The choice of 
mate ria ls or t he workma nship may be a t fa ult , though th e bla me 
for fa ilure of th e insul a tion mu st so met im es be pl aced on incorrect 
appli cation by t he user. For in st ance, to use a stand ard Class A 
mo tor under conditions of very high humidi ty a nd intermittent 
se rvice is to invite trouble. Consulta tion with th e manu facturer will 
oft en prevent costly mistakes in a pplica tion. 
Long life is not a lways a requisite fo r electri cal equipment. New 
meth ods, and obsol escence or wear of as;;ocia tcd equipment , may 
necessita te repl acement aft er a few years. It is th erefore customary 
to decide before purchase t he number of years th e apparat us is to 
be used . For exa mple, t he life of a n en tire washing ma chin e may be 
20 yr, but th e motor itself will proba bly not be used more than the 
equi valent of 1 yr of continuous operation . It is clearly absurd to 
use a motor insul a ted with materials capa ble of withstand ing con-
t inu ous operation for 10 or 20 yr . Similarly, s tandard open-fra me 
Class A apparatus should not be used wh ere t empera t ure, moisture, 
or chemical condi tions a re a bn ormal ; the life under these co nditions 
would justify the use of som e other ty pe of equipment , perh aps 
t ota lly enclosed Class A, Class B , or Class H apparatus. If th e a mbi-
ent t emperature is very high, a la rger Class A uni t might be used at 
part load so th a t th e temperature rise would be less. This choice 
would increase t he life; but first th e possibility of using Class B or 
H ap parat us should be investigated . 
Several rul es have been formul ated fo r the determina tion of the 
life of insul a ti on. One is t he " 10 deg C rnl e," whi ch states t hat for 
each 10 deg C ri se of operat ing temperat ure th e life of a machine is 
redu ced by ha lf. This rul e will a ppl y to many insulatin g materia ls, 
but not a ll. Consider a machin e having a li fe of 10 yr wh en operated 
a t a hot-spot te mperature of 100 deg C. If the uni t is operat ed at 
100 deg C th e li fe would be redu ced to 5 yr. If th e m achin e were 
operated for 2Y2 y r at 110 deg C and fo r th e rest of its life at 100 
deg C t he li fe would he 7Y2 y r. Whil e these rul es a rc not rigorous 
t hey indica te the effec t of overl oad;; on th e insul a ti on syste m a nd 
t herefore on t he life of t hr mac hin r. 
Th r a moun t of main tr na ncr i;; worth considrra tio n from th r 
usrr ';; vir wpoint. It will va ry grratl y with ty pe of mot or, t r mprra-
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t ure clasi-; , a nd operatin g co ndition;;. A defini te sch edule of inspection 
should be set up , dependent in fr equency upon th c;;e fac tors, but in 
all cases t here should be a periodi c check. P ro per mainte na nce and 
inspection of the insul a ti on will greatly in crease th e relia bility of 
the equipm ent. 
In so me a ppli cati on;;, such as a ircraft or :-;trertcars, minimum 
size a nd weight fo r a given rat ed load a rc inherent , or a t lca;;t high-
ly desirable, req uirements because of th e nat ure of the a pplication . 
At other t imes minimum size and weight a re import a nt because of 
fre quent startin g and ;;topping. An exa mple i;; furni shed by t he 
motors driving machin e tools. Since th ose h avin g la rge size and 
weight have a la rge a moun t of in ert ia , t he kinet ic r ncrp;y ;;tored 
within the rot a ting machine at any given speed \Yill be co rres pond-
ingly la rge . Freq uent starting a nd stopping, th erefo re, requires large 
amoun ts of power, and results in con;;iderable heating wi thin t he 
motor . Th e size and weight a rc clccrea;;ccl by usin g a n insul a tion 
sys tem h avin g a higher over-all space facto r, or by workin g t he 
materi als harder . The operat ing te mperature will generall y in crease 
if th e mat eria ls a re worked ha rder ; t his neces;;itates a ch ange in 
mat eri ali:; from Class A to Class B, or from Clas,; B to Class H. 
E fficiency and power facto r differ from one design t o a nother and 
determin e th e cost of power for the user in i110st power a pplication:-;. 
H owever, t hey differ so li tt le as to be minor con;; iclcrations in most 
cases. l\ Iany of the tes ts on high temperature units indicate lower 
effi ciencies th an with conventional te mperatures. Ofte n th e decrease 
in size and weight will more tha n overco me this fac tor in high-
tempcrat ure apparat us . 
Th e stress pl aced upon appearance is som ewh at Jes;; tangible 
t han the interest in safety . The facto r of safety merge;; with tha t of 
reliabili ty, and will be considered here in only one respect. While 
t here a re adva ntages t o high-temperature operation, it should be 
remembered that a high fra me temperature will coexist wi th a high 
hot-spot temperat ure. Th e possibilit y of injury to workmen is obvi-
ous, yet migh t be easil y overlooked. 
10. R otating M achinery 
Design Consideration s.- Th erc a re fo ur main topi cs to be con-
sidered under this headin g. 
(a) E.ffect of Application on Design Th e design of t he in ;; ul a-
t ion ;;y;;tem;; of rot a ting machin ery is gove rn ed ma inl y by the 
proposed a ppli cati on of th e r qui pmcn t. T o sccu re the maximum 
perform a nce th e a pparatus should hr " tailored" for each appli-
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cation. If "tail ored" is not justified in view of the size of the instal-
lation, a standard unit must be chosen to meet the requirement:-; 
even though there is a resulting loss of performance. 
The appli cation governs the design of the insulation system 
through factors which d irect ly affect the machine. These factors arc: 
A. External condit ions- moisture, chemicals, dust , ambient tem-
perature. 
B. Load conditions- length and frequency of the operating period , 
degree and frequency of overloads, startin g a nd stopping. 
That moisture , chemicals, and du:-;t affect the insulation system 
and influence the choice and use of the insul at ing materials is obvi-
ous; t hi ,., has been b rought out in previous sections . A detailed 
account of the effects of the ambient temperature is reserved for the 
discussion of operating temperatures, but it shou ld be pointed out 
here that if the ambient temperature is high , the hot-spot tempera-
ture under normal load wi ll be high and the life of the machine will 
be reduced. 
Except for the hi gh-temperature machines, the rating of a uni t 
i,.; dependent mainly on the perm issible hot-spot temperature of the 
insulation. The rated load is that load which under continuou;.; 
operation will produce the rated hot-spot temperature. If the load 
is intermittent and of brief duration it may be possible to exceed the 
rated load of the machine without exceeding the hot-spot tempera-
tmc. Hence , for a given load a machine with a smaller rating could 
be used. If a load greater than rated load is pl aced upon a machine 
for only a short time it may be called an overload. However, if the 
duration of this heavy load is considerable it s hould be considered 
the normal load for the application, rather than an overload . Hot-
,.;pot temperature resu lting from overloads may or may not exceed 
the rated temperature, depending on the tcmpcratme of the machine 
at the time the overload was initiated and on the duration of the 
overload. Temperatures greater than the rated hot-spot tempera-
ture arc pcrmis:-;ible, though the rate of aging of the insulation is 
acce lerated a nd the life of the machine shorte ned . If the application 
involves frequent ;;tarting and :-;topping, the in;;ulation will receive 
additional mechanical wear due to the large forces involved and the 
:-;hift ing of conductors in the ;;lots. 
In addition to the foregoing factor,.; that directly affect the in-
,.;ula t ion of the machine, con,-ideration m u,.;t lw gi vcn to other re-
q ui rcnH'n t;; which exert a ,_;omcwhat Jc,-,- tangililc cffC'ct on thf' clC'sign 
of thC' in:-;ulation ,.;y:-;tf'm. Hf' liahility . lifC', and low WC'ight nC'C'd to 
lw considC' red in many app lication,-. In mo,-t ca,-C's thP rC'quirf'ment,.; 
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are indefin ite, an d the degree to which these quali ties will be satis-
fied for a particul ar machine will depend on the manufacturer;;' 
desires and upon the sellin g price of the machine. ThC> u,.;cr is often 
unwilling to accept the small increase in cost which would result 
from the use of better insulating materials a nd more careful work-
manship, even t hough it would mean a more economical machine 
in the final analys is. 
(b) Selection of Operating Temperatures -:\1a ny articles have bcC>n 
written on t he virtues and vices of high-temperature operation of 
machin es, especiall y since the appearance of si licone in,;ulat ion :-;ever-
al year;; ago. Yet caution must be used in read ing these papers; for, 
whi le the data as presented may be correct, they as well as the con-
clusions dra wn therefrom may not be complete. The fact that a 
material or com bi nat ion of materials will withsta nd very high tem-
peratures for many years does not mean that it shou ld be used as a 
who lesa le repl ace ment for other materia ls. The high-temperature 
materials have an important pl ace in the electrica l industry but 
must be u;;cd only where t hey arc economically ju:-;tificd, after a ll 
facto rs arc taken into account. 
High-temperatu re machines have their grcatc,;t value \\·here: 
l. The ambient temperature is high 
2. Small size and weight are especiall y desirab le 
3. The load requires frequent starting and :-;topping 
4. Periodical overloads a rc encountered 
5. Greater protection is desired against failure under unpre-
dictable and abnormal condition;; ,-uch as voltage fluctuation,.; and 
insufficient ventilation. 
To indicate' the difference bctwC'cn the effects of high ambirnt 
tern peratu re upon low-opC'rating-tcm perat urC' and high-tf'rn pC'rat u re 
machines, consider two such machines rated for 60 deg(' (108 deg F ) 
and 100 deg C (212 deg F). Increase in amb ient temperature will re-
duce the permissible rises to 30 deg C (86 deg F ) and 70 dPg C ( 158 
clf'g F ) . For purposes of illustration it can lw assumed 11·ithout too 
grf'at an erro r that the prrmissiblf' load on a maehine C' (]uals the 
product of thP ratC'd load time's the ratio of th P actual pr nnissiblf' 
kmprraturf' risf' to the rated permissible' tempPraturP riRl'. ff in 
thC' examplr chosPn both rnachinrs had the sa nw rating "·hen 01wr-
a!C'd at tlw sarnf' rated ambient tempC'rature , tlwn thr inereas<' of 
ambient temperature would eausp the 10\r-temperatur<' maehine to 
:rn 
han' now only - of its original load rating and t lw high-tenqwra-
. (j() 
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70 
tur<• machine to have --. To con clude, the higher the rated oper-
100 
ating tempera! ure of a machin e, t he less will be t he reducti on in 
permissible load clue to high a mbient tem prrat ure. 
Certain applicat ion s have as a major requirement Jo \Y size and 
weight. By workin g th e m ate ria ls harder a nd decreasing the size a nd 
weight a machine of a given rat ing can be made sma ller. Other 
app licat ions require that machines havi ng t he same size, weight , 
and load rat in g as a standard Class A machin e be operated in con-
dit ions of high humidity and corrosive chemicals. One so lution is to 
use a tota ll y enclosed non vent ilated (TEN\') machin e. Because t he 
size a nd weigh t are fixed a nd t he machine is non ventilated, the 
operating temperature must be hi gher in order to dissipate the in-
ternal losses of the machine. 
If a machine is started or stopped electrically it will take la rge 
cur ren ts, with resulting energy losses within the machine. If t he 
,;tarting and stopping is frequent the average losses will be high and 
the m achin e may have to dissipate mu ch more heat than wh en 
operat ing cont inu ous ly under rated load. If t he size of the machine 
is red uced by using less copper and iro n, t he temperat ure rise will be 
greater but the WR 2 of t he machine will be reduced. H ence less 
energy will be req uired to star t or stop the machine, and t he starting 
and stoppi ng losses will be red uced. 
The first consideration in high-t ern perature operation is thermal 
aging a nd the resul t ing mechanical and elect rical deterioration of the 
in:-;u lation. Sin ce t his is discussed elsewhere it is on ly mentioned here. 
The following a re a fe w of the other factors which present dif-
ficulties in high-tem perat ure operation : 
1. Reduced overload capacity 
2. Difficulties due to 
a. Bearin gs a nd lubricat ion 
b. :\lctallurgy 
c. Th erm al expansion 
cl . Iron loss 
e. Copper los,.; 
The same percentage overl oad will reduce the life of a high-
tempcrat ure machine more than it will reduce the life of a low-
temperat ure machine. The proof of this , not given here, is based 
on the same assumptions as were used in the discussion of am bient 
te mperat ures a nd is generally ,.; imil a r . 
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Wh en equipm ent is operated at high temperatures the effect of 
t hese tem peratures on all parts of the motor is import a nt. At 150 
deg C (302 deg F ) some types of bearings start to a nneal; ohviou,;Jy, 
a bearing must be used whi ch will stand the increa;;ed heat a,; wC' ll 
as th e compressive st resses due to expansion of the shaft , or else one 
which is a rtificia lly cooled . Also, a lubrica nt must be used which can 
stand the higher temperature with out decomposing, oxidizing, or 
]o:-;ing its lubricat ing properties. T o meet this need , silicone lubri -
cants as well as special orga nic greases have bee n dev C' loped . They 
have had a considerable degree of success. 
Other metallic pa rts of machines a rc a lso a ffected by high temper-
at ures. For exa mple, the so ldering used with bonding wire is af-
fected at about 300 deg C (572 deg F ) ; pure copper becomes brittle 
at a bout 160 deg C (320 deg F ) . Differentia l thermal expansion 
creat es st resKes on various portions of th e a pparat us a nd resul ts 
in abrasion of the insulation. 
Changes in iron loss wi th increased operating temperature a re 
small and have little effect on efficiency . However, a n increase in 
operat ing temperature from 100 deg C (212 deg F) to 160 deg C 
(320 deg F ) will red uce the effi ciency more than 1 percent , which 
means that the losses are increased about 10 percent. If the losses 
were to remai n constant , 18 percent more copper would be required. 
Th e most prominent materi als in the fi eld of high-temperature 
in sul ation a re mica , sili cone, asbest os, a nd glass fiber. Various com-
binations of these have been and are being used succe;;sfull y. T e,;ts 
indicate that silicone-insulated ma chines will wi t hstand Class H 
temperatures for se veral decades. A silicone-insul ated motor was 
operated at 300 deg C (572 deg F ) until failure. Th en by a 12 deg C 
(54 deg F ) li fe rule the life at 180 deg C (356 deg F ) was est imated 
to be about 80 yr. Actual life tests at 180 deg C (356 deg F ) are 
impracticable, because of the length of time necessary to secure 
fa ilure. Estimates of the li fe at operat in g temperat ure must be 
extrapolated from accelerated tests by so me such rul e as the 12 
deg C rul e. 
(c) Considerations of Speed Th e principal advant ages of high-
spcecl ma chines a re reduced size a nd weight , and a con;-;C'q uent :-;a Ying 
in materials. Since the design starts with the a rmat ure slot , and 
,;in ce the effect ive use of the tooth and slot la rge ly determines the 
re;;t of the design, it is import ant to utilize t he act ive materials 
to the best advantage at the;;e pl ace;;. In tract ion motors , eyen 
a fc \\" mils saving in t he width of the ,;Jot may permi t a con,;ider-
ahle percC'ntr:.ge more of co pper in the slo t or reduction in fi eld 
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a m pere t urns, or even t he use of a smaller diameter armatu re. The 
decreased size a nd weight allow a decrease in the size and weigh t 
of th e chassis a lso. 
l\f ore effe ct ive fa ns can be designed for high-Hpeed a rm atures, 
so th a t the energy lm;Hcs within the machine can be dissipa ted more 
rapidly a nd the operating temperatures kept within reasona bl e values 
in spite of the red uced size. Another factor to consider is th at high-
speed un its a rc inh erentl y more efficient th a n low-speed. 
The high er Hpeeds in crease the centrifugal forces on the windings 
and therefore on the slot liners , co il insu la tion, slot wedges, etc., 
with a reHulting increase in the wear on the insul atio n. This effect 
can readily be minimized by a carefu l choice of the insul at ing ma-
terials a nd a varnish which will not Hoft en or "throw" a t hi gh speeds 
and te mperat ures. 
(d) Special Considerations for Jl!achines Throughout the report 
the principle of He lection of the inHulating materia l to fit the a ppli-
cation has been st ressed . This is proper, but in practice the user 
generally chooses one out of a number of sta ndard machines. Hence, 
from his viewpoin t the problem is to determine hiH needs a nd then 
choose a standa rd unit having those characteristicH which will at 
least meet the minimum requirements. The manufact urer 's problem, 
on the other ha nd , is to design and produce machines capable of 
operati ng successfully under varied cond iti ons. and to specify exact-
ly the operatin g condition:-; t hat each type is capable of withstanding. 
l\f any of the design factors applying to synchronous machine;.: 
apply equally well to induction motors and d-c motors, sin ce they 
are genera lly simil a r . However, certain parts of the machines differ 
radically ; for example, d-c machines have specia l commutating prob-
lems. Commutat ion difficulties arc experienced in such applications 
as Rtecl mills where the comm utator quickly becomes dirty and 
rough, with resulting sparking and wear. 
Of the many induction motors in use today on ly a few have an 
operating cycle or operating conditions t hat would neceRsitatc other 
than a Class A motor. \Vhcn special motors are required the motor 
muHt be redesigned. Class B motors would be uHed without a rad ical 
change of design , hut with higher temperatures the expansion of the 
rotor will require larger air gapH. Since the distribution of losses is 
different for high-temperature operation, a change in the ratio of 
copper to iron should he considered . The insulation between lami-
nation,; is usually given little consideration, hut in thr case of high 
tcmprraturcs it may break clown and give troublr. Thr rating of a 
gPnrral-pmposc induct ion motor i:-; based mainly on the breakdown 
f 
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torque and size of the shaft a nd bearings, the temperature ri se 
generall y being a secondary consideration. 
I nsulation Materials U sed. - H a ving discussed the general design 
considerations for machines , the facto rs entering into the choice of a 
mate ria l for a pa rticul a r part , and a compa rison of these materia ls 
will now be presented. The charts accompanying this chapte r con-
tain numerical values (in roman type) wherever possible. Wh ere 
numerica l va lu es were not obt ain ed a rel at ive va lue (in bl ackface 
type) of the property with respect to the other ma teria ls waH ass igned , 
based on a rating system of 1 - 10. A rat ing of 1 indicates that 
the material thus design ated is most clcsirnhl e for th e property na med. 
The Application Charts contain the general grouping or com-
binations of in sul ating materia l:-; that may be usecl for a pa rt icula r 
part of the machine. After selecting the ty pe th at will best satisfy 
the design factors to be met , reference may be made to the D etailed 
Chart , which presents a breakdown of the general groupings and 
thus permits a more detai led comparison of the insu lating materials. 
Two factors must be constantly remembered while using the 
charts. The first is that frequently the following rules of thumb a rc 
used as a guide by engineers: 1) raw mica h a;.: a dielectric st rength 
of abo ut 1500 vpm; 2) a varnish film has a dielectric strength of 
abo ut 1500 vprn; and 3) untreated cloth h as the dielectric streng th 
of air - about 100 vpm. \Yhen computin g the dielectric strength 
of a material wh ere one com ponent is low in dielectric st rengt h and 
the other is very high , disregard the low dielectric st ren gth , and di-
vide the total dielectric strength of the high dielectric material by 
the over-all t hi ckness. For example , a composite mica material made 
up of 8 mils of machine-laid mica and bac ked with a 2-rnil untreated 
cloth would have a dielectric st rengt h of 500 vpm (mica) times 
8 mils , divided by 10 mils (over-all t hickncHH), or 400 vpm. 
In regard to mica products and varnished cloth products there 
are few exact criteria for construction , except that the fini shed 
product must meet the commercial performance standardH estab-
lished by NEi.IA. For example, a 10-mil bia~-cut varn ished cloth must 
have a certain minimum tensile st rength and a cert ai n minimum 
dielectric st rength, as received ancl after elongation. One company 
may use a 6-mil clot h plus 4 mils of yarnish , another a 7-mil cloth 
plus 3 mils of varnish . Both finished products will meet NE~IA 
requirementH hut will cliff er in appearance and will handle differently. 
As a general rule, the clirlectric strength (vpm ) of a material drop:< 
with an increase in thickness. Obviously , however , thi:< rule doc,; not 
apply if the in crPasc is obt ained by adding high dicl<'ctric material: 
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dielectric strength figures for black varnished bias cloth a re higher 
for the thicker materia ls than for the thinner. The base cloth appar-
ently is the same for a ll thicknesses, and the heavier overall thick-
nesses must have been obtained by using more varnish. This is 
contrary to the usual practice of insulation manufacturers; ordi-
narily the base cloth is varied and the varnish film is constant at 
about 3 mils. 
Field coils arc not discussed separately, since the materials used 
to insulate them are similar to the materials used for layer, conductor, 
and coil insulation of the armature windings. 
(a) Conductor Insulation for Single-Strand Conductors and Strand 
Insulation for Multi-Strand Conductors Th e main function of strand 
insulation is to reduce eddy currents. The insulation making contact 
with the conductor surface is said to be in thermal contact with it 
(si nce the conductor will be at the greatest temperature within the 
machine) . Thus the conductor insul at ion will reach a temperature 
which will be closer to the hot-spot tempcratmc than any other 
insulating part. Therefore the most importa nt requirement for the 
conductor insulation is the ability to withstand the hot-spot temper-
ature developed within the machine. Other requirements arc flexi -
bility a nd thinness. It must withstand abrasion and bending st resses 
clue to winding operations. The selection of a specific material is 
dependent on the temperature rating and size of the machine. 
Though the materials are essentially the same, the reasons for 
the use of insulation on these parts of the machine a rc different. 
Conductor insulation for single-strand conductors provides turn-to-
turn insulation, and must withstand the hot -spot temperature as 
well as the abuse of the handling and winding operations. Strand 
insulation for multi -strand conductors is used to reduce the flow of 
eddy currents. A breakdown of the strand-to-strand insulation would 
be less serious than a breakdown of the turn-to-tum, though some 
additional local heating would occur at the point of breakdown. 
The primary requireme nt is that this insulation withstand hot-
spot temperatures. 
For both uses, space factor is of primary importance. In most 
applications any physica l separation will suffice to insulate , as long 
as moisture and chemicals are kept out of the windings. (See A.ppli-
cat ion Chart 1. ) 
(b) .11agnet Wire Selection of the correct type of magnet wire 
for a particular piece of apparatus becomes increasingly complicated 
because of the wide variety available - standard and synt hetic 
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enamels; a nd fibrous coverin gs such as cotton, paper, rayo n, glass, 
and others; o r combinations of the two that arc used in magne t 
wire. The se lect ion of a magnet wire is based upon the following: 
1) space factor, 2) electrical properties, 3) mechanical properties, 
and 4) chem ical properties. 
In the selection of a magnet wire type, the space consumed by 
the insulation is one of the most important considerations. The 
better t he space facto r is, the small er the cross-section of the coil, 
which will give the designer a greater flexibility in the design of a 
piece of eq uipmen t. The cost will clcpcncl on the particular case; 
discussion of this factor is beyond the scope of the present report. 
Figure 6 compares the space facto r for vario us materials on which 
data cou ld be obtained . The figures used in plotting the curves were 
taken from various standard ha nd books of some of the larger manu-
facturers of magnet wire. By space facto r is meant the ratio of the 
total area of copper to the total area of the slot. 
The magnet wire must provide the minimum dielectric strength 
from wire to wire in the coil or winding. The important thing to 
remember is the amount of dam age that can be done to its elec-
trica l properties by moisture absorption, acids, a lka lis, heat, solvents, 
and vibration or other harmful effect s. 
A sacrifice in any of the fo ll owing quali ties of magnet wire may 
make it ineffective for most modern winding methods such as high-
speed or automat ic winding machines: 1) resistance to abrasion, 
2) resistance to cutting or scraping, 3) adherence to the conductor, 
and 4) flexibility of the insu lation. 
Under the head ing of chemical properties must be considered 
the deleterious effects of moisture, water, acids, a lka lis, and various 
solvents which damage the magnet wire and may cause its failure. 
The synthetic enamels have more chemical stabi lity than the con-
ventional enamels. Although most Class A materials a re essentially 
not affected by most chemica ls , they arc subject to moisture absorp-
tion , which may dangerously reduce their dielectric strength or cause 
excessive leakage current. Glass insulation withstands these del-
ete rious chemical effects better than most other types of insulat-ing materials. 
The chemical and physical effrct of heat determines the tcmpera-
t ure limit at ions of magnet wire . The former (o r aging of ins ulation ) 
tends to embrittle or otherwise' dC'stroy the' insulation and thu,; 
dctcrmi1ws the' life. of the' insulation at OJ1C'rating tC'mJ1C'ratures. The 
latter is CttllsC'd by C'XtrC'm('s of high or low tC'mpC'raturC's that rC's1J/t 
in physical ddormation or rupttll"C' of th<' insulation. This factor 
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)!aterial 
-Synthetic 
En&Jnel 
Conventional 
Enamel 
Motors and 
Generators 
Single 
Heavy 
Triple 
Quadruple 
Single or d ouble 
nylon 
Single or double 
silk 
Single paper 
Single or double 
cotton 
Single or double 
glass 
Asbestos 
Cellophane 
Cotton over 
paper 
Single 
Heavy 
Single or double 
silk 
Single paper 
Single or double 
cotton 
Single or double 
glass 
Asbestos 
Cellophane 
Transformers 
Formvar and nylon film 
Hea.vy formvar or heavy nylon film 
Triple formvar or triple nylon film 
Quad. formvar or quad. nylon film 
Formvar and yarn or nylon film 
Formvar silk or nylon film and silk 
Formvar paper or nylon film paper 
Formvar cotton or nylon film cotton 
Formvar glass or nylon film glass 
Formvar and asbestos varnish or nylon 
film asbestos varni~h 
Formvar and cellophane or nylon film 
and cellophane 
Form var paper and cellophane or nylon 
film and paper and cotton 
Enamel 
Enamel 
Enamel and nylon 
Enamel and silk 
Enamel and paper 
Enamel and cotton 
Enamel and glass 
Enamel and asbestos and asbestos var-
nish 
Enamel and cellophane and enamel 
Enamel and paper and cotton 
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Material Motors and Generators Transformers 
Dielec-
tric 
Strength, 
vpm 
Build-
up, 
mils* 
Abra-
sion 
(resist-
ance 
to) 
Flexure 
(life 
under) 
El onga-
tion 
Bend 
(con-
tiuuity 
of in-
sula-
ti on 
u nder) 
H anda-
bility 
Maxi-
mum 
Oper-
ating 
Tem-
pera-
ture 
Ther-
mal 
Aging 
Heat 
Con-
duc-
tivity Mois-
ture 
Resistance to 
Oil I Acid I Base Sol-
vent 
Stripping 
(ease of) 
Chem. I Mech. 
------1 I I I ____ , _ ___ , ____ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , __ _ 
Synthetic 
Enamel 
Single Formvar and nylon film 3 1 
2.0 
1-9 
I I I •---•---
Heavy Heavy formvar or heavy nylon film 2 2 
4.0 
1-8 
-------1 I •---•---
Triple Triple formva r or triple nylon film 3 
5.1 
1-4 
------------------------1 , ___ , __ _ 
Quadruple Quad. formvar or quad. nylon film 5 
6.8 
1-3 
I I •---•---•---
4 Single or double 
nylon 
Formvar and yarn or nylon film 6 4 
I I , ___ , ___ , __ _ 
Single or double 
silk 
Formvar silk or nylon film and silk 4 4 5 
I I 1---•---•---
4 6 Single p a per I Form var paper or nylon film paper I 7 
1 Single or double Formvar cotton or nylon film cotton __ 9__ , ____ , ___ _ 8 
cotton 
----------------------1---·---·---
Single or double 
glass 
Formvar glass or nylon film glass 5 6 
4.0-9.0 
3-4 
I !---·---·---
Asbestos Formvar and asbestos varnish or nylon 
film asbestos varnish 
10 9 7 
I I 1---•---•---
Cellophane Formvar and cellophane or nylon film 7 4 6 
8 7 3 I Cotton over I ;::m:~::::::andcellophaneornylon !----•----•----
------! paper film and paper and cotton !----•----•----
Conventional 
Enamel 
Single Enamel 9 1-2 
0.8-2.0 
4-10 
I I I •---•---
Heavy Enamel 1-2 
1.5-4.0 
3-10 
I I I •---·---
Single or double 
nylon 
Enamel and nylon 3 3 3 
I I I •---•---
Single or double 
silk 
Enamel and si1k 3 3 4 
I I 1---•---•---
1-3 
Single p aper I Enamel and p aper 
I 1---·---·---
Singlc or double Enamel and cotton 
4 
8 
3 
5 
5 
cotton 
----------------------1---·---·---
Single or double Enamel and glass 2 4 3 
glass 
I I 1---•---•---
Asbestos Enl\mel and asbestos a nd asbestos var- 7 7 5 
nish 
I Cellophane Ena mel and cellophane and enamel 5 :==:== 3 5 
Cotton over Enamel and paper and cotton 6 6 2 
paper 
~---- 1 , ___ , __ _ 
llare Copper Single or double Unsaturated; plain 
silk 
Satura ted: finished 
5-6 5-6 
5-6 I I 3-4 
----------1- ·--·--
Single or d ouble 4 2 
nylon 
I I 1---·---·---
Si ngle papor Unsa turated; plain 
Saturated: finished 
7-8 
5-6 
2 
7-8 
3-4 
-------- ------------- ---1---·- - - ·---
Single or double 
cotton 
Unsaturated; plain 
Sa turated: finished 
9-10 
5-6 
4 
5-6 
3-4 
I I l--·--·--
Asbest os Asbestos varnish 2-8 5 1-7 
I Cellopha ne I Cellophane a nd ena mel I 7-8 :==:== 
Cellul ose acet a te 5-6 
-------------- --____ , ___ , __ _ 
2 5-8t 
7-8t 
Cotton over 
p aper 
Paper n.nd cotton 5 6 4 
... _ 
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• Hn.ted on lmsis of space fa ctor (or coils moved) of the wi re; the thinner the i11s 11.J atio11 the better the space factor. 
t Very resis tant to petroleum und coul tur solvents. Soluble in most lacquer solvents. 
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2 2 
3 3 
2 2 
2-3 4-6 
5 5 
3 2 
4 3 
1-3 
2 
3 2 
3 2 
3 3 
2-5 1-4 
4 4 
6 5 
3 2 
5 3 
4 2 
2 
6 5 
3 2 
3 3 
3 
105°C 
3 
105°C 
3 
105°C 
3 
105°C 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
130°C 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
90°C 
105°C 
2 
90°C 
105°C 
90°C 
105°C 
2 
105°C 
2 
2-4 
2-4 2 
2-4 3 
2-4 4 
3 5 
3 5 
4 5 
5 6 
1-2 3-5 
7 
5 5 
4 6 
6 1-2 
5-6 2-3 
4 3 
3 3 
2 3 
5-6 4-5 
3 
6 
5 3 
4 5 
2 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
7 
5 3 
3 5 
1-4 
1-3 
1-2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
2-4 
5 
5 
5 
1-9 
1-3 
3 
3 
5 
5-6 
2 
8 
6 
7 
9-10 
5-6 
3 
9-10 
5-6 
9-10 
5-6 
2-8 
5-8 
5-6 
7 
"'" .D 0 
-0 ~ 
.s-
o·!l 
.,gi 
"" ... 
" 
""' >-o·~ 
o:.S 
'"f 
0 
-c 
-;;o 
-~~ gi-o 
... 0 
f" 
"-o 
e" 
.s '" 
" "' 
""' .::: 0 ~-;; 
0 ... 
~-~ 
5 
4 
2 
2 
2 
3-6 
3 
2 
~ 
~ 
.£ 
0 
" JJ 
4 3-5 
3-4 3 
2-4 2-3 
1-4 1-3 
5 4 
6 4 
7 6 
7 6 
2-3 3-7 
3 8 
7 6 
7 6 
3-5 4-5 
1-4 
5 2 
5 2 
6 3 
5-6 3 
2 5 
4 5 
6 3 
6 3 
3 
2 I 1 
4 I 2 
4 I 2 
1 I 5 
4 I 3 
4 2 
4-6 
3-5 
2-4 
1-3 
2 
1-4 
5-8 
4-8 
3 
3 
3 
3-6 
2 
~ 
" 
" >] 
0 
·s 
~ 
.s 
-~ 
.!l 
~ 
" :i 
;;j 
1-4 
2 
3 
4-5 
3 
3 
4 
5 
6 
5 
3 
2 
3-7 
5 
3 
3 
2 
6 
5 
4 
1-3 
7 
5 
4 
4 
2 
6 
7 
5 
4 
I 
I 
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determines the extremes of temperatures that may be held before 
destroying the insulation without actuall y agin g or embrittlin g i t. 
(See Application Chart 2. ) 
(c) Conductor I nsulationfor Multi-Strand Conductor In the vo lt-
age range being considered in this report , the voltage stre:-:s on the 
conductor insulation is not high enough to present any problem a;-; 
100 , I Ii'.' I I I I I I ' I I I 1100 fOO % Bare Copper {Solid Bar) 
I I I I I I I 
I I I I I 481?.?.%' Bare Copper (Theoretical Lay) 
90 I I I I I I I I I 90 
I (B.5% Bare Copper (Square Lay) I I 
ao l I i I I I I I I I I 80 
or Sym'het/c 
?O E==:::p;-.+.=-=t=-==~ ?O 
~ ~ 
' ~ 
\j 50 
~ 
ci:: -~ "" . 
50 
1--~-+-~-+~--1~~1--~-+-~-+.:>"\S''-...+--".----l-l-"<-'f---"<'~· ~"' "" 
40 I I I I I I I l~ 40 o ' 
30 I I I I I 
I--
IOI--~ 
'--- rcrvlre Lla-y I 
O 8 10 If? 14 16 
30 
zo 
~ 10 
Perrecr Lay 
I I I I 
18 20 22 :?4 26 28 30 32 34 36 .38 ° 
A WG Wire Size 
FH;. 6. :-iJ>.ICI·: F .1CTOH ('I !.\HT 
Material 
Cambric 
Black \' arnish 
lfavon 
, .ellow \'arnish 
"ilk 
Conventional \'arnish 
.-\ shestos 
Plain 
Glass 
Plain 
( 'onw•ntional \'arnish 
General Hemarks 
A ( ' motor and generator 
Cloth 
Cloth 
1\ PPL l l'ATJOx CuA 1n :3 : Co 11, \\ ' 1tAPP 1·; 1ts F0 1t :\I Ac1 11 xEs 
Ratmg of 1 - hcst characteristic; rating of 10 poorest characteristic but still usable 
A~ra- flex-
ure 
C':eas- T ear Tensile 
(Break in~ ) 
~trength, 
lb, in. width 
Maximum Tl Heat 
Hesistancc to 
Dielectric Thick-
Strength, ness, 
vprn mils 
1000- i .0 to 
1250 l2 .0 
2 2 t.o 
2 .5 
1000- 4 0 to 
l900 5 .0 
smn 
(resist-
ance 
to) 
(life 
undC'r) 
4 
3 4 
3 4 
50-100 4 l.O to 8 3 
50-100 
I000-
1200 
46 .0 
3 . 0 to 7 
15 0 
3 0 to 
30 0 
4 
3 
(r~~~t- (resist- Handa-
ance ance hility 
to) to) 
6 57-GO 
4 8 25 25 
. --:;;-I fi I. 
4 8 20 
5 7 8 wrp. ·1 fil 70 :32 5 
7 3 10-450 
9 2-3 3-7 70-5.\0 
Operating ier- Con-
Tempera- mal due- I 
ture i\gmg ti\ HJ' M ms-
ture Oil 
- - -- ---- ------
105°(' 5-6 
105°(' 
105°(' 5 
300°(' 
:ioo0c 
130°(' 1-4 
(limited bv 
binder) 
8 6 
8 3 
8 3 
10 10 7 
9 
5-7 
Acid I Base 
9 I. 9 
I-
8 
4 
4 
:0:.iliconc \'arnish C'loth 1000-
1500 
4 0 to 
20 0 
4 9 2-4 3-8 i0-.t50 180°(' 5-7 10 4 
Mica 
Conventional \'arnish 
Inorganic Backing 
1) ( 'onv<'ntioual 
\'arnish 
'2 ) :-:iliconc \'arnish I 
Material 
A(' motor and generator. 
Class H; a paper-mica-pa-
per laminate 
AC' motor and generator. 
Class H; mica-glass lami-
nate 
Basis for rnting 
0.002 glass 
0.004 mica 
General Hemarks 
1000 
900 
600 (at 
180°(' ) 
5 0 to 
15 0 
6 0 to 
J5 0 
(i 0 to 
15 0 
10 10 9 10 180°(' 
5 3-4 3-9 1~0°(: 2 
5 4 9 3 5 180°c 
.\P PLH'ATI OX C 11 A1tT -l: Co 11, TA I'~~,; 
Hating of 1 - best characteristic; rating of 10 - poorest characteristic but still usable 
Dielectric 
Strength, 
vpm 
Thickness, 
mils 
Abra-
sion 
(resist-
ance 
to) 
Flex-
ure 
(life 
under ) 
C'i~:!8- ( r,le"es1~\srt- Tensile " Banda- (Breaking) (resist- ance bility Strength, 
a;~~c to) lb in. width 
Maximum 
Operating 
Tempera-
ture 
7 
7 
9 
Ther-
mal 
Aginµ: 
4 
2 
Heat 
C'on-
duc-
ti\·ity 
2 
10 
Mois-
ture 
6 9 
3 
5 
Hesistance to 
Oil Acid 
--1------------1-----1-----1--- --------- --1----- -- - -- - - -------
Cotton 
Plain 
('onnutional \'arnish 
,;ilk 
('onventional \'arnish 
Glass 
Plain 
Conventional \'arni8h 
:-'i\icone \' arnish 
Mica 
('onHntional \'arnish 
Or11:anic Backing 
I norP"~rnic Backing 
I ) :-:.ilicone \'arnish 
( 'on\·cntional \' arnish 
A(' and DC tapes~.%'" 
wide 
Yellow varnish 
A(' and DC' tapes % to 
11 :..!" wide 
Yellow 
A(' and DC' tapes; paper, 
mica, paper 
Paper, mica, paper 
Basis for ratings-
0.002" glass 
0.00·1" mica 
5 Oto i 0 6 4 4 6 40 105°(' 5 
1000- 1400 4 Stolfi 0 6 4 4 6 3 40-GO 
105°(' 
3 4 4 8 2 20 105°l' 5 1000-1900 4 0 to S 0 
---- --- --- --- - - -- --- ----
50-100 3 .0to25 0 7 
1000-1200 4 Oto:io .o 4 
1000-1500 4 Oto20 .0 5 
1000 
300-500 :1 0 to 12 0 6-9 
900 ti 0 to 9 0 
3 
3 
4 
9 
5-9 
4 
9 
9 
10 
6-10 
9 
2-3 3-7 
2-4 3-8 
8 
7-8 
3 5 
135-300 2so0c 
i0-550 130°(' 1-4 
i0-450 
(limited by 
,·arnish) 
l80°C 
180°C' 
JO.I to 
J:J0°C 
180°(' 
(limited by 
hinder) 
4-8 
8 
5-7 
5-7 
9 
5-7 
5-7 
7 
8 
9 
7 
7 
4 
8 
2 
4 
4 
10 
6 
10 
9 
9 
2 
6 
9 
3 
Sol-
vent 
6 
6 
6 
7 
10 
3 
4 
9 
Base 
9 
9 
4 
4 
4 
9 
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far as dielectric st rength i;; concerned. The main probl em is to obtain 
th e necessary mech anical strength to withstand the bending, abra-
sion, a nd compressive stresses due to winding a nd forming opera-
tions. If the voltage st resses a rc low enough, in stead of taping th r 
entire conductor the use of a mica se parator between conductor;; 
in the slot portion i;; allowed. Here again, the choice of material t o 
be used is dependent upon the temperature rat ing a nd the size of 
the machine. (Sec Application Chart 1. ) 
(d) Coil I nsulation ( Wrapper and Tape) Th e coil insulation 
must be a ble to with;;tand the elect ric pot entia l applied to the coil 
plus a ny addition al voltages indu ced in t he coil by transient concli-
tions in the a rm at ure. It must provid e the necessary gro und in sula-
tion for the coil an d must wi thstand pounding, creasing, and bending. 
It should be moistmc- and chcmical-resi;;tant if the machine is to be 
ope rated in either a humid or a cono;,ivc atmosphere. Size, voltage , 
and other design considerations a J;;o enter int o the selection of th e 
insulation fo r the coil. (Sec Application Cha rts 3 and ..J.. ) 
(e) Phase I nsulation Since the greatest voltage stress occurs on 
the phase insulatio n, it must po;;sess a greater dielect ri c st rength 
than irnrnlation for other portio11s of the mac hin e. Since the greatest 
mccha11ical st rcssc;; aJ;;o occur on it , it must further have good me-
chanical Rt rcngt h. I t must , thirdly, have moi;;turc- and chcmical-
reRista11t qualitic;;. Select ion of an insulation for t his part depends 
on the URual design factors. As · regards fractional-hon;cpowcr ma-
chines, paper play;; the grea test part in the insulation for phase, 
layer, a nd ;; Jot lin er insulation. (Sec Application Chart 5. ) 
(f) Layer I nsulation for d-c and a-c Machines Th e main purpose 
of th e layer insulation is to provide the necessary dielectric strength 
between layers. Some a-c machines have two phases within the same 
slot, and so the voltage g radient may be high. The type of material 
used depend;; on t he size, temperatmc, and kva rat ing of the machine. (See Applicat ion Chart 5. ) 
(g) Slot Liners Even with maximum precaution in assembl ing 
and in ;;moothin g with a file , the :,; idc;; of the slot;; may be rat her 
ro ugh. An insulating material must be utilized that has the me-
chanical st rength necessary to withstand abrasion . 
Slot liners can be made with a Class B mica paprr combination . 
The paper is used solely for protecting th r mica dming the man11-
facturing procc;;s keeping it from splitt in g after it i.s in the ;; Jot. 
whilr t hr co il s arc slipprd in . The paprr should hr 1·cry thin , so that it 
dop;; not mattPI' whrthPr it drtrrioratrs whilr the gPnrmtor is in usr>. 
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The two type:-; of pa per particul arly suited for this job a re rag and 
fi sh papers. Rag paper is rather tough a nd a brasion-resistant. Fi sh 
paper iR den;;e, tough, hard , a nd not a ffected by oil; with;;tands sharp 
bend ing ; and ha;; a good dielectric st rength when dry . These papers 
arc often Lrncd in combination with va rnished cambric for Class A. 
The varnished cambric provides the in ;; ul a tion or dielectric proper-
ties, a nd the fish or rag paper acts as a mechanica l safegu ard against 
the la min ations ; the coil wires rc;;t aga inst the varnished ca mbric. 
~Iica alone or faced with a;;bcsto;; or glas::; fiber may be used in a 
Class B ;;y;;tcm. For Cla;;;; A, pape r a lone or composite paper a nd 
ot her Cla;;s A ma teri als may be u;;cd. In the Cla;;s H ra nge there 
exi;;t;; the silicone-glass-mica combination. (Sec Application Cha rt 6.) 
(h) Slot Wedges The slot wedges of a Class A in ;; ulated machine 
usuall y consist of a formed fibrous materia l. Thc;;e wedges perform 
very well when operation is rest ricted to Class A temperatures, but 
any cxcc;;sive heating will cause th e wedges to split and crack a nd 
eventua lly to work their way out of the slot. To ma ke the coil more 
:;ccure and tight-fitting, and to provide a ;;!iding su rface for the 
wedge, strip;; of in sul atin g materia ls a re often pl aced bet ween the 
wedge and coil. (See Application Ch art 7. ) 
(i ) Laminates La minate;; can be obtained in a wide range of 
propcrtie;;, depending upon the req uirements of the specific ap pli-
cation . For a purely st ructural purposc- ;;lot st icks, end lamin atcR, 
coil spacer bars, terminal strips- good mechanical properties a re re-
quired but average electrica l properties would be satisfac tory. For 
applicat ions Ruch as coil formR , vacuum tube bases, and high fre-
quency eq uipm ent, the important considerations which might mean 
sacrificing some mechanical strength to obtain them are dielectric 
strength , insulating resistance, and loss facto r. The properties of the 
fini shed laminate depend on the resin and reinforcing medium used. 
Th e reinforcements commonly used for la minates arc paper, cot-
ton, asbestos , glass, and nylon. Th e paper used in laminates must 
be uniform in basic weight and thickness. The Kraft papers impart 
good strength ; th e alph a cellulose , good ;;t rength coupled with good 
elect rical properties. (See Detailed Chart- P apers. ) 
Th e resin ;; commonly used in la min ate;; are phenolics, mela-
mines , pol yester:;, etc. Th e re;;in a nd ba;;e a re so chose n that the 
com binat ion;; will give th e properties des ired in the end product. 
A chart is given to n, id in ;;electing a la min ate for the particul ar 
a pplicat ion involved . 
\Yhrn the co il is bent n,t the rncls of the a rm atu re , any sha rp 
corn rr;; or burrs on the iron will damage th e insul at ion ; th erefore , 
Material 
f'otton 
C'on\'Cntional \·arni~h 
Paper 
C'onvcntional \"arnish 
Ha\·on 
('onvcntional \'arnish 
Press board 
:'ilk 
Conventional \"arnish 
C::uwas 
('onnntional \'arnish 
ARhc.·stos 
l'n\·arnished 
(;hlllS 
l'nv:unished 
C'onw'ntional \'arnii-1h 
;-'i licone \'arnish 
MatNial 
.\t ica 
rnhackcd 
()r~anic Backed 
('mlYcntional \ 'arnish 
lnor~anic Backed 
1) Conventional \ 'arnish 
:!) :-'iliconc \·arniRh 
Laminates 
, \l'l'LI CA'l'IO:\' C 11.\ J{'l' .5: 1'11..\SE A:\'D L ,\ Y l"ll l i'\SUL,\T IO:\' FO i! :\l AC lll :\'ES 
Hating or I - best characteristic; rating of JO- poorest characteristic but still usable 
Genrral Hcmarks 
Dielectric 
Strength, 
vpm 
Thickness 
.mils ' 
.\bra-
sion 
(resist-
ance 
to) 
Flex-
ure 
(life 
under) 
C'rc as-
1g i1 
(res 
an 
to 
·ist-
cc 
) 
Tear 
(resist- Handa-
an ce bility 
to) 
·-------. --------- ------------
,\(' motor and generator 1000-1400 4 0 to 25 0 3-6 3-4 
random only 
Kraft 160 .7to 5 .3 9 4 
1000-1200 2 2 to 15 0 3-7 4 
50-50 fuller board 400 25 0 to 9 4 
62 0 
1400-1900 4 0 to 5 0 3 4 
-------
400-800 12 0 to 
3_[ 30 0 
Cloth 50-100 H .O to 8 3 
46 .0 
·----
50-100 9 .0 to 11 0 7 
1000-2000 30to:ioo 4 
3-4 3-6 
-
5 4 
-
4 8 
--
3 5 
4 8 
5 2 
·-
-
7 
9 
7 
-
1 
2-3 
3 
·--· 
3 
---
3- 5 
9 
3 
--
4 
--
8 
·-
I 
3 
3-7 
Tensile 
(Il rcaking) 
Strength, 
lb in. width 
40 
MD-C' M D 
250-260 
----
'"P· I fil 25 25 
----
20 
75 to 120 
-- -
30 to 40 
-
--
70-450 
70-550 
Maximu1 
Opera tin n Thcr-g ma! Tempera Aging tu re 
105°C 5-6 
!05°C 7 
--
105°(' 5 
105°C 5 
---
105°(' 
105°(' 5 
---
130°(' 
--
:ioa0c 
1:io0 c· 1-4 
H eat 
C'on-
duc-
tivity 
8 
5 
8 
7 
---
8 
8 
10 
9 
5-7 I A(' motor and lil:l'llC'ralor 
random only 
1000-1500 5 .0 to 20 .0 5 4 9 2-4 I I 
Oimited b 
varnish) 
3-8 70-450 t80°c I 5-7 I 
. \ l' l' L l l'ATI OI\ C ll A l(T 5 : l.'11 .\Cl" .\:\'D L A YE ){ l i\t;U L A't'IO:\' FO lt :\l AC lll i\ES (COi\(' l,U IH: D) 
Hating of I - best characteristic; rating of lO - poorest characteristic but still usable 
General Hcmarks 
~cjl;mrnt mica shellac 
Basis for ratings: 
.002 glass 
.004 mica 
Basis for ratings: 
.002 glass 
.004 mica 
Phenolic laminatrd paper. 
~cc laminate chart 
Dielectric 
1-ltrcngth, 
vpm 
1000 
600 
Thickness, 
mils 
7 0 to 18 0 
600-UOO 5 () to :is 0 
600-noo 
700 
:J 5 to 12 .0 
10 0 to 
250 0 
Abra-
sion 
(resist-
<lllCe 
to) 
3 
5 
5 
5 
4 
Flex-
ure 
(lifc 
under) 
9 
4-7 
4-7 
4 
6 
('i~~s- (r01c,cs'1·1srt-
"" Hand:L-
(rcsist- ancc hility 
a~~)e to) 
JO 8 
9 5-8 
9 5-8 
9 5 
9 7-8 
Tensile 
(Breaking) 
Strength, 
lb , in. width 
5 
Maximum 
Operating 
Tempera-
ture 
180°c· 
105°(' 
(limited by 
\'arnish and 
bindrr) 
t:J0°(' 
(l imited by 
hinder) 
t8a0 c· 
105°(' 
Ther-
mal 
Aginp; 
2 
Heat 
Con-
duc-
tivity 
7 
7 
6-7 
9 
3-5 
Mois-
ture 
7 
8 
3 
10 
8 
10 
Mois-
ture 
4 
2 
2 
Resistance to 
0~1 Acid Base 
4 I 9 9 
4 9 9 
8 10 10 
8 
7 8 
I 
4 
4 
10 I I 4 
Hesisl:.rncc to 
Oil Acid Base 
2 6 9 
2 
10 5 
. ... .. .. v. " '~u'l' Ll~BRS FOH i\fAC'lll1'\ES 
Rating of 1 - best characteristic; ratinf,!; of 10 poorest characteristic but still usable 
Material 
Abra- Flex- C'reas- Tear Tensile I Maximum Dielectric Thick- sion 
urc 
ing (resist- Handa- (Breaking) Htrf'n~th, ncss, (resist- (resist- Operating 
\·pm mils a nee (l ife a nee a nee bility iitrcngth, TcmtlCra-
to ) under) t») to) lb, in. width tu re 
General HemarkR 
Thcr-
ma! 
Aging 
ti cat 
Con-
due-
tiYity Mois-
ture 
______ , ____ ------ --- --- ·------------- --- -----
('otton 
Conventional \'arnish 
Paper 
('oll\·cntional \'amish 
Hayon 
('011\'eutional \' arnish 
·"ilk 
C'onn11tio11al \'arnish 
Asbestos 
r m·arnishc<l 
Class 
Connntional \'arnish 
:-!ilicone \'arnish 
Mica 
l'nLacked 
Organic Backed 
{'onventional 
\'arnish 
Inorganic Backed 
I) C'onvcntional 
\'arnish 
2) ~iliconc \'arnish 
!\raft: small motors prac-
tically all of it: DC' motor 
and t:cncrator "A" insula-
tion~ . ~cc detailed chart 
Cloth 
-
- - ---
:-;t•gmcnt mica shellac 
IJ( ' motor and generator 
(B insulation with thin 
paper) 
Basis for rating-
.002 glass 
.004 mica 
0(' motor and generator 
(II insulation) 
,. :\o reHistaucl' to alcohol. 
1000-
I IOO 
150 
---
1000-
1200 
---
1200-
1000 
1000-
1200 
1000-
1200 
1000-
1500 
---
1000 
GOO-
900 
GOO-
HOO 
GOO (at 
t80°C) 
4 0 to 
25 . 0 
----
JO 0 
---
2 .) to 
22 0 
---
4 0 to 
5 0 
41 0 to 
4G 0 
3.0 to 
30 0 
4 0 to 
20 . 0 
---
i 0 to 
20 0 
5 0 to 
35 0 
3 5 to 
12 0 
6 3-4 3-4 
-- --
5-9 4-7 5-9 
--
4 4 
--
3 4 4 
8 5 
4 9 
5-6 4 9 
-
3 9 10 
5 4 9 
5 4 9 
5 4 9 
5-6 3 105°(' 6 5-7 7 
-----
4-9 3-10 105' (' 5-7 5-10 8 
8 3 
\\~1-fil. 
25 25 105' (: 5 8 
8 20 105' (' 5 8 
wrp. I fil. 
5 8 iO 32 .5 125' (' 2 10 I 10 
-------------------- -
wrp. 
iO to 5 
3-4 
8 
6 
5-6 
3 5 
550 I 
wrp. 
iO to 
400 
1:JO' (' 
(li mited by 
\'arnish ) 
180'('+ 
180' (' 
(limited by l binder) 
105 to 
130'C 
180 (' 
4 7 
1-2 7 
7 4 
7 
9 2 
Besistancc to 
Oil Acid Base Hol-
vent 
4 9 9 4 
4 9 9 4-9 
6 
2 6 
7 8 7 
4 
10 4 10 
2 6 9 3' 
2 4 
2-3 3-5 3-5 4-6 
10 5 
Rating of 1 (best) to 10 
~ 
- Dielectric Dielec- Tensile Flex. Impact Strength, Insula- Power tric Mois-
vpm ti on Factor Con- Arc Strength, Com-
Strength Strength Hard- Ther. Oper- ture 
General Resist- at stant Loss Resist-
p.s.i. press. Bonding Cold High Blister a ting Ab- Acid Base Strength ness, Strength, Flow Cond. Tern- Resist- Resist-]11aterial Remarks a nee lOI cps at Factor a.nee, Rock- Temp. sorp-
Step Meg- as Re- 1()1 cps sec (flat), well lb 0-50° Temp., per a.- tion, a.nee a.nee Short hy ohms ceived as Re- p.s.i. LW cw Face Side c ture %in Time Step ceived LW CW 24 hr 
---------------------
---------------------------------
---------
---
Pa~ 
Phenolic XXPXX 1 1 3 5 5 5 10 8 8 6 5 5 5-10 9-10 2 1-3 3-4 4 3 3 3 4 XXX XXP 400 250 90 20.0 3.6 .08 .4 9000 7500 26 000 13 000 12 500 100 900 230 0.3 
XXXP to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to 
600 600 5800 80.0 6.50 .27 .16 16 000 12 000 42 000 30 000 22 000 120 1200 260 9.0 
---------------
------~------------------------------------------
Melamine MXMXX 6 6 2 8 8 9 2 9 9 6 6 6 9-10 10 2 5-8 5-8 3 3 7 3 2 400 200 50 35.0 6. 75 .29 70 20 000 15 000 30 000 23 000 18 000 125 900 225 2.4 
to to to to to to to to to to to to 
700 450 200 45.0 .37 100 48 000 25 000 19 000 1000 250 3.5 
---------------
---------------------
------------
---------------
---
CoUon Cloth 
Phenolic C CF CFL 4 4 7 7 7 7 10 6 6 4 5 5 4-6 4-7 1 1-5 3-5 3 3 6 3 4 
CV CE 150 120 10 .02 4.5 .22 4 9000 7500 30 000 20 000 16 000 70 1900 210 0.3 
LELDC to to to to to to to to to to to to to to to 
600 400 100 100.0 7 .o . 7 14 500 12 000 44 000 23 500 22 000 120 2200 250 9.0 
------------ ------
---
---------------------------------
---------------
Melamine 6 6 2 8 8 8 2 5 5 4 5 5 5 5 1 6 6 2 2 6 3 4 
320 280 .031 6.2 120 33 000 14 000 to 110 0.4 
to to to to to to 28 000 to to 
370 320 .047 10.0 1.75 46 000 120 1.3 
------------
---------
---
------------------------------
Polyester 600 540 2.0 .05 to 90 7700 16 600 13 300 96 0.84 
.03 
------------ - --
------------------------------------
---------------
Collon Felt 
Phenolic 3 3 5 6 6 6 10 6 6 5 5 5 3 3 1 1-4 3-5 4 4 5 
---------------
------------------------------------
---------------
Gla88 Cloth 
Phenolic (GB-1280) G- 4 4 10 5 5 5 10 1-3 1-3 2 1-2 3-5 5 1 3 4 
(GB-261D) 300 360 25 10.0 3.7 .046 4.15 15 000 11 000 39 000 21 000 19 000 95 1200 270 (140°C) 0.3 depends 
to to to to to to to to to to to to to on 
650 390 500 30.0 6.0 .13 24 000 15 000 47 000 22 000 110 1500 0.6 resins 
used 
---------------
---------------------
------------------
------------
Melamine (GB-128M) G- 5 5 10 8 8 8 2 1-3 1-3 3 5-8 6-8 3 1 3-7 3-5 
350 320 50 11.0 6.9 .094 180 25 000 22 000 30 000 40 000 38 000 120 900 270 (160°C) 0.45 
to to to to to to to to to to to to to 
520 380 1.40 7. 7 .12 125 37 000 33 000 97 000 53 000 45 000 1750 0.9 
------------
------------ - --------
---------------------------------
Polyester 6-8 6-8 
600 540 2.0 .05 15-90 20 000 to 20 000 37 900 to 110 
to 35 000 to 40000 to 
.03 23 000 114 
---------------------------
---------
------------------------------
Silicone Continuous 10 10 10 1 1 l l 8 8 2-5 2-5 5 1-4 1-2 l l 1-7 9-10 
filament 250 50 3000 1. 2 2.8 .0048 228 19 000 17 000 35 000 32 000 30 000 2 . 7 100 900 260 (250°C) 0.15 
to to to to to to to to to 
300 350 1. 7 4.3 75 000 44 000 37 000 1100 0.65 
---------------
---------------------
------------------------------
Glass Mat 
Phenolic GM-4 3 3 9 5 5 5 10 6 6 6 4 4-6 4-6 l l 3-5 l 
600 400 175 .013 3.75 .049 10 6500 6200 29 000 9000 8500 8 7 .5 .85 900 1-3 230 (140°C) 0.23 de-
pends on 
resins 
used 
---------------
---------------------
------
------------------------
Melamine T36 Type 5 5 9 9 8 8 2 6 6 6 5-8 5-8 2 l 3 3 
Glaas Mat 380 450 .015 7.2 .11 132 19 800 19 800 18 200 32 000 33 000 7 7 900 250 (160°C) 2.0 
(~K) 70V edge- (18K) (after wise 
96 hr 
at953 
RH) 9 
------
- -------- - - - ---
------ ------------
---
------------------------
Polyester" 6-8 6-8 
600 540 2.0 .05 to 90 19 000 3900 1300 
.07 (93°C) (93°C) (93°C) 
---------------
------------------
-
------------------------------
Silicone 9 9 9 l l l 1 7 7 7 7 7 4 4 3 1-4 l l 1 10 (250°C) 
---------------
------------------
-
------------------------------
Nylon Cloth 
Phenolic MEC-1 5 5 1 2 2 2 10 7 7 5 6 6 l l 10 2 3 l 3 4 
475 375 30 000 14.0 3.5 . 105 15 9500 3400 31 000 32 000 21 000 3 5 700 1-2 3-5 (120°C) 0 . 2 
to to to to 
30.0 3.9 35 000 0.35 
- -- - - - - -- - - - ---
- -- ------- -- - -- - --
-
--------------------- - -- - - - ---
~'Ielnmine MEC-2 450 250 200 .07 3.9 .273 70 14 000 13 000 4000 27 000 24 000 2.5 3 110 500 6-8 6-8 2 .0 
- -- - - - ------ ---
--- - - - --- ---------
-
------- - - - -------- --- - --------
A sbestos Paper 7-8 Phenolic• A 5 5 7 10 7 8 5 7 8 6 6 1 2 2-5 2-5 3 3 4 
100 60 . 115 5.2 . 6 4 11 000 7000 30 000 18 000 16 000 100 900 230 0 . 4 
to to to to to to to to to to to to 
200 220 . 12 7 . 5 1. 12 13 000 10 000 41 000 25 000 18 000 110 2. 0 
- - - - - - - -- - -----
--- - - - - --- -----
-
--- --- --- -------
11clu.mine MA !5 n 
- Famine 
'olyester 
Silicone 
Glass Mat. 
Phenolic 
Melamine 
Polyester• 
Silicone 
Nylon Cloth 
Phenolic 
Melamine 
Asbestos Paper 
Phenolic• 
Melamine 
Polyester 
Silicone 
Aabestos Cloth 
Phenolic 
Melamine 
Polyester 
Silicone 
Aabesto• Felt 
Phenolic 
Melamine 
Polyester• 
Silicone 
(GB-128M) G-
Continuous 
filament 
GM-4 
T36 T ype 
Glass Mat 
(~K) 
MEC-1 
MEC-2 
A 
MA 
AA 
FA-72 
-
5 
350 
to 
520 
600 
10 
250 
to 
300 
3 
600 
5 
380 
600 
9 
5 
475 
450 
5 
100 
to 
200 
100 
to 
150 
5 
10 
7 
60 
to 
150 
7 
40 
to 
100 
600 
10 
50 
to 
150 
70 
3-7 3-5 
320 50 11. 0 6 9 .094 180 25 000 22 000 30 000 40 000 38 000 120 900 270 (160°C) 0.45 
to to to to to to to to to to to to 5 1 10 I 8 I 8 I 8 I 2 I I I I I 1 1-3 1 1-3 I I 3 I 5-8 I 6-8 I I 3 I 1 
380 1. 40 7. 7 .12 125 37 000 33 000 97 000 53 000 45 000 1750 0 9 
---------------------------------------- ----- - ---------------·---·---
540 2.0 .05 
to 
.03 
15-90 20 000 to 
35 000 
20 000 
to 
23 000 
37 900 to 
40000 
110 
to 
114 
6-8 I 6-8 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
10 
50 
to 
350 
10 
3000 
1 
1. 2 
to 
1. 7 
1 
2.8 
to 
4 .3 
1 1 1 1 8 1 8 1 I I 1 2-5 
. 0048 228 19 000 17 000 35 000 32 000 30 000 
to to to 
75 000 44 000 37 000 
2-5 
2.7 100 
5 
900 
to 
1100 
1-4 1-2 1 I 1 250 l<25o•ci 0. 15 
to 
0.65 
1-7 9-10 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
3 
400 
9 
175 
5 5 
.013 3. 75 
5 
.049 
10 
10 
6 
6500 52
6
00 I 29 ooo I 90~0 I 85io 4-6 8 4-6 7 .5 .85 1 900 1 1-3 3-5 1 230 1(140°Cll 0.23 de-
pends on 
resins 
used 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
5 9 I 9 450 .015 
70V 
(after 
96 hr 
at953 
8 
7 .2 
8 
. 11 1~2 119 i oo 119 i oo I 18 200 I 32 ~ 133 ooo I 5-:/' 
edge-
wise 
5-8 
7 
2 
900 
1 
250 l(l 60°Cll 2.0 
(18 K) 
3 3 
RH) 9 ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ . ___ , ____ , ___ . ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
540 2.0 I .05 to 
.07 
90 19 000 
(93°C) 
3900 
(93°C) 
1300 
(93°C) 
6-8 I 6-8 
---·---·---·---·---·---·---·---·----·---·---·---·---·---·- ---·---·---·-- -·---·---·- --
9 9 7 7 7 7 7 4 4 3 1-4 (250°C J 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , __ _ 
s I 1 I 2 375 30 000 14.0 
to 
30 .0 
2 
3 . 5 
to 
3.9 
2 
.105 
10 
15 7 1 7 1 5 1 6 1 6 9500 3400 31 000 32 000 21 000 
to 
35 000 
1 
3 
1 
5 
10 2 
700 
3 
1-2 3-5 
1 
c12o•ci1 0 .2 
to 
0.35 
3 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , __ _ 
250 200 .07 3.9 .273 70 140001130001 4000 1270001240001 2.5 3 110 500 6-8 6-8 2.0 ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , __ _ 
7 
.6 
to 
1.12 
10 
4 7 1 8 1 5 1 7 1 8 11 000 7000 36 000 18 000 16 000 to to to to to 
13 000 10 000 41 000 25 000 18 000 
6 7-8 
100 
to 
110 
6 
900 
2 2-5 
230 
2-5 3 
0.4 
to 
2.0 
3 
10 
4 
4 5 
60 
to 
220 
.115 
to 
. 12 
5.2 
to 
7 . 5 ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
2-3 5 
1.0 
to 
4.2 
2 5 
.11 
to 
.22 
9 
.80 1 10 ooo I 6000 I 21 ooo 111 ooo I 13 ooo 
to 
47 000 
6-7 8 3 3 
115 900 230 60 
to 
80 
8.0 
to 
9 . 6 ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
3 2-3 1-3 2 3 7 8 5 7 8 6 6 3 5 5 ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
1-J 2-5 3 
0.3 
to 
3.0 
3 10 10 3 9 10 5 9 10 7 8 7 2 4 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
9 
.15 
to 
.44 
6.6 
to 
7 .5 
1.12 
to 
2.99 
10 
4 6 I 7 I 5 10 000 6500 18 000 
to to to 
12 000 11 000 49 000 
6 I 7 19 000 15 000 
to to 
25 000 24 000 
4-6 4-7 
106 
to 
110 
5 2 2-5 
270 
2-J 3-6 2 7 
45 
to 
125 ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
3 
3 
2-J 7 9 4 6 
9000 
to 
12 000 
7 
5 I 6 25 000 20 000 
to to 
50 000 24 000 
7 6 7 
110 
to 
115 
5 3 
3 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___, ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
0.56 540 2.0 .05 
to 
.03 
90 7100 18 500 I 31 000 102 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
2 1-3 1-2 3 
1.0 
to 
1.5 
3 4 10 4 8 9 5 
40 000 
to 
50 000 
8 
12 000 
to 
16 000 
9 7 8 6 10 
50 
to 
100 ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
4 
50 21ooo111 ooo I 16 ooo I 38 ooo I 21 ooo 
to 
52 000 
4 6 
115 
2 
1400 225 0.4 
to 
1.0 
3 4 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
3 I 3 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
3 I 3 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
2 
• One of the more commonly used Polyesters was used for comparison basis. 
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end la minations a re used t o provide the mecha nical pro tection at 
these poin ts fo r the coils. It must be st rong and heat-resistant . 
(See Appli cation Chart 7.) 
(j ) L ead Wire F or lead and in tercoil connections there exist 
a variety of tapes and sleeving. Choice depends on t he req uirements 
t hat must be met. Th e fo llowin g factors are impor tant : degree of 
Aexibility , dielec tric strengt h req uirements, m ax imum temperat ures, 
mini mum te mperat ures, types of solvent that . might make co ntact. 
(Sec Appendix B, Table 8.) 
Selection of bindin g or typin g co rd is depe ndent upon size and 
ot her des ign requirements. Co t ton or linen may be used fo r Class A 
operation . If t he a ppli cati on is Class B , asbei-itos or glass fiber should 
be used; the cordage may be pl ain or treated, de pendi ng on req uire-
men ts of the a ppli cat ions. Th e t reat ment determines t he slippage 
and kn ot st rength . C lass H operat ion woul d demand glass fiber 
or asbestos. (See Appli cation Char ts 8 and 9. ) 
(k ) Commutator I nsulation If a given machine is so a ltered as to 
pe rmit increased load by using high-tem perat ure i1rn ul ation, the com-
m utating d uty in creases bu t the comm utating capacity is relative ly 
unchanged . The rat ing of a d-c motor is dependent on the permi:-;-
sibl e tem perat ure ri se of the insul ation or on t he permissible com-
m utat in g d uty , whi chever is lower. In a well designed machi ne the 
rat ings by t hese t wo cri te ria a re a pproximate ly eq ual. 
A higher operatin g temperature of the com mu tator resu lts in a 
somewhat higher bar- to-bar roughness. :\lore than any ot her feat ure. 
the abili ty of t he commu tator to go through a tem perature cycle 
insures good operation . Th e insul ation m ust be temperat ure-resist -
ant (mechani cally a nd elect ri cally ) a nd m.oist ure-resistan t. 
Th ough many mate ria ls have bee n t ried fo r commu tato r insul a-
tion none have been nearl y as successful as mica. If soft mica is used 
it will wear at approxima tely the sa me rate as the cop per bars . 
( l) Field P ole P rotection T he req uirements fo r fi eld pole insul a-
t ion arc mainl y mechanical, since the voltage from the field co il s to 
grou nd seldom exceed about 250 volts . Because most a-c machi nes 
arc de:-;igncd wi th the fi eld st ru ct ure as the rotor , t here a rc la rge 
cent rifugal forces on the fi eld co il s of t he machines, as well as fo rces 
d ue to starting and stoppin g. Th e mechanical propert ies essent ia l 
arc resistance to a brasion and repeated compression. Eve n stat ionary 
field coib expe rience fo rces, and a lso cha nges in fo rces, when the 
Yoltagc is first a ppli ed . (Sec Ap pli cat ion Cha rt 12.) 
~----------....... .._ 
Material 
I'laslic or Rubber 
Plain 
( 'otton Braid and Lacquer 
Hayon Braid and Lacquer 
(;Jass Braid and Lacquer 
Collon 
Cambric and Cotton Braid 
M ulliplc Collon Braid 
Asbestos 
Cambric and Outer Braid of Ashcslos 
(;lnss 
('011Yentio11al Varnish, Outer Braid of r\shcstos 
:-:ilicone \'arnish, Outer Braid of Glass 
:-'i\icone Rubber Outer 
Fibrous Wraps 
~ylon :-:erYe or Braid (conventional varnish, shellac) 
Hayon :-:cn·e or Braid (conventional varnish, shellac) 
Glass ~crYe or Braid (co11\'Cntio11al varnish, shellac) 
. \l'P1 , 1<'A'l' Io;-; C' 11 A1rr 8: L1·;A D \\'11 rn (1:\TJL\.'>Dlm C'AB1, 1·; ) 
Hating of 1 - best charactrristic; rating of 10 - poorest characterist ic but still usable 
Insulation 
l(csistancc 
4 
3 
6 
4 
3 
5 
-
4 
Abrasion 
(resistance 
to) 
2 
4 
3 
5 
5 
5 
2 
---
4 
Hating of I 
Bend 
Flexure (continuity 
(l ife under) of insula-
tion under) 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
---1 
I 4 
4 
==i_ : I 
2 
-1- :-6 
6 
4 4 
5 
-----
5 
~trippi 11 g 
I 
2 =1 
4 I 
4 
8 
7 
4 
4 
5 
6 
- ---
5 
-----
Ma'(imum 
Operating 
Tempera-
ture 
5 
4 
4 
3 
4 
2 
2 
Thennal 
Aging 
[ 4 
4 
3 
- -
4 
-
-
10 
----
2 
----
2 
1 
-
-
-
-- --
I 
1 
3 
I 
4 
2 
. \ PPl,ICATIO;-; C ll ART 9: T t:B I:\G 
best charnclcristic; rati 11 g of IO - poorest characteristic hut still usable 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Moisture 
4 
-
1 
- -
4 
10 
---
6 
-- -
4 
---
6 
Hcsistaucc to 
Oil Acid 
4 
3 
1 
-
-
4 
--
10 
-
-
6 
---
5 
----
5 
2 
3 
4 
6 
10 
6 
5 
5 
---------
5 
----
2 
5 
2 
4 
----
2 
5 
4 
5 
4 
6 
6 
I 
I 
Dielectric 
Strength, 
Ypm 
Ahro- -\ l'lcx-
Hcsislance to 
f\talcrial 
Si,11th1tirs 
E\truded Plastic Tubing 
f'il>rou s 
Cotton 
Hay on 
GC'nrral Hcmarks 
sion urc 
(resist- (life 
~\00)c under) 
------------
\'inyl type some types available lcm- 10no. 28°(' 
pcraturc up to t 25°C 
\'arnishcd; standard ~ l~M r\ grades 
\'arnishcd; standard'.'.: !CMA Rradcs -=1 
\ ' arnishcd; standa rd ~EM A grades \ 
3-5 
3-5 
3-5 
Bend Maximum 
(continuity Ha nda- Operating 
of i11s11la- bi lily T('mpera-
lion under) lure 
105°(' 
I 
3-5-1-2 -1 J:lQo(' 
105°(' 3-5 2 
- 2 -\ 3-5 105°(' 
Thrr- Heal 
ma\ Endur-
A gin~ am:c 
I 1-4 
1-5 
I ---1 2 \-6 6 
I I 4 lS 
Flam<' 
Hcsist-
a nee 
,;elf-
ex tin-
guish ing 
Good 
Fair 
Fair 
Mois-
ture 
5 
Oil 
2 
4 
3 
A cit! 
2 
6 
6 
Solvent 
4 
4 
6 
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 
~ol­
VC'nl 
5 
Material 
l'ressboarcl 
.\ sbcstos 
l"nvarnishcd 
Corn-entional \ ·arnish 
~iliconc rarnish 
(;Jass 
Conventional \'arnish 
:-iiliconc \'arnish 
Mica 
r nbacked 
Organic Backed 
Con\·entional \ 'a rnish 
Inorganic Backed 
I) Conventional \' arnish 
· ~ 1~ ".l,[('ATIO .'I C11Awr HJ : B A:\'D 1xc; \\'11u ' b: ;;u1.AT1ox - Coi L 
~g of I - best charactenst1c; rating of 10 - poorcst characteristic but sti ll usable 
---- -===-- ::::::==:::==:. ---
Dielectric Abra-l:cncral Remarks Thickness, sion Htrcngth, (resist-mils vpm a nee 
to) 
Flex-
urc 
(life 
under) 
Tough-
riess 
t-
Tear 
(rcsis 
:rncc 
to) 
----------
Hag and Kraft, pretreated 
C'loth 
('loth 
400 
50-100 
50-100 
60 0 9 4 7 4 
26 0 to 3 1 8 9 7 
60 0 4 
_____ 6_o o_ 3 3 4 
----------
1000-1 200 10 0 to 30 . 0 2-4 2-3 3 2-9 
___ ----~ IOOto20 .0 2-5 2-4 3-4 2-9 
----------
rndcr asbestos for some C'lass B 1000-1500 
segment mica 
Basis for rating-
.002 glass 
.004 mica 
900 
900 
30 . 0 
7 .0 to 30 0 
IO .Oto 35 0 
3-5 9 8 2 
5 4 9 
5 4 4 3 
---
Tensile 
(Breaking) 
Strength, 
lb/ in. width 
7 
3 
3 
250 to 550 
250 to 400 
·1 
Maximum I 
Operating Thcr-
'cmpera- m.al 
1 
turc Agrnp; 
105°(' 5 
130°(' 
180°(' 
130°(: 
180°(' 
2 
4 
2 
2 80°C + I 
5-130°C 10 
I 2 
------
Hesistance to 
Mois- Oil Acid Sol-turc Base vent 
--- -
9 5 10 10 8 
10 7 8 7 
5 3 4 4 
4 8 4 4 4 
1-3 1-2 4 1-3 
1-2 8-10 3-4 4-10 
4 2 6 4 3 ' 
2 2 4 
2 2 4 
2) :-:ilicone \"arn ish r nder asbestos for C' lass 11 GOO 
1
1001020 .0 / 5 4 
* \' o rrsistance to alcohols. 
Material 
Paper 
\01n-entional Varnish 
Press board 
----
Canvas 
Asbestos 
r nvarnishecl 
Conventional \'arnish 
;)ilicone \' arnish 
Glass 
Conventional \'arnish 
Silicone \' arnish 
Laminates 
I 
4 180°(' 
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Rating of 1- best characteristic; rating of IO - poorest characteristic but still usable 
Abra-
Dielectric Thickness, sion General Remarks Strength, 
mils (resist vpm ance 
to) 
F'lex- Tear Tensile Maximum 
ure Toug:h- (resist- (Breaking) Operating 
(life ncss a nee Strength, Tempera-
under) to) lb in. width tu re 
---
---
Small D(' machine. Class A 400-900 O 25 to 6 6 7 6 105°(' 
insulation. Thin papers treated 500.0 
both sides, e.g., 10.0 to 20.0 mils 
---
-----
Basis for rating is 125.0 mils thick- 150-200 7 .0to500 0 7 5 6 7 105°U 
ness 
---- --- ---
-----
-----
t: ntreated 50-JOO 24 . 0 5 4 5 5 !050(; 
Cloth 50-100 45 0 to 50 0 4-8 
Small DC' machine. Class B 50-100 30 0 3 
--
- ---
wrp. l_fi_I_ ----
3 8 3-7 iO 32 5 130°(' 
3 4 3 J:J0°C' 
insulation 
3 3 4 3 1so0c 
------ -
1000-1200 30to300 2-4 2-3 3 2-9 250 to 550 130°(' 
1000-1500 4 Oto20 . 0 2-5 2-4 3-4 2-9 250 to 400 180' (' 
------
C'o11sidering most appropriate type 1 I l I !05-180°(' 
for rating. (See Detai led or Lami-
nates Charts) 
JO 5 
Resistance to 
T 
I 
A 
hcr-
nal 
giug Mois-
ture 
6 
5 8 
7 
9-10 
4 
4 
4 
Oil 
6 
7 
5 
4-7 
8 
1-3 1-2 I 
__ 2_~~ 
I 
Acid 
7 
6 
5 
3-8 
4 
4 
2 
2 
Base 
5 
7 
6 
4 
4 
4 
3-4 
9 
Sol-
vent 
4 
5 
1-7 
3 
4 
1-3 
4-10 
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11. Nonrotating Equipment 
Design Considerations in Transf onners.- As for motors and gener-
ato rs, the application governs the insulation design of the tram;-
for mcrs . The principal types a rc the distribution and power supply 
transformers, each having its own operating characteri:-;tics . The 
latter type can be subdivided into resistance welding transformer;; 
and tho;.;e which are simil ar in function to the c\i:;tribution tram;-
for mcrs but on a smaller scale. 
The factors which affect the transformer in;.;ulation a rr: 
1. External conditions- moisture, chemicals, dust, a mbient tem-
perature. 2. Load cycle- length of operating period, frequency of oper-
ating cycle, starting a nd stopping, overloads , degree, frequency , a nd 
switching surges. The effect of moisture and chemicals is apparent. Since dust i;.; 
more important than is norm ally considered , it deserves furth er 
considerat ion. For dry-type transformers the dust accumulation on 
the windings affects the rate of thermo-conductivity of the in sula-
tion. Where the rate of du;;t accumulation i:-; excessive, the trans-
former must be cleaned periodicall y. 
The second group presents a greater probl em to the designer , 
as it involves the economical and efficient use of the transformer . A 
thorough knowledge of the application to which the unit will be 
put is required. In most cases not all the factors enter into the design 
of any type of transformer. 
In applications where overloads a re not expected , the length of 
the operating period should be considered. If at normal load that 
period is short enough so that the unit will not reach its ra ted hot-
spot temperature by a considerable amount, the size of the trans-
fo rmer may be reduced so far as to permit it to radiate the a mount 
of heat created. This can be clone only if the frequency of the oper-
ating cycle is such that the interval between operations is long 
enough for th e transfo rmer to cool clown to a prescribed value. 
Where the idle periods arc longer than their operational period:-; , 
the tran sformer may absorb moisture . The effect of moisture on the 
insula tion h as been previously discussed . 
If there is a continual starting and stopping in a relatively 
short period of time, the initial magnetic stresses will increase the 
amount of wear and abrasion on the insula tion . 
If the degree a nd frequency of overloads are known , the design 
of the transformer may hr jucl{l;ecl acco rdingly . The 10 deg C rule for 
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11. N onrotating Equipment 
Design Considerations in Transformer s.- A,; for motor,; a nd gener-
ators, the application governs the insulation design of the trans-
fo rmers. The principal types a re the distribution a nd power supply 
t ransformers , each having its own operat ing characteristics. Th e 
latter type can be subdivided into resistance welding transformers 
and those which arc similar in function to the distribution tran,;-
fo rrncrs but on a smaller scale. 
The factors which affect the transformer insulation a re: 
1. External conditions- moisture , chcmicab, dust , ambient tem-
perature. 
2. Load cycle- length of operating period , frequency of oper-
ating cycle, starting and stopping , overloads , degree , frequency, a nd 
switching surges. 
The effect of moisture and chemicals is apparent. Since dust i:-; 
more important than is normally considered, it deserves furth er 
consideration. For dry-type transformers the dust accumulation on 
the windings affects the rate of thermo-conductivity of the insul a-
tion . \Vhcre the rate of dust accumulation is excessive, the tran,;-
former must be cleaned periodically. 
Th e second group presents a greater problem to the designer , 
as it involves the economical and efficient use of the transformer . A 
thorough knowledge of the application to which the unit will be 
put is required . In most cases not all the factors enter into the design 
of any type of transformer. 
In a pplications where overloads are not expected , the length of 
the operating period should be considered. If at normal load that 
period is short enough so that the unit will not reach its rated hot-
spot temperature by a considerable amount , the size of the trans-
former may be reduced so far as to permit it to radiate the amount 
of heat created. This can be don e only if the frequ ency of the oper-
ating cycle is such that the interval between operations is long 
enough for the transfo rmer to cool clown to a prescribed value. 
Where the idle periods arc longer than their operational periods, 
the transformer may absorb moisture. The effect of moisture on the 
insul ation has been previously discussed . 
If there is a continual starting and stopping in a relat ively 
short period of time, the initial magnetic stresses will increase the 
amount of wear and abrasion on the insul ation . 
If the degree and frequency of overloads arc known , the dc;; ign 
of the transformer may he judged accord in gly. The 10 deg C rule for 
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life will be the criterion as to whet her a higher class rating of irn;ula-
tion should be used . If the ove rl oads per unit of time are so fe"· 
t hat the life of th e insul at ion is not decreased substantia lly, the 
insul ation designed for its normal load will be sat isfacto ry. Oil-
fill cd transformers a re limited by the temperature resistance of the 
oil used as the dielectric. Distribution transformers a rc designed for 
a 50-pcrccnt overload for a short time , to take care of peak loads. 
'IVh erc the peak conductors or freq uency of overloads is excessive 
a high er grade of insulation must be used . 
Those factors which a ffect the design indirect ly have been di :-; -
cus:-;cd- rcliab ility, life , and weight. 
The forces created by the magnetic fi elds cause moveme nt of the 
co ndu ctors. Th e strength of these force:-; determin e:-; t he amo unt of 
wear a nd a brasion on the insulation. Short circuits result in very 
strong forces which might cau:-;c undue damage to the insul ation. 
Resista nce welding transformers operate under short-circui t con-
diti ons , so that they have to be designed mechanically st rong a nd 
with a high rate of thermo-conductivity. 
As a result of World War II , the use of t hree-ph ase transformers 
has in creased to such a n extent th at today t wo-thirds of t he ne w 
power transformen; purchased are three-phase (co mpared wi th 10-15 
percent 10 yr ago) . New materials a nd insul ating methods have 
greatly red uced the size of the:-;e transformers and thus made ha ndling 
a nd in:-;tallation easier . Th e space req uirements, foundations , a nd 
install atio n costs a rc less than for three singl e-phase units. These 
advances have la rgely eliminated the previous causes of transformer 
failure a nd brought three-phase transformers into wide use. 
Th e following items mu;;t be co nsidered in the design of tram;-
formern : 
1. Hig hest poss ible operating il'lllJ>l'rat11rc 
2. Prot ect ion of insulation arrnin"t moi,-t lll'e 
3. P O\\'l'r factor in th e high ,·o ltagc range 
4. Di e lectric ~trcngth of thl' in,ul a ting material 
5. l ' r1l'xpccted o\·erload dll!'ing )>Pa k load" 
6. I~ighting surges 
7. H. atl' of t hr rrno-conduct i,·ity of t lw in,ula t io n - thC' hiid1l'r t lw bC'ttC'r 
8. :\I P!' hanical "trength of the in:m lat ion 
9. 1mpedance kept \\'ithin prescribed limits. 
For each type of tran;;former 1Somc of these items need not be con-
sidered . Th us, the consideration of the electrical characteristics of 
the in sul ating mate ria l is of minor importance in resistance welding 
transformers, since th e usual voltages are 220 volts a nd Jes,; , a nd 
pre;;e nt few if any serious difficulti es. 
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In one group of transformers that were built , a Class A insulation 
wa;; uRed between the core a nd the group of coils, and only at these 
two ext reme ends. The other insulat ion wa,.; Class B , which covers 
about 99 percent of the total. Th e transformer was nevertheless 
cla;;:-; ified as Clas;; A. Th e transfer of heat through it was not fast 
enough , a nd its dete ri orat ion resulted. Very oft en whenever two 
classes of insul a tion a rc used in conjunct ion on a piece of equipment , 
t he equipment will be rated under the class which has the lowest 
rat ing of th e two. 
It has been st ressed previously that it i,.; the se rvice require-
ments which determine the se lection of an insul at ing materi al for 
a piece of apparat us. Th e service requirements for a transformer-
insulating mate ria l a re : 
I. To ,,·ith;;tand lhC' ,·oltage (;; t ea d~·-stat c) to ground from a ll parts of the 
"·inding. (For a three-phase unit it is 57.7 pC'rcent of l ine- to- line tC'rmina l ,·o ltage.) 
2. To withsta nd lin e fault:< - P.µ;., if o rw lin C' of d C' lla-con rwC'INI lrn nsformer 
i,; µ;roundC'd, rC'i'u lti ng in fu ll line ,·o ltagc to µ;round. For a l\',H'-conrwction 1·ario11s 
,·o ll :igt'' can re"ult. depending on t he fau lt. 
3. T o withstand 01·r,n·o lt :iµ;r;; from ~,1·itchi n µ; :rnrµ;r'" an d :irr· inµ; grounds . 
Th(',;r can be 2Y:!""6 timC' :; thr normal ,·o lt:iµ;r to nr'u trnl. ~o long '" thr proper 
light ing protC'ction i;; utilizNI. thr tr:rnsfo rm cr "· ill with:<tand t lw,;e ~urge:', sin ce' 
t lw ,·o ltaµ;e clistr ibution throughout t 11l' winding,- i" approxirnatPly uniform. The 
;;witching and impuloe o<urgr;; ~t rength of ib in,ulat ion to µ;round arc a lmost 
('qua! to onp a noilwr. 
4. To withstand impulse or lighting surges. 
Designers must take into consideration other factors as well. 
Whil e there is inherent within the transformer a certain a mount of 
overload capacity, complete utilizat ion of this capacity req uires that 
parts of the transformer (tap changes, bushings, leadR, etc.) be de-
signed with this in mind . One more point is that the conductor 
insulation will be at the greatest temperature. Th e other insulation, 
which is not in thermal contact with the copper, will be at an ap-
preciably lower temperature and will have the greatest voltage 
stresses applied to it. Since the conductors will not be subjected to 
line-to-line or line-to-ground voltages, probability of failure from 
overheat and electrical breakdown is greatly red uced. 
A designer of a piece of eq uipment must take into account all 
facto rs that have a nythin g to do with the choice of insul ation . All 
factors are of eq ual importa nce, since all a ffect the over-a ll per-
formance. E ach mate ri al that goes into making up the insu lation 
combination was chosen because in one way or a nother it satisfied 
the above factors. A materi a l by itself might have an excellent 
property , but when used in combination this property canno t al-
way,; be utilized to its full est extent. No one thing does the prime 
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job; it is the combination that does the work, regardless of mechani-
cal or electrical performance. 
(a) Liquid In Chapter III, oil was discussed in detail as a liquid 
dielective for transformers. Parts of this material are repeated in 
this chapter, for emphasis. The advantages of oil are that it serves 
as a good cooling and insulating medium and has good self-healing 
qualities. Its disadvantages are flammability, slugging, and for-
mation of acids. 
The insulation largely determines the continuous and overload 
ratings of any piece of electrical apparatus . There are two factors 
for oil-filled transformers which permit a high overload for short 
periods of time-the very large heat capacity of the oil , and the 
high rate of heat transfer from the metal parts to the oil. The solid 
insulation, too, must be protected from excessive temperatures under 
overload conditions. At these temperatures the insulation can lose 
a large fraction of its strength quickly. 
The insulation temperature is the same as the oil t emperature, 
rather than at the copper temperature. Only the insulation touching 
t he copper itself reaches the temperature of the copper. The effect 
of a loss in tensile strength on the surface of the insulation facing 
the copper is not serious, and the insulation is in place in the trans-
former. A loss in tensile strength does not result in an equal loss of 
compressive strength. 
Insulating materials in oil will withstand higher temperatures in 
the absence of air t han in its presence. 
(b) Dry-Type As the name signifies, dry-type transformers are 
freed of all liquids, and their cores, coils, and other parts are cooled 
by the forced or natural circulation of air. Since the major insu-
lation is air and porcelain, the transformer is essentially explosion-
and fire-proof. Mostly inorganic insulation is used, such as glass, mica, 
asbestos, porcelain, and combinations of these or other materials 
which are bonded together with a good heat-resisting varnish. 
Between the high and low-voltage windings, air ducts are formed 
by spacers of mica, glass, porcel ain, or asbestos. Dirt which comes 
into the duct falls to the bottom of the transformer, t hus eliminating 
horizontal creepage surfaces in the high-voltage coils. 
A good varnish and curing cycle will impart to the insulation 
surface a smooth , tough, glossy fini sh which gives it a high resistance 
to dirt, moisture, and heat . 
In oil-filled transformers, arcing causes decomposition of the in-
sulation and the liquid . The liquid helps spread the decomposition 
action, due to the arcing and to the acid present in it. In the dry-
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t ype transformers no liquids are present to cause the failure to spread. 
Corrosive atmospheres have little effect on t he latter type. Their full-
load efficiency and impedance are about the same as those of the oil-
filled transformers. The ratings of the dry-type may be increased from 
one-quarter to one-half by t he use of forced air-cooling. Class B in-
sulated dry-type transformers have operated continuously for a peri-
od of more than 24 hr with an overload ranging from 150 to 200 
percent of full load, without any noticeable effect on the insulation. 
The advantages of the dry-type can be listed as follows : 
1. Less maintenance required than for oil-filled type 
2. Easier to handle - lighter in weight and small er in size for the same 
rated oi l-type t ransformer 
3. Explosion- and fire-proof 
4. Lower insurance rates 
5. E liminat ion of sludge t rouble 
6. E li mination of ac ids due to decomposition of oil 
The subject of dry-type transformers is summed up thus by 
W. W. Satterlee of Westinghouse : 
"Many large transformers of the dry-type design have been in continuous 
operation for more t han seven years. Today there are o,·er 2000 t ransformers in 
service totaling approximately 1,000,000 KV A. Never has a breakdown of the 
winding insulation occurred in any of t hese transformers which could be d irectly 
attributed to an excessive winding temperature, and accumulation of djrt, the 
effects of condensation, or operation in a humid or any other atmosphere."* 
Materials U sed.-For oil-filled transformers the insulation ma-
terial must be resist ant to deterioration by oil, and the varnishes 
should not be soluble in oil. 
The conductor should have heat-resistant qualities and also be 
thin and flexible in order that it may withstand bending, compressive 
and abrasive stresses incurred during the winding operation. (See 
Application Charts 1 and 2. ) 
Coil wrap pers should be moisture- , chemical- , and thermal-
resistant. (See Application Chart 3.) 
Coil binding tape should have mechanical strength in order that 
it may perform its function of binding the coil. (See Application 
Chart 4.) 
Layer insulation should have mechanical and moderate dielectric 
strength as well as thermal endurance. (See Application Chart 5.) 
Primary to secondary insulation must have the usual mechanical 
and electrical strength. In dry-type transformers t he mechanical 
strength may be provided by the structural parts . (See Application 
Chart 12. ) 
*"Some Developrnents in 1\1odern Transformer Design ," Iron and Steel Engineer, June 1 1945. 
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Ground insulation consists of the barriers and core binding tape , 
which must be mechanically strong to withstand the burr pene-
tration and the cutting action of the core. (See Application Chart 12. ) 
L ead wire (which include,.; sleeving a nd tubing) must be flexible, 
resista nt to chemicals, and have high vistilation resistance. vVhat ha:-; 
been said under the heading "lead wire" under Rotating :\fachincs 
also applic;; here. (See Application Charts 8 and 9 and Appendix B, 
T a ble 6. ) 
Structural insulating parts must have good dielectric ;;t rength , be 
heat resistant , and be strong. In humid atmospheres thc;;e par ts 
must have good arc resistance to prevent flashing and creeping. (Sec Application Chart 12. ) 
V . TRENDS IN INSU LATION 
During the search for information and the attempt to make the 
charts it became apparent that th e present classification of electrical 
equipment solely in terms of hot-spot temperatures is inadequate. 
A suggestion for the basis of a new rating system would be the idea 
of standard or ordinary a nd premium or exceptional equipment. 
Under the standard classification would come the majority of 
eq uipment used for general over-all purposcs- i. e., a piece of equip-
ment that docs not have to have a special design feature or that 
would not operate under adverse conditions. In this group a minimum 
number of general requirements would be established, to facilitate 
and clarify the old setup. Another reason is that regardless of which 
compa ny the piece of standard a pparatus is purchased from , it will 
have essentially the same characteristics. 
Th e premium group could include the different types of equip-
ment which must be designed to operate under special conditions. 
For example, the group might be tentatively classified thus: 
Premium V: For exceptional m echanical strength 
Prem ium 'V: For exceptional moisture resistance 
Premium X: For exceptional chemical resistance 
Premium Y: For exceptionally high-speed operation 
Pre mium Z: For exceptionally high-temperature operation 
Engineers in the field have stated that some insulation failures 
of equipment h ave been due to unpredictable emergency conditions. 
Thus the added safety factor of a premium apparatus would act as 
insurance against such conditions. With this broad classification, it 
would be possibl e to order a Premium " WZ" machine- one that 
should be expected to have unusually high moisture resistance and 
also a high operating temperature. 
Under the present classification the user has the choice of several 
temperature ratings and several methods of enclosure. It would 
appear that such a classification is inadequate to cope with the 
variety of operating conditions met in present practice. 
A current practice that encourages adoption of this suggestion 
is the use of Class A materials in addition to organic binders for 
Class B units. The definition of a Class B machine leaves a loophol e, 
;.;ince it states that a non-impairing amount of Class A materiaifi 
may be used for structural purposes. The purpose of any combina-
tion i;; to obtain :-;ome special design feature in the equipment. Thi s 
means that it mu,;t be borne in mind , with limitat ions, that the 
73 
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complete abo lishment of temperat ure rat ing is not advocated but 
rat her t hat it be a subordinate req uirement under t he two main 
divisions of standard a nd premium. 
Another i tem revealed by t he invest igat ion into electrica l in-
su lat ion is the need of eliminat ing ma ny of the count less varni she,.; 
now on the market. ::\Jany engin eers expressed the hope that th0 
number of varnishes co uld be red uced to a reasonable number that 
would fa ll into genera l gro ups distinct from one a nother. Th e attain-
ment of t his aim would , as was pointed out in Chapte r I , greatly 
facilit ate setting up the charts. 
For the reaso ns given in Chapte r IV there is a te ndency toward 
use of an ever in creasing number of high-temperatme and high-
speed machines that possess certain inh erent advantages. Th e advent 
of new materials has made and will continue to make their use 
advisable in many appli cations. 
A growin g idea in indust ry i':l that no matte r what type of in-
Rtil at ion is used in a machine, except for un cut mica and plastic;; , 
it cannot be relied on to have a dielectric st rengt h greater than an 
eq ual thicknes;; of air, because a continuous film of varnish cannot 
be imparted to t he base material so t hat no pinholes exist. The 
exi;:;tence of t hese pinholes will cause the value of dielectric ;;trength 
for one type of insulation to vary any wh ere from the value it would 
have for an eq ual t hi cknes;; of a ir up to a maximum value for a 
perfect film of varnish over the base materia l. 
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P1.:Dl (l lO-:l·: -C'11AltACTE l{[S'l' I(' ANALYS I S CllAl('l' (CON'l' INl' ViD ) 
Description Special Qualities Principal Components 
Rolids Baking 
Content Time 
Bakin~ 
Tempera-
ture 
Air-
Drying 
Time 
Life Hpee ific B Gravity · aumC Solvent 
Amber Heavy Hynthet-
ic Baking \'arnish 
Similar to ~o. 113 except is deeper 
amber and has heaYicr build-up 
Phenolic resin and 
special oils 
4G' ( 8 to 12 275-300°F x 
hr 135-150°(' 
Excel-
lent 
. 059 
-- ---- --------------- ---·------1--- -----1-----1---- --- ---
Black Oil Proof Baking Extreme flexibility; oil and water-
\'arnish proof; hi1,d1ly recommended to acids 
and alkal ies; deep penetration ; used 
for similar appl ications as ~ o. 111 
Waterproof gums 
and prepared oils 
10 to 12 
hr 
250°1' 
120°c 
x J•:xeel- . 865 
lent 
---1---------------1---------1---- ----1-----1---- ------
Black Plastic Baking 
\' arnish 
Good flexibility and elast icity; good 
build-up; excellent impregnation; 
moderately oil and waterproof; high-
ly resistant to acids 
Gilsonite a nd lin-
seed oil 
JO hr 250°F 
120°c 
x Fair 
32° 
Rylol or 
Rolvesso #2 
or cquindent 
\'.M.& I'. 
:\aphtha 
V.M . & I'. 
\'aphtha 
------·-------
Black Hynthetic !lak-
ing \' arnish 
Black Quick Baking 
\'arnish 
Clear Baking or Loug 
Air-Drying \'arnish 
Good 1>e netrating a nd deep drying 
qualitif's; excellent bonding proper-
ties; oil and waterproof 
Good build-up; highly resistant to 
oils, water, and chrmicals; dr ies 
smooth and glossy 
l•:xcellent penetrating and binding 
qualities; oi l, water, and chemical 
resistant; bak ing recommended but 
will a ir-dry 
Partial synthetic 
resins and treated 
drying oils 
Gilsonite aud syn-
thetic resins and 
prepared oils 
55' u 6 to 8 
hr 
3 to 6 
hr 
265°F 
JJO°C 
240°11 
116°(' 
x Very 
good 
Fair 
________ , ____ --------------
Synthetic resin and 
vegetable oils 
3 to 6 
hr 
240°1' 
11 6°C 
8 to 12 
hr 
Good 
·-- -1-------- ----------------
('lear Synt hetic Air- Provides tou~h oil and waterproof 
Dryin~ I mprcgnati11g finish and good build-up 
\·arnish 
Phenolic and syn-
thetic res ins and 
suitable drying oils 
30 min 250°1' 
120°(' 
2 hr 
.882 
81i0 
.865 
95:3 
-1-----·--- ------------------
Black Air-Drying or 
Baking \'arnish 
Good 1:>enetrating qualities; water-
proof; resistant to acids but not 
oils; recommended for field coils and 
~eneral purpose work; air dries or 
bakes out quickly 
Gilsonite and suita-
ble drying oils 
I to 2 
hr 
220-240°F 3 to 4 Fair 965 
105-115°(' hr 
2!)0 \' .M.& P. 
~aphtha 
33° V.M. & I'. 
Naphtha 
:32° \'.M. & P. 
~aphtha 
I i 0 Toluol or 
Solvesso 11 l 
or equivalent 
32° \'.M. & P. 
Naphtha 
____ , _________ , ________ , _____ , ____ ------- -·--!·-------
J:\1-(' ('lt•ar :-:pi ri t \'arnish Oil and wate rproof; resistant to 
acicls a nd alka lies; rerommenr•cd 
as a surface finishing coat over baked 
coils or fo r maintenance pu rposes 
~atural resins and 
plasticizer 
x x 30 min x . 887 Denatured 
,\Jcohol 
).;um- Desrription 
her 
13 ~ Orange Spirit \'arniRh 
c ·r (CoN'rt"IUJm) 
PEDI G ltEE-C llARAC'l'E IU i:l'l' I C A NALYS I S H A I( . ----
Bakrng l..1r- \ Specific Bauml> 8uh·e11t 
Principal Hohds Bakmg Tempera- D~ymg Life Gnw1ty 
Special Qualities Components rontent Tune lure 1 une 
------------------- --; Denatured --------------\----~-:-----.;-- ' X 30 mm X 940 · Alcohol ~atural resins and 481 ~ X ., 
plasticizer Good resistants lo oils, waler, acids, 
and alkalies; recommended as an 
orange shellac replacement .or ~s a 
finishing varnish for apphcat~3~s _ 
similar to those of Nos. l3l,"" ' _____ ------04-~~ltured -~a~n~d~2'.:3~7 ------:----;--::-\-~:;::;--;.:;;;;,~;.J-\_3{ _____ X I to2 X ·9 Alcohol i\ atural resins at~d 3ur ( X hr 
II . l ' sed as a finishing coati~ig ~nd as a su.1\·,,ble dri'ing oils -135-0 I ('\ear Finishing Fi mg \ tions on " - -Yarnish filler between core aroma - -- -----X-. - --9-16-. - 230 Denatured 
p,,o::.".:_'c::_r.:_t.:_n.:_rn_s_fo_ri_n_er_s __ :-~--::::--i-------~-1--w,- - X X 30 to 60 ,· · · Alcohol 
-------1-·- Synthetic resins and mm 
231 Oil Proof Spint i·m1s i- No 131-C· provides black g\o~sy - . v· . I Performs the same functions as 1>repa, red oils \ 
ing \·arnish finishing 'coat over ba~ed coils; 
can be used for general marntenance ---
Black Fi11ishing \' ar-
nish 
Black Oil-Proof Finish-
ing \'arnish 
purposes ------\--G-ils_o_n--il_e_a_m-;-1 --tr--e--at;-_-\-;4~2:;-r ' X X 
Provides good build-up with g!oss~ ed oils 
black coating: \~'aterproof; lnghl) 
resistant to alkalies 
Air-dries or bakes out.to a flexible 
heavy finishing coat; ml and water-
proof 
Synthetic resins and 
special oils 
Natural gums and 
2 hr 
x 
~50° F 
120°(' 
x 
GO min x 
{)hr 
I hr x 
8S2 
I I 014 
\'.M.& I'. 
Naphtha 
Denatured 
Alcohol 
I Bla ck H ravy Spirit Provi<leshcavytoughfinishingC?\t; plasticizer ----2~5 \'arnish similar to i\o. 231 except prances 1---- X ~\ 947 1 \go- -o-~11tured 
I ~realer build-up 1 :;.< ·,. X X 30 mm Alcohol 
.d R1:>ecial gums and -tv 
- - - S·,1me as No. 23 l except l?rov1 cs . I '"-I Black S1'lirit Yarnish - 'Id d s lower plasticizer __ --
_
c,,1 ---------:--l~sl~ig~h~t~ly~le:ss;--::b::u1;\-;-:;:u;;;p;;;a;-:n;;\1(o~J.-\-J:Li;i~~;;Je::~:-li:32':-- _____ ---- --.--,--;- ·190 V.M & I' in price 32cu' ----X- X \ I t1<or 2 X \ Sb<> · - _ '.\aphtl-1,1 
2:18 
2:l!l 
·t1 Highest grade re-
. d Waterproof and r.csistant to ac~ ~ fi11e<I black gums \ 
Black Finish mg an a11d a, lkalics·, not ml proof and qmck - --
Filling \ ':unish --- I -- X 1 ffrn 1 ~0 Lacquer \_d~r~y~i'"_i'g:__ _ --:--~-::-:--::::::::;;~\----]xZ·---r-;xz· - --x_- x IO min Thinner 
Used as a protective scaler for s~all \ 
Black Surfacing Lac-
quer 
coils; provides ext remely tough, un-
JX!f\ ious film 
0 
n 
:\um-
ber 
132 I 
1:33 
Description 
Clear Air Drying Core-
plate \'arn ish 
Clear Flash in g C'ore-
platc \ 'arnish 
l'Jo:DJGR1"B-CH A ltACTE IW:i'l'l C AN ALYSI S C H A lt'l' (CONTLN UED) 
Specia l Qualities 
Excel lent adhesive qualities and will 
not Aake off when punched 
Principal 
Components 
Rynthetic resins and 
drying oils 
Solids Baking 
Content Time 
x 
Baking 
Tempera-
ture 
x 
Air-
Drying 
Time 
30 min 
1.iife 
x 
Rpecific Bauml' 
Gravity 
. 887 28° 
Solvent 
V.M.& P . 
:\aphtha 
_____ , ____ --- - - - - ------
Highest quality clear but is recom-
mended for use only in specially de-
signed ovens and under controlled 
conditions 
x 13:0 Flash drying time- 3 to 5 min x . 887 28° \ ' .M. & P. 
:\ aphtha 
2_3_2_ --B-la-ck Air-Or)-·i-ng_(_'o_r_e_- _, __ E_x_ce_ll_e_nt_'_'d_h_es_i_v•_Q_'_'"_li-ti_e_s,_11_1d_1_\·i_ll_,,_G_·_ils_o_n_it_e_a_nd- tr_e_at_-_,_1_i_' _' _ X I X 1~ ----X-~ ~-V.M. & P. -plate \'arnish not flak e off when punched cd oils ~aphtha 
---------- -- - - ------
t:J6 Black Flashing ('ore-
platc Varnish 
141 C'lcar Protective Sealer 
l.t3 Clear Synthetic I nsula-
tor 
241 Black Protecti,·c Scaler 
243 Black Synthetic I nsu-
lator 
Hi~hest quality black but is recom- X 48'~ Flash drying time- 3 to 5 min X . 376 30° \' .M. & P. 
mended for use only in specially de- ~aphtha 
signed ovenR ~md under controlled 
conditions 
Protects underlying insulated wind-
ings from attack by oil, grease, gas, 
acids, alkalies, water; also provides 
smooth, tough outside coating very 
resistant to mechanical and chemi-
cal abuse. Similar to Nos. 24 1 
and 341 
Used for same applications as No. 
141, but has a specially high resist-
ance to alkalies 
Similar to characteristics a nd uses of 
1\ os. 141 and 34 I except for colors 
Used for same application as No. 
241 but has a specially high resist-
ance to alkalies 
Synthetic resins and 
oils 
Phenolic and syn-
thetic resins and oils 
Synthetic resins and 
oils 
Synthetic resins and 
oils 
2 to3 
hr 
2 to 3 
hr 
2 hr 
2 to :J 
hr 
-·----
260°F 
125°C 
260°F 
125°C 
250°F 
120°c 
260°F' 
J25°C 
--------- ---1------
4 to 6 
hr 
4 to 6 
hr 
4 to 6 
hr 
4 to 6 
hr 
Good 99:J II o Xylol or 
Solvesso #2 
or equivalent 
_________ , _____ _ 
Good . 940 19° Xylol or 
Solvesso rt 2 
or equivalent 
---------1------
Good . 996 
Good .893 
15° 
27° 
Xylol or 
Solvesso #2 
or equivalent 
Yoluol, Xylol 
or correspond-
ing Sol\'esso 
-----l·----------------1---------- -----------
\"u m-
ber 
Hed Protective Scaler 
Description 
:J42 Hed Oil-Proof Enamel 
:J43 Hed Rynthetic I nsula-
tor 
151 Clea r Coil Sti ck ing 
\'arnish 
154 Clear Quick Sticking 
\. arnish 
:1fi l Black Machinery En-
amE>l 
:rn2 l ~ack Air-Drying Insu-
lating Paint 
-tti l Gray Machinery En-
a mel 
111 Clea r Oil-Proof Im-
pregnating ('om pound 
:1i I Black Pocket ~ea ling I l'ompoun<l 
Similar in characteristics and uses to 
l\os. 141 and 24 1 except for its 
glossy red hue 
Synthetic resins and 
oils 
63"( 2 hr 
---------------- -- -
250°F 
120°c 
4 to ti Good I 228 x Xylol 
hr 
l'EDI G1urn- C H A HAC'l'EHLi::iT tc AKALY,; 1s C1-1A1t'l' (Co:-ic t, l ' DIW ) 
8pecial Qualities 
Hecommended for oilproofing elec-
trical equipment, especially on ends 
of commutators 
Similar to ~os. 143 and 243 except 
color; ren<lers best possible prot~c­
tion against caustics and alkahes 
Used to cement tape ends, clo.th, 
mica, etc. ; oi l proof and slow setting 
Heeommended for all sticking pur-
poses; fastest adhesive qualities; oil, 
waler resistant 
Produces glossy and durable oil-
proof finish; best quality black and 
excellent adhesion 
Provides protection for meter panels 
and cables, etc. 
Similar to ~o. 26 1 except Standard 
Dark Machinery Gray color 
Maximum oil resistin g qualities; 
high dielectric strength 
Oil resistant ; adheres well to porce-
lain, iron, and cable 
Principal 
('omponents 
Katural gums and 
drying oils 
Phenolic resins and 
vegetable drying oil 
Natural gums and 
plasticizer 
Synthetic gums and 
plasticizer 
f;pccial synthetic 
base 
Gilsonitc base 
Oil extended alkyd 
resin 
Special oil resisting 
compounds 
Special oil resisting 
compounds 
:-;oliJs Baking 
Content Time 
x 
2 to3 
hr 
x 
Bakiug 
Tempera-
ture 
x 
Air-
Dryin~ 
Time 
30 min 
250°F 4 to 6 
120°(' hr 
BaumC 
Good t 218:l x 
Good I I 789 x 
----------
x 45 min X . 9.tO 19° 
~olnnt 
Denatured 
Alcohol 
Toluol 
Denatured 
Alcohol 
551 ( May also be taken 10 min x 11 ° 
:-;o!vcsso f! 1 
x x 
x x 
x x 
100< () x 
100' ( x 
X 45 to 60 x .87 1 
min 
x 1 hr . 850 
x 45 to 60 X I 117 1 
min 
x x x ~n\hl 
-----1----- -·----
x oolid x x 
:3 J ° For brushing 
turpentine; 
x 
for spraying 
Toluol or Xylol 
\'.M .& I' . 
;\aphtha 
For hrush in .'!; 
turpentine; 
for spraying 
Toluol or Xylol 
Hupplird at 
melting poillt 
of I00°l', 
21'2°F 
:-;upplied at 
melting point 
of 100°c, 
212°F 
Q 
::;; 
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APPEN DIX A: 
AK AIEE STANDAHD C LASSIFI CATIOK 
OF I NSULATING l\IATERIALS 
Class D escription of 111 aterial 
0. . . Consists of cotton, silk , paper, a nd similar orga ni c materia l;; 
when neith er impregnated 1 nor immersed in a li quid d ie-
lectric. 
A .... Consists of : 1) cotto n, silk , paper, and simil ar orga nic ma-
terials when either impregnated 1 or immerc;ed in a liquid 
dielectric; 2) molded and la minated materials with cellul ose 
fill er, phenolic resins and other resins of similar properties; 
3) film s and sheets of cellulose acetate and ot her cellul ose 
derivatives of similar propert ies; and 4) varnishes (ena mel) 
as applied to conductors. 
B .. . . Consists of mica, asbe:-;tos, fiber glass, and similar inorganic 
m ateria ls in buil t-up form with organic binding substances. 
A small proportion of Class A materia ls may be used for 
structural purposes on ly2• 
C .... Co nsists entirely of mica, porcelain, glass, quartz , a nd similar 
inorgan ic m ate ri a ls. 
1 An in:;ulat.ion is considered to be "impregnated" when a ~uitah!P sub:'it~Hl('f' rf'p lace:;; thC' air 
between its fibers, even if t hi s substance do('s not completely fill t hr spaces between t he insulated 
conduct.ors. In order to be cons idered su itab le, t he imprcgnati11g suh~tunrc mu:-t Jia,·e good 
insulating properties; must entirely CO\'er the fibers and render them ad herent to C'al° h o1 her and 
to the conductor; must not produce interstices within itself as a consequence of p\·aporation of 
the solvent. or through any other cause; must not flow during t he operation of the 1nnchinC' at 
full working load or at the temperature limit specifi ed; and must not unduly detPrioratc under 
prolonged action of heat. 
2 T he electrical and rnechanica l pro1wrtiC's of the insulated wind ing must not be impaired by 
applicat ion of the temperature' permitted for C lass B material. (The word "i111pair 11 is here used 
in t he sense of causing any change which could disqunli fy the insulating material for continuous 
serv ice.) The temperawre rndurancc of diffen'nt C lass B insulation assemblies varies over a 
considerable range, in accordance with the percentage of Class A materials employed and with 
the degree of dependence plact•d on the organic binder for maint::i.ining the structural integrity of 
the insulation. 
For purposes of standardization, " hot.test-spot" tenlperatures have heC'n C'stahlis lwd for cnch 
class of materials as follows: 
For Class 0 i\Iatcrial.. . . . ........................ . .. 90 deg C (194 deg F) 
For C lass A material...... . . . . . . . . . . . . •. .......... .. ... 105 deg C (221 deg F) 
For Class B material...... . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130 deg C (266 deg F) 
For Class C material.. . .. .. . ........................... No limit selected 
In response to the development of bigh-ternperature insulating materials, the AI EE recent ly set 
t he standards for Class H insulation. The hot-spot rating for this new Class is 180 drg C (356 
deg F) . 
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Part 
i':itrand (field and 
a rm aturl') 
Conductor 
Coil (fi eld and 
armature) 
a) T a pes 
b) \\· rapper 
Phase 
I.ayer (field a nd 
armature) 
Slot liners 
T'rou g hs 
P art 
Slot \\-edges 
End 
Laminations 
I.cad and 
l ntcrC'oil and 
:-;1cevi11g 
Commutator 
Fi eld Pole 
Protection 
Handini;?; \\" ire 
I nsu lation 
a) Core 
b ) Coil 
APPENDIX B 
TABLE 1 
Bu~1~1ARY OF I NFORMATION ON i\IAT E RtALS UsED FOR l1' HU LA'l'ING VARIO US P ARTS 0 1, i\1Ac111N1'>.; 
Class A 
Enamel; vnrniHhcd cotton, ray-
on, si lk, or ny lo n 
Cotton tape or yar n . \ 'a rnis hed 
cotton, rayon, or s ilk tape 
\ 'nrnishccl cotton. ,\.oven cot-
t on, ra.\·on, or s ilk tapes. Pape r 
;\li ca ba('ked with paper or cot-
t on a nd bonded with conven-
t iona l varnish . \ 'a rnished cotton, 
rayon or si lk 
:\lica backed with paper or cot-
ton a nd bonded with conven-
tional varn ish. \ 'a rnished cotton, 
rayo n, o r s ilk 
:\lica backed with paper or cot-
ton a nd bonded with convention-
a l varnish . Pressboard . Fish o r 
rag paper 
Pape r a lone or composi te pa per . 
\ 'arn ishcd cotton, rayon, or si lk 
C lass n 
Asbest os in \'arious fo rms. :'I.li ra 
bac·kcd tapes. Glass fiber 
Asbestos tape. ~liea baC'kcd with 
g lass fiber a nd bonded with con-
ventional \·arnish. Class tape 
1\ li ca backed with glass fiber an d 
bonded with co nvent ional var-
nish .. \ sbcstos tape. Glass tape 
"i\liea baekcd with g lass fib er a nd 
bonded with con\·c11 tiona l \'a r-
ish . :\lira. \ 'ar nishcd glass cloth 
:\I ira backed with p; la~s fiber and 
b onded with con\'entional nlr-
ish. \ ' arnished glass (·l oth 
Oiled asbestos paper. :\I ol ding 
mica. Asbestos or glass la miuate. 
1\fica backed with glass fiber and 
bonded with conven tiona l var-
nish 
l\li ca s h eet. Co m binations of 
glass a nd asbes tos. \" arnished 
glass cloth. :\lira. barked with 
glass fiber a11d bo11dcd with f'On-
ventio nal var nish 
Class J-[ 
.\ sbcstos or g lass fiber impreg-
na ted with si liC'onc 
:\lif'a, 8hf'ct. Silicone-glass t a p r. 
:\li f'a backed with glass fiber or 
asbestos an d bonded with :;;i li -
ronc 
.\ sbcsto:-i or glass fiber imprc~­
nated with s i\i('one 
:\lira haf'kcd with g lass fi ber or 
asbestos a nd bonded with Hili-
cone 
:\Iica haekcd with g lass fiber o r 
nsbesto:-; a11d bonded with sili-
cone. Asbestos o r glass fiber i111-
prcg na ted with s ilieonc 
'.\Iica sheet. :\lira. barked with 
glass fiber or asbes t os a nd bond-
ed with silicone. Asbes tos or 
g lass fibe r irnpregnated with s ili -
cone 
7\ l ica backed with glass fiber or 
asbestos and bonded with s ili -
C'one. Gla:-;s fiber in1pre~nated 
with si licone 
Hem a rks 
:\ lus t be thi n, fl exih l<' , 11111:-.t 
have he lt rc.,ist'lnt properti<:>s 
:\l11s t witl1 :-; tn11d tl1<:> hc11dini.?;, 
co11 1pres!-i in•, and abrasi\·c 
s tresses i11n1rred during wi11d-
i11~ operations 
Tape provi des 111 cf'h a11i f'a l 
~;t rPngt h and moistu re res i~t­
ancc. :\lu~t re!oiis t pou nding, 
ere_,si ng and b e11 di 11g 
\\'rapper provid e~ rn o isture re-
s is tan ce. Die lcet ri <' s t rC' ngth 
11 igh diel<'r· t ri1· st rength . l\lois-
ture a nd ('hcmical resistance. 
.:\leckw iC':il st rength 
Dielcet rir· st rength , sin <'C it 
may be insu la ting bet ween 
pliases 
~lust be mecha.11irally s trong 
to with.stand abras ion a nd rut-
ting due to burns. Provicle.-5 
g round in s ulation between 
<'Oib and the s ides o f the .s lot. 
P rovides protection duri ng 
winding for the coils 
T ABLE 1 (CONC LUDED ) 
SUMM A.RY OF l NFO.RMATION ON MA'rE.RIALS USED FOR l 1'SULAT1N<.J VA1uou s PA1W8 OF l\l AC HlNES 
C lass A 
Treated hard maple. Treated fi-
ber or eanvas base lamina t e 
P a per or cotton cloth la min ated 
phenolic 
Cotton ta pe. Braided C'otton 
slee\·ing. PlastiC' tubing .. Cotton 
or ra.von <'O\'Crcd lead wire 
). Jira 
Pres~board o r p::t per 
Class B 
.\ sbestos or glass base la minate 
(phenoli c or rnela111i ne) 
Asbestos o r glass base lan1inate 
(phenoli c or melamine) 
\ ·arnished glass tub ing. :\li ca 
and treated glass tapes .. \ sbes-
tos or glass tape. Braided as-
bestos 01· glass slec\' in g. C:lass or 
asbestos braided lead wire 
~lica 
Glass or asbestos base si licone or 
melamine, la min ates 
Gla:;;s or asbestos base si li cone or 
rn e\u111inc, la mi11atc8 
t;ilironc glass t ubinµ;. :\Ii ca tapes 
backed with glass lih<'r bo11dC'd 
with si lico ne 
). l i<'a 
.:\ Ii ca. ).lic·a bn,~ked with glass .:\ I iea . .:\ l ira backed with ~la ss 
fiber and bo nded with a eonve n- fiber or asbc!oitos and bomlNl 
---------l-t-io_1_1a_l_'_'ar11i:sl::_1 ________ [--"-·i_t1_1 _s_il_ie_o_n_c ______ _ 
}"ish or rag paper. Hag press-
board 
Treated du<'k, fish paper, rag 
paper, and fullerboard 
Uncut mica or Yarnished aH hes-
tos paper or glass cloth 
Fl ex ibl e mica, oi led asbestos 
paper , or varnished asbestos or 
glass cloth 
Ghts8 or asbestm~ cloth 
Asbestos or glass fiber impreg-
nated with sili cone 
llernarks 
).l eC'ha ni c~1 1 st re ngth to h ~)ld 
(·oils in position. Excessive 
temperatures will cause C lnss 
A materin ls to split and cra ck 
trn d work out of the slot 
l\ l ech ani<'al protect ion at the 
e nds of th e ar111ature for the 
coi ls. :\lu!-i t be stro ng and heat 
rPsiHtai1t 
--------~ 
l\ Iaterials H('t as a spaf'CI' and 
provid<:> 1 11N·h~11i('a \ protection 
rather than d1cl('(·tnC' sl rC'ngth 
The insulation 1nust be t e n~­
pcratu re resisht!it ( 111 eC'ha1~ 1-
c·n ll y aud clectncally ), n1_o1s-
ture res istant. l\ [ ec h a 111 ca l 
*~paration whir·h must b~ s ta-
bl e un der heat and 11101st 11re 
1·omliti o11s. U the mi ca is t he 
hard type it must he underc ut 
---------
P ro\·idcs g round i11su~atio11 
and 111 C'C' hani cal prote<'tto n 
~J ech an i cal ~t rcngth to pro-
vide a resilient protecting cov-
Pri ng 
:\ lechani cal strength of prim~t­
ry importance 
:,..: 
0 
J. 
Component Pa r ts 
S t ra nd 
I.aye r 
Coil 
Prima ry to 
Secondary 
Coil Binding 
T a pe 
Lead \\' ire Sl eev-
ing and Tubing 
Structural 
I nsula ting Parts 
a ) Co il Sup-
ports 
b ) B a rri ers 
Ground 
TABLE 2 
S U MMARY OF INFORMATION ON :MATERIALS U SED FOR lNS U J, ATli'\G VARlOUS PARTS 0~' THAXS FOJUlERS 
C lass A 
(oil-filled) 
Kraft pa per . Treated cloth 
Kraft pa per. \jntreated cloth . 
Prcssb oard 
Treated pa per 
Lamin a ted phe nolic harrie rs. 
Prcssboard . B a kelite tubes 
L' ntrcatcd cloth tape 
t.;ntren t e d cl o th . Trea t e d 
eloth 
Prcssboard . Syntheti c-res in 
pr odu c t s. Oil. L a minate d 
ph enoli c ba rriers 
Bakelite Tubes 
Pressb oard . Vnrnished 
m uslin 
Class B 
(dry-ty pe) 
Asbestos. Glass 
Asbestos (L .\' .). \ ' arnished glass 
cloth ( L .\' .) . ~li ca ( H . \ '.). P or-
celain 
Air. ~Iica . \ "arnis hcd glass cloth . 
\ 'a rnishecl asbestos cloth . .\lica 
b acked with glass o r asbes tos 
bonded with conventional va r-
nish or silicone 
7\ l ic a ba C' k c d with glass and 
bonded with co nventio nal var-
nis h o r s ili con e. Air ducts. \'a r-
nished glass cl oth 
Glass t a pe 
Glass. \'arnis hcd glass 
P orcela in . Glass. l\ I ica . Asbes-
t os. Air ducts. \'nrnishcd glass 
cloth . ~li en backed with g lass fi-
ber a nd bonded with conven tion-
al varnish or s ilicone 
1\lica backed with glass fiber and 
bonded with conventional va r-
nish or silicone 
General Hcmarks 
Oil-Ty pe Dry-Ty pe 
Rho uld be thin and fl exible. Sho uld ha\·(' hea t-resis tant qualities and 
withst a n<l bending. Compressi\·c and abras i,·c s trC'SS incurred during 
winding operati ons 
.\f ust have mechanical and mod-
erate dielectric s trength as well 
as thermal e ndura nce 
\ 'arnish mus t not be soluble in 
o il . C hemica l re') is ta nce 
i\ l us t have dielectri c a11d me-
ehanieal s tre ng th 
.\ Lus t have mecha ni<·al and mod-
era te diC'l cr tri<:' st rcng th 
;\ lo is turc, chc mi C'a l, and thermal 
resis tant 
l\lus t have diclcdric and me-
chani cal streng th . If air is used, 
the mechanical s trength is pro-
, ·idcd b~' s tructural par ts 
i\Ius t have mechanica l s tre ngth . Bi11ds coils and shields th e coil in-
sulation from burrs on th e core 
Mus t be flexibl e 
1\[u s t h a v e goo d di e lec tri c 
s trength and be heat-resis ta nt. 
:.\lus t be s trong 
i\ l us t be fle :\ ibl c and resis tant to 
che micals 
:.\lus t luw e good dielectric a nd 
rncchani ca l s trength 
The g round ins ula ti on cons is ts of th e barriers and core binding hlpe 
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TABLE 3 - PART II* 
SYt-:THET! C l NSULA'.l'li\'G :\l ATERlALS l'SED FOH STitL"CTUHAL p 
~Jaterial Acid I Alkali I Thermal Hem ark:, R esista nce Hesistance Properties 
Phenolic I Hes ins Cast Cnaff('ctcd by Decomposed by Reliable to strong: acids 1% XaOH 22.;°F for 
insulation 
.\lolded 8urfaec rough- D eco mposed by Hcliablc to ened by strong 103 X aOll , sur- 22J°F mi ncral ac ids. face d iscolo ration Unaffected b y by 103 Nu,ou 5<'fo acetic acid Laminated Eri~es swollen by Dclaminatcd by Reliable to Csed extensi \'e-mineral acids and 103 XaOH 22J°F I ly for st ru ctural 5% aectic acid 
insulation and 
L' rca F ormal-
dchydc 
spacers 
:\loldcd D eteriorat ed by X ot affected by Reliable to mineral acids a lkali 225°F 
l .ami 11ated Delami natcd by X ot affected by Heliable to lOo/c 1-I CI alkali 22.3°1" 
:\lclami11e I Formaldehyde 
Lami nated Good 
I 
Xot affected by Excelle n t thcr- Csed largely in Glass Fille r I a lkali mal resistance struct ural parts 
for higher tern-
perature uses Aniline 
F or1naldehydc 
l "11fil lcd I Excellent 
I 
X ol affected by Di stortion pt. Sheet 
a lkali 210°F (10 mil. 
dcAect io11 under 
a .5-1 b weight) 
- .. 
--·· • 'J .. ~ .. .. uL .u atcria ls Xow Ctilizcd for Electric Insulation," by C. H . Braithwaite, Jr., I ndustry and Pou·er, Fcbru3ry 1946, \"ol. 50. 
:\late rial 
Polv \ ·in\"! 
Chloride · 
Poly \ "in.d 
Acetate 
Polythylene 
Polystyrene 
;'>;)·Ion F~ l -1 
Lucite (methyl-
methanylite) 
Ethyl 
Cellulose 
Saran ( \"inyli-
denc ch loride) 
Cellulose 
Acetate 
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T ABLE 4* 
T11EHMOP LAST IC l NSULA'l' l-.: G :\l ATE IUALS 
Softening 
Poi n t 
150-180°F 
100-1~0°F 
220°F 
165-190°C 
G reater 
than 400°F 
140-18.>°F 
120-200°F 
210-280°1" 
160°F 
Insulati on L·ses 
l "sed as a wire or cable insulation 
" "idc use as adhcsi,-e 
\\" idely used as cable iwrnlation. 
Extremely low electriC'al lo!:'ses 
:\la n:-· moderate tempera tu re 
st ru ctura l purp oses. Limited 
chiefly by low sof te ning point. 
L"secl as C'Oil for m material 
l" sed as fiber for extrud ed insu-
lated wire co,·eriug, and for coil 
forms 
Limited to low temperature uses 
- la rgely structural 
l " sed as hot dipped moisture-
proofing roa ting 0 11 srna ll pieces 
for export shi pme nt 
Used where chemical resista nce 
is important 
L·sed as turn and ground insula-
tion. Particularly on small coils 
Physical 
Charactcri;;tics 
H ard, high softeni ng point 
Soft, low softening point 
Can be obtained as film or 
fiber. T .S. ~I 900p.s.i. 
H ard, tough , transparent 
plastic. Power factor= .000 1 
to .0004; dielectric constant 
=2 .. 5; ..\ST:\! arc rcsis. 
120-140 scc.; vpm~500-700 
H igh tensi l e streng th 
(15,700p.s.i.). H eat trans-
fer 1.74 Btu/hr/ft'/op/i n. 
Clea r plastic low abrasion 
resistance. Tough a nd flex-
ible 
Tough , film forming, low 
melting poi11t 
Excelle n t chernical rrs ist-
ance. Obtainable as sheet, 
rods or tubes. Sp. gr. L .70; 
dielectric st rengt h = 500-
3000vpm: dielectric con-
stant~ 4 (60 cycles); power 
factor= .03-.08 
Transparent substa nces 
ofte n pigmented. L"suall y 
supplied as fi lm or tape. 
D e n s i ty 1. 27 to 1. 56 
gm/cm3 
• From "Synthetic .:\Iaterials ):ow Utilized for Electric Insulation," by C. H . Braithwaite, Jr., 
I ndustry and Pou·er, February 1946, Yol. 50. 
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C he mi cal 
G eneric 
X a me 
Alky·cls 
Polyvinyl 
Aceta te 
\ "iny l C o-
poly niers, 
Fos terite, 
All y ! 
H.es i11 s , e t c. 
8ili rone 
R esi ns 
L·rca 
F orm a ldehyde 
ILLI"\OI S EXG INEERIXG EXPERI:\TE:\T ::iTATIOX 
TABLE 5* 
"\"Artl\lS ll ES ASD . \ DllES l\"E:f; 
Com position 
Polymers of poly hasic 
a c ids a11d p oly hydric 
al cohols- best kn o wn 
example phtha li c acid 
and glycerol (glyptol 
v a rnish) 
l\Iay b e modifi ed with 
oth e r resins or oils 
Th e s ol ve nt in th ese 
varnish-like res ins e n-
ters in to tbe polymeri-
zation rea ction thus 
redu cing the vessicu la t-
ion ha za rd due to loss 
at solvent 
Poly mers with a s ilicone 
oxyge n cha in as a bac k-
bone in place of the 
usual carbon cha in for 
o rga ni c res ins. 1 'he s ide 
chains arc us ually or-
gani c, thus <'lass ify ing 
thi s se ri es as o rgani c-
meta lli c compounds 
Uses 
El cc· trica l ins ula ting va r-
nis h part irularl y good 
for dipping. Some alkyds 
a re used for s.vnthetic 
rni ca bonds. l '8ed in iron 
oxide fi lled (red ) ins ula t-
ing e na m els 
Adh esive 
Elec trica l insulnting im-
pregna tes varnishes, and 
as e nca psula ti ons for 
elec trical d evi ces 
1) El ectri ca l ins ula ting 
varnishes 
2) ~li ca bonds 
3) T e mpera turc res ist-
ing rubbf' r 
4) Hig h te mpe r a tur e 
grease~ 
5) Oils with minimum 
cha nges in viscosity 
over la rge cha nges in 
t emperature 
I ) As coating ma te rial. 
i\Iust be modified with 
o ther fil m formin g ma-
teria ls to be practicn I. 
These resins arc ha. rd , 
brittle, a nd lack a d-
hesion unless mod ified 
Properti c;:; 
Good adhesion to n1i c· t 
and ~ l asss urfaf'es. Be id -
il v a bsorbed b v eotton . 
.:\lay be e ithe r- the rmo-
plas tic or thermosetting 
depending upo n c·hemical 
con s titu e nt s. Phthali c 
acid - g lycerol poly rn crs 
(gly ptal) a rc thern1oplas-
ti c and no tabl e for their 
good fi lm formin g cha r-
a c te ri s ti cs 
:\lodification with phe-
no lic resin impa rts better 
mois ture charar teri .": tirs , 
a nd t hern1osetti11g prop-
erti es 
Readily solubl e in al co-
hol, a cetone, may be hot 
pressed . Cood therm o-
plas ti c adhesi,·c 
Ex ce ll ent moisture re-
s is ta nce, good clec tri c" tl 
prope rties. This classifi -
cation in c lud es m os t 
mod e rn "s ol vc n tl ess" 
type electri cal immla ting 
varnishes 
Thi s c lass ifi cat ion in-
rlud es au e ntire fa milv 
of che mi f'a i compounds 
a nd mi xtures. kome a re 
cha racteri zed by excel-
lent m ois ture resis t a nt 
properti es 
Good color qua lity a nd 
low tempera ture ba king 
schedul es 
• From "Syntheti c ::'.\[a teria ls ~ow liti lized fo r Electric Insula ti on," by C. H . Bra ithwa ite, .J r. , I ndustry and Power, February 1946, Yo!. 50. 
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TABLE 6* 
P 11n;icA L PHOPEHTIES OF GLA S» FABRI C-BAS ~~ LA~n1-.:ATED P1rnKOL1c CoMPAHED 
\\" IT H PAPER-BA8E ASD A 8 BESTOS-BASE: LA~llSATED PHESOLICfi 
T cm•il e strP n~th (p .s. i.) 
Fl ex ural St re ngth (p .s. i. ) 
.\Iodul us of Elas ticity (p .s. i. X 10a) 
I mpnet Streng t h )J ot ehed J zod 
ft lb per i11 . 
Gl ass 
Fiber Base 
14 000-20 000 
20 000-2 7 000 
J0-20 
.5 .0-6 .5 
P~1pe r B ase 
7 000-18 000 
13 000-30 000 
4-20 
- - --
I 
\ \"at c r Ab~orptio11 24 hr Jmmers ion, ~ 0 .3-0 .. 5 o .3-9-.o--I 
---------------1--------~-------
Spec ifi c llranty 
Di C' lcctric C ons ta nt, 106 Cycles 
Dielectric ;o;trcngth, GO cyrl cs 
<s hort-time tes t ) , ,·pm 
1.4-J .6 1 ? , ,1 I . v-~ , ....-
3 .7-,) .5 3 6-.5 ,5 
450-650 400-JOOO 
Asbest os 
Clo th B 3Se 
7 000-12 000 
10 000-35 000 
3 .5-15 
0 .3-2 .0 
1.55-l.8 
7.5 
60-150 
• Fro m " Chemical Fibers Find i ·se in ~lany Elec tri cal Components," by D . L. Gibson, Elrctrical 
1\lan ufar furing , ~lard1 194.5, \"ol. 35 . 
:\ Iat e rial 
Air . 
Transformer Oil . 
·· J>yran ol" . 
Yiny l . 
Phe nolic. 
Cm;ein ... 
Ac· ry li <'. 
l · rca. 
Cellul o~C' .\ cernt e. 
Cellul ose ~itrat e. 
Eth yl Cell ulose .. 
.\ sbest os. 
~ l ica. 
~bnila Pape r . 
Yar ni shed .Pnper . 
Paraffi ncd Paper . 
Ynr11is hed Cott on . 
\ ·arnishcd Lin en. 
TAALE 7* 
PROPEH1' 1E S OF DIELECTRICS 
Di clC' rtri c 
C orn• t a nt 
.0006 
2 . 13 
..'iO 
.0 
.8 
.3 to 8 .3 
2 8 to 3 0 
6 .0 
5 0 to 7 0 
6 7 to 7 3 
3.9 
7 0 t o 7 3 
2 . 0 
2 .0 
2 . 0 
2. 0 
Dielcc· tric 
Strc"• gth , 
k,·/ c111 
30 . 0 
13.j. 0 
110 
80 to 200 
7.5 to 180 
160 to 280 
190 
7.'> to 130 
34 
75 to 250 
400 t o 500 
40 
.;oo t o 2 200 
2.; 
100 to 230 
.;oo 
80 to 300 
100 to 200 
Thi c.: kne~s 
of ~ampl e 
25 mm 
0 . 1 in . 
1 . 0 mm 
2 . j mm 
0 2 m m 
0 2 mm 
0 2 111m 
Hcsis tivit.v, 
ohrn-<' lll 
7 X I0" 
3X l0" 
1014 
0 . 1 X IO'° 
1012 
2 X 10' 
5X l01 
2 X l0 '° 
2X l0" t o 
2X I0" 
60 c-y cles, 
P ower 
Fa C' t o r , 
pe rC'cnt 
I 0 .5 to 2 . 0 
0 .3 t o l40 
4 t o 20 
I 2 . 0 7 . 0 
1.5.3 
6 2 to 14 4 
0 . 2.) t o 2 0 
0 .3 
*Hy pc rrnission from " I nsulation of El C'C'lri C'HI Apparatus," b~· Douglas F . ~lin f' r, ~ l cGraw­
H ill B ook C o., J nC'., HM I . (Only thosC' pa rt s of ~l ine r' ~ T nble :XX I\. rele ,·ant to thi !:l Circul a r a rC' used .) 
Ma-
terial 
\'o. 
_I 
I 
C'olor 
Tan 
Ta11 
Brown 
Brown 
Black 
Brown 
Tan 
('onstitucnts 
Kraft paper arid 
sy nthetic resin 
Kraft paper and 
synthetic resin 
Kraft paper and 
shellac 
Kraft paper a.ud 
shC'llac 
Kraft paper and 
synthetic resin 
Express paper and 
shellac 
( 'otton and syn-
thetic resin 
Descriptiou 
Cannot be thrcadr<l 
Better than I 
Will not collapse at 
I 00°('. Resists arcing 
s li ghtl y more than 
synthetic resin mate-
rials . It is not baked 
\\'ill not collapse at 
100°F. Resists a rcing 
sl ig htly m ore tha n 
synthetic resin mate-
rials 
Simila r to 2 except in 
color; lower dielcctri-
ca lly 
\\' ill collapse at 100°c 
unless supported 
Fin e-weave fab ri c. 
Has low moisture ab-
sorption 
T ABLE 8* 
L Am:\A'l'ED RESI N T u BJ ,'\ G 
----==----====--====--- -======-----=----=- --=-----_-_-___ _ 
Application 
For mec hanical or 
electrical use under 
dry conditions 
\\'her e mac hining 
qua lities are desir-
able 
For general use under 
i5°C except brush-
holder tubes 
For general use from 
75 to 100°c 
Machinability not so 
good as that of 2 
For tank liners 
Cost Helation 
(_'hrapest synthetic 
So mewhat more 
expensive than l 
Cheapest grade of 
Kraft paper and 
shellac insulation 
Slightly higher i11 
cost tha n a 
Somewhat less ex-
pensive than 2 
Cheapest Micarta 
tubing 
\\'here high impact 1-li ~h cost 
is desired 
Specific 
Gravity 
I .W 
1.1 2 
I 12 
l . 2V 
Cltimate 
Strength, 
lb ·sq in . 
C'om-
Tensile I ';[~~,-
10000 11000 
11 000 20 000 
8 000 7 000 
8 000 8 500 
11 000 20 000 
I 
Dielectric 
Rtrcngth, l 'J1;-in. 
\\'all, volts/ mil 
i--1-InOil 
I 
After 24 
In Oil hr in 
\\'atcr 
--- -
700 500 
1000 800 
800 
800 ,\()() 
650 500 
\\'ater 
Absorp-
tion, ( n 
Increase 
in wt 
After 24 
hr in 
\\'atcr 
55 
:10 
2 .I 
Power 
Factor, 
10' 
( 'yd es, 
20•( • 
Less 
than 
3 
Less 
than 
:1 
-- By JH' l'rtLi :-;:-:i11 n frorn " Insulation of Ell'rtric·al Appa rnlus," hy n . F. 1\I i1wr , .:\11-C: raw- J [ j]J Hook Co. , ]nr. , 1941. 
Ma-
terial 
\ o. 
IO 
II 
12 
-
13 
14 
Color 
Tan 
Tan 
Tan 
Tan 
Tan 
---
Tan 
Tan 
Constituents 
Cotton and sy n-
thetic resin 
Sulphite paper and 
synthetic resin 
('otton and special 
synthetic resin 
:-iulphite paper and 
synthetic resin 
Asbestos cloth and 
synthetic resin 
Asbestos clot h and 
sy nthetic resin 
Cotton and syn-
thetic resin 
Description 
('oarser weave fabric 
than 7. Below l in. 
USf' 7 
Good m ec hani ca l 
properties. Docs nc:>t 
punch. Best electr.1c 
mate rial for humid 
conditions. Best paper 
base for hea \' y walls 
Hard dense material. 
Special tungst~n car-
bide tools required for 
machining 
Best punchinlil: !U~tc-
rial. Good machrnmg. 
Not made in wall 
thickness over 1~ in. 
-------
-
Primaril y for good 
heat resistance 
Somewhat inferior to 
12 
Fin e- weave fab ri c. 
Lowest moisture ah-
sorption and best for 
chemical application 
T AB I, l" 8 (CONTI NUED) 
LA~11 1' :\'l'ED RESI N T U BING 
Application C'ost Helation 
Hpecific 
Gravity 
rttimate 
Rtrength, 
lb/ sq in. 
Tensile 
Com-
p:es-
s1on 
Dielectric 
Strength, 1 rn-in. 
\\' all, volts / mil 
Jn Oil 
After 24 
In Oil hr in 
Water 
---------
Supplied only in 1 in. 
i.d. and above 
JOf' (, cheaper than 
7 
I 25 6 500 15 000 
_ G_e_n_e-ra-J-el-ec-t-ri-m-11-u-se-J-M- o-r e_ e_x_p_e-ns_i_v_e_ 1 __ 1_.3:-:2~ - 7- 50_0_ lo OOO 
under humid condi- than 2 
tion 
Light-duty bearin~s 
of 3u0-dcg segment 
only 
For radio-coil fo rms 
only 
\\'e\dinge\ectrodc in-
sulation 
Primarily for good 
heat resistance 
Lowe r in s tr ength 
than 7 
High fabrication 
cost 
M os t expe ns ive :32 
pa per t ubing 
Fairly ex pensive 
('heapcr than 12 
tubing 
High cost 
7 800 IO 000 
750 650 
u5o 550 
Water 
Absorp-
tion,< 0 
Increase 
in wt 
After 24 
hr in 
\\'atcr 
Power 
Factor, 
\ ()6 
C'ycles, 
20°c 
Less 
than 
3 
3 2 
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Cl :1,;>; B lnsulat ion. " R. H . Spr~-, l•:tectrical !\ nai11errinq, \'ol. 58, J une 1939. 
'' T empC'l'at urr Li Ill it ' Srt b~· Oi l and Ce ll u lo;;e Insu lation.'' C. F. Hill . Al EE 
T mn.saclions, \ ' ol. 58, SC'piembcr 1939 . 
"·T C' ITat<'x'- A Thin Fl ex ible I norgan ic ln,:u lation," T. R. \\'al lC' r:', All\ E T cch-
11ical Paper J,8-20, D ecember 1947. 
"(T,;c of Sili cone Insulat ion in El ectr ic M otors.'' J . L. Full e r. E/eclri('(/l Jl anu-
factiuing, \'ol. 37. April 1946. 
" \\'lmt You Shou ld Kn ow About Mi ca.'' Elccli'ical .1fanufad111·i11g, .Jul_,. 1938. 
\ 
DETAILED CHART (CONTINUED) 
Rating of 1-best characteristic; rating of 10-poorest characteristic but still usable 
:MAGNET WIRE 
Bend Maxi- Resistance to Stripping 
Dielec- Abra- (con- mum Heat (ease of) 
Motors and tric Build- sion Flexure Elonga- tinuity Handa- Oper- Th er- Con-Material Generators Transformers Strength, up, (resist- (life ti on of in- bility a ting ma! due-mils• ance under) sula- Tern- Aging vpm to) tion per a- tivity Meis- Oil Acid Base Sol- Chem. Mech. 
under) ture ture vent 
-------------------- -------------------------------- - --
Synthetic Single Formvar and nylon film 3 1 1-9 1 1 3 2-4 1 1-4 4 3-5 4-6 1-4 1 
Enamel 2 .0 105°C 
-------- -------------------- ---------------
Heavy Heavy formvar or heavy nylon film 2 2 1-8 1 1 3 2-4 2 1-3 3-4 3 3-5 2 3 
4.0 105°C »" 
.0 " 
-------- --------------------
" 
---------------
Triple Triple formvar or triple nylon film 1 3 1-4 1 1 3 2-4 3 1-2 "'.s 2-4 2-3 2-4 3 4 
5 . 1 105°C ~-!l 
-------- --------------------
"ill 
------------- --ti= .. 
Quadruple Quad. formvar or quad. nylon film 1 5 1-3 1 1 3 2-4 4 1 
" 
1-4 1-3 1-3 4-5 5 
6.8 105°C "" ==' .1:= 
-------- -------------------- "' ... ---------------
Single or double Formvar and yarn or nylon film 6 4 4 2 2 2 3 5 3 "~ 5 4 2 6 
nylon "e 
'"' .s " -------- .£ ~ ---- ---------------- ---------------Single or double Formvar silk or nylon film and silk 4 4 5 ~i 2 2 2 3 5 3 ... 0 6 4 1 5 
"'" " silk -g ... s  .s !5 
--------
""' 
f" -------------------- -~~ ---------------Single paper Formve.r paper or nylon film paper 7 4 6 00 3 3 2 4 5 4 7 6 1 3 ~ g
... "' 
--------
-.o ~" -------------------- .. 0 ---------------Single or double Formvar cotton or nylon film cotton 9 8 1 :Et ;:s 0 2 2 2 5 6 4 e" 7 6 1 2 .,.~ cotton c ... ""' 5-g ·; ~ 
"'" -------- -------------------- .£ cG ---------------Single or double Formvar glass or nylon film glass 5 6 3-4 ~ ;:s _,,c 2-3 4-6 1 1-2 3-5 2-4 2-3 3-7 1-4 3-7 ... _s 
".!!! glass 4 .0-9 .0 0"' 
-" 130°C ;:s.~ 
--------
..... o ... 
------------- -------
.:;o 
---------------"c 
"" Asbestos Formvar and asbestos varnish or nylon 10 9 7 ;:s . ~ g~ 5 5 1 1 7 5 ~d 3 8 1 5 "' ... film asbestos varnish c"' 0 .. 0 .. z" "" 
--------
"" 
.S -------------------- ;i·§ ------ ---------Cellophane Formvar and cellophane or nylon film 7 4 6 .. ., f" 3 2 2 5 5 5 7 6 1 3 »., 
and cellophane t~ .s l 
-------- §'Q1 -------------------- ---------------Cotton over Form var paper and cellophane or nylon 8 7 3 "'" 4 3 2 4 6 5 7 6 1 3 o> "'-paper film and paper and cotton .. .,
""' "' .. Cc 
--------
.!!! .s "" --------------------
---------------- ---
Conventional Single Enamel 9 1-2 4-10 " - 1-3 1 3 6 1-2 1-9 5 3-5 4-5 5-8 1 1 _,, ... 
'"" Enamel 0 . 8-2 .0 
..... 
.. 0 
"-
.....
-------- 0" -... ---------------------------------------
Heavy Enamel 1 1-2 3-10 ., ..... "0 2 1 3 5-6 2-3 1-3 4 1-4 1 4-8 3 2 0" 
1.5-4 .0 ~ci. 
""'d" 
-------- "' .. = 0 ---------------------------------------Single or double Enamel and nylon 3 3 3 0" ">. 3 2 2 4 3 3 2 5 2 3 6 
nylon z~ "" 
-------- ~~ ·ia.!I'. . ---------------------------------------
Single or double Enamel and silk 3 3 4 "'" ""' 3 2 2 3 3 3 2 5 2 3 5 ~> .... silk ·:;;!" 
--------
_:.~ 
--------------------
-------------
------
Single paper Enamel and paper 4 3 5 
""' 
§co 3 3 2 2 3 5 2 6 3 3 4 
--------
§, g 
"'I ---------------------------------------Single or double Enamel and cotton 8 5 1-3 s-: till 2-5 1-4 2 5-6 4-5 5-6 3-6 5-6 3 3-6 1-3 cotton .s ·~ 
-------- .S.~ ------------------------------ ---------
Single or double Enamel and glass 2 4 3 ., .. 4 4 1 1 3 2 1 2 5 2 7 
"" "" glass ~= "C:I:::; 
="' 
-------- ,g ~ g~ ---------------------------------------Asbestos Enamel and asbestos and asbestos var- 7 7 5 
"'-a 6 5 1 1 6 8 1 4 5 
5 
nish ;r ;:s 'O " 
--------
.. 0 
---------------------------
--- ------
Cellophane Enamel and cellophane and enamel 5 3 5 »" ~:; 3 2 2 5 3 6 3 6 3 4 -o 
-------- ~-~ e.o ------------------------------ ------Cotton over Enamel and paper and cotton 6 6 2 e:i .s § 5 3 3 4 5 7 2 6 3 4 paper i=~ 
"' "' 
0" 
------------ " ------
---- -------
----------
2 ------. !!! ·~ .... ---Bare Copper Single or double Unsaturated; plain 5-6 5-6 
"'" 
90°C 9-10 c 
""" g-t " silk 1 ..... 1 1 2 1 3 1 > 2 
Saturated; finished 3-4 5-6 _,.,£ c.., 105°C 5-6 ] 
"" -------- :a"° ~gj -------------------- ------
" 
------
Single or double 4 1 2 ...... 
"" 
1 1 2 2 2 3 2 1 ·a
nylon d .2 g " 
-------- = ... "' -------------------- ------
~
------
o-!!! .. » 0 Single paper Unsaturated; plain 7-8 7-8 o-:5 ~"ii 90°C 9-10 .s 2 4 2 3 3 " 4 2 6 Saturated; finished 5-6 3-4 i:.i·.: 105°C 5-6 > ... 0 
" -------- ------ -------------- .0 ------ .s ------
" Single or double Unsaturated; plain 9-10 5-6 90°C 9-10 
.s .!!! cotton 4 2 1 4 4 0 4 2 ill 1 
Saturated; finished 5-6 3-4 105°C 5-6 
" 
.. 
" -------- -------------------- JJ ------ :. ------Asbestos Asbestos varnish 2-8 5 1-7 6 5 1 1 7 2-8 1 5 ~ 7 ---- ---- -------------------- ------ ------
Cellopbane Cellophane and ennmel 7-8 2 5-8t 3 2 2 5 3 5-8 4 3 5 
VO.UV}Jlll'loilQ .J.:.l.UU.Ll.l04 o.uu ..,..,u.vyuu.u"' ..., ..... ......_ ...,..,,....,,......,..., .. 
- - - ~~ --------
Cotton over Enamel and paper and cotton 6 6 2 " e:i paper 
"'"' -------- " .$ ·~Bare Copper Single or double Unsaturated; plain 5-6 5-6 
""" silk 1 ...... 
..>1..8 Saturated; finished 3-4 5-6 
"" -------- ;a..o 
Single or double 4 1 2 ...... gJ nylon 
--------
Single paper Unsaturated; plain 7-8 O·~ 7-8 A:S 2 
Saturated; finished 5-6 3-4 
--------
Single or double Unsaturated; plain 9-10 5-6 
cotton 4 
Saturated; finished 5-6 3-4 
--------
Asbestos Asbestos varnish 2-8 5 1-7 
--------
Cellophane Cellophane and enamel 7-8 2 5-St 
--------
Cellulose acetate 5-6 7-8t 
--------
Cotton over Paper and cotton 5 6 4 
paper 
• Rated on basis of space factor (or coils moved) of the wire; the thinner the insulation the better the space factor. 
t Very resistant to petroleum and coal tar solvents. Soluble in most lacquer solvents. 
e..o 
.£ § 
=·..;:;: 
0" 
"'"' 
""'" "0 g-w 
"" ""'gj 
"" 0 ll ~~ 
"'» §::::: 
_,, 
i=n: 
- - -
~ ., u ~ 
------------------------
5 3 3 4 5 7 2 
------------------------90°C 9-10 
1 1 2 1 
105°C 5-6 
---
-----------------
1 1 2 2 2 3 
--------------------
90°C 9-10 
4 2 3 3 
" 105°C 5-6 >0 
----------------
..0 
----
" 90°C 9-10 
.£ 2 1 4 4 0 
105°C 5-6 
" 
-------------------- $ 
6 5 1 1 7 2-8 00 
--------------------
3 2 2 5 3 5-8 
--------------------
105°C 5-6 
--------------------
3 3 2 3 5 7 
COMPOSITE MICA SHEETS AND TAPES 
Dielectric Thick- Abrasion Flexure Creasing Tear Tensile Maximum Heat 
Material General Strength, (resist- (life (resist- (resist- (Breaking) Operating Thermal Remarks ness, Conduc-mils ance under) ance ance Strength, Tempera- Aging vpm to) to) to) tivity lb/in. width ture Moisture 
Con•entional Varnish-
Backed With: - » J, o-
Jap Paper " 3.0 to 8-9 5-9 ~ ,.. ... 7-10 7-8 8 5 4-8 8 8 
Jap Paper 
.,,,
6.0 ;.:: s e 105°C 
Rope Paper 
~· .. .£ 
.,. e 3.0 to 6-9 5-9 6-10 7 7 ~ 5 4-8 8 8 Rope Paper 
""' 
6.0 105°C 
Jaft Paper ~5 ~ 
""' . Jap and rope papers may be used interchangeably " ope Paper 
""" 
0 8 
"" ~ ~ Ja!N!'aper "'" IO.Oto ~e 8 7 4 5 5 4 6 
· h Paper 
..0 ~ 12.0 "' ~ 
... o e
Jap Paper """~ 5.5 to 6 2 5 6 6 0 4 5 " g.,,, s " Cotton 7.5 " :0 ~;;~ ""':;i -~ »"' 
Jaft Paper . ~-g-8 5.0 7 1 5 4 4 """ 4 5 " t:S°' ... 
ayon ~§~ "' .£'0 "' 6f·JT " ~ce~ ·9" 0 Jap Paper ~·§g 5.5 to 4 3 2 2 ·~ti 3 4 z ...:i ... 
Glass 8.0 
Backing Material, Using 
Organic Varnish 
Cellophane 5.0 to 9 5 8 9 5 6 
15 .0 105°C 
----
wrp. fil. 2 7 2 
Glass Basis for rating- 900-1000 4 .0 to 5 3-4 3-9 3 65 35 
2 
.002 treated cloth 11.5 
130°C 
.004 mica 
wrp. fil. 
Glass Basis for rating- 1000-1191 6.0 to 1-5 2-J 1-9 I-3 100 
70 2 2 7 2 
Glass .002 untreated cloth 15.0 
130°C 
.004mica. 
.002 treated cloth 
Asbestoa Machine-built mica 60.0 to 5-8 6-9 6-9 8 9 3 2-3 9 6 
Asbestoa center .008-.015 thk. 125.0 130°C 
Silicon• Varnished-
Backed With: wrp. 
Glass (Tape, backed one 1000 3 . 5 5 4 9 3 40 1so0 c 1-2 9 
side only) 2 
wrp, fil. 
Glass Treated paper one 400-600 3.4 to 3-5 3-4 3-9 3 40 to 10 to 1 1-2 
side 7.5 65 35 1so0 c+ 9 2 
400-700 9 .5 to 1-5 1-3 1-8 
wrp. fil. 
Glass 1-3 90 to 60 to 1 1-2 
Glass 15 .0 100 70 1so•c+ 
9 2 
Asbestos Machine-built mica 500 60.0 to 8-9 8-9 6-8 8-9 9 -1 1-4 9 
Asbestos (paper form) center 125.0 1so0 c+ 
5 
Tlnbr1cked Mica: 
0 .$ 4 
------ ------6 3 4 
------ 3 ---
---
" " 3 1 > 2 g 
------
" 
------
2 1 ·a
.. 
------ ~ ------
4 2 .s 
... 
6 
" ------ .:< ------
.$ 
4 2 ~ 1 
" ------ ::i ------1 5 7 
------ ~ ------
4 3 5 
------ ------
------ ------
4 2 4 
Resistance to• 
Oil Acid Base Solvent 
6 9 8 
6 9 8 
-
-
2 3 3 4 
2 3 3 4 
7 9 9 
10 5 9 
-
10 5 9 
10 5 9 
10 5 9 
Asbestos J.\'1ac111ue-uu11u uuca VU.V 1.<U J-o u - y U-Y 0 ,, 
" 
,,,_., ,, u I ,, 
" Asbestos center .008-.015 thk. 125.0 130°C 
Silicone Varnished-
Backed With: 
Glass (T ape, backed one 
side only) 
1000 3 .5 5 4 9 3 
wrp. 
40 180°C 1-2 9 2 10 5 9 
wrp. fil. 
Glass Treated paper one 400-600 3.4 to 3-5 3-4 3-9 3 40 to 10 to 1 1-2 9 2 10 5 9 
side 7.5 65 35 1so0 c+ 
wrp. fil . 
Glass 400-700 9.5 to 1-5 1-3 1-8 1-3 90 to 60 to 1 1-2 9 2 10 5 9 
Glass 15 .0 100 70 180°C+ 
Asbestos Machine-built mica 500 60 .0 to 8-9 8-9 6-8 8-9 9 1 1-4 9 5 10 5 9 
Asbestos (paper form) center 125.0 180°C+ 
Unbacked Mica: 
Mica Sheet Hand built 700 7 .0 to 10 9 10 9 9 1 2 
30.0 180°C+ 
M achine built 500 5.0 to 10 10 9 10 10 1 2 
15.0 1so0 c+ 
Uncut Mica Segment mica-shellac 1000 1.0 3 9 10 2 180°C+ 2 7 4 2 6 9 3• 
Block mica 1500 4 9 10 180°C 1 5 2 2 2 3 1 
•No resistance to alcohol. For the last t wo types of material in this part of the chart, these characteristies are dependent on the type of treatment applied to the covering materials rather than on the base covering fabric or the 
type of binder employed. 
MISCELLANEOUS FABRICS (SHEETS AND TAPES), VARNISHED AND UNVARNISHED) 
Duck Sheet 3 3 5 2 105°C 5 8 8 8 9 
Black Varnished 
wrp. 
I 
fil. 
Rayon or Sheet Tape 2.5 to 3 4 4 8 25 25 105°C 5 8 3 3 6 
Yellow Varnished 8 .0 
Silk Varnished 1400 to 2 .0 to 
wrp. 
105°C 5 8 3 3 4 4 8 20 2 6 
Straight 1900 8 .0 
Silk Varnished 1400 to 2 .0 to 
wrp. 
105°C 5 8 3 2 3 4 4 6 20 6 
Bias 1900 8 .0 
PAPER SHEETS AND TAPES 
! Dielec- Abra- Creasing Tear Tensile Maximum Heat Resistance to Flexure Th er-Material General Remarks tric Thickness, sion (re-- (life (resist- (resist- H and a.- (Breaking) Operating mal Con-Strength, mils sistance under) ance ance bility Strength, Tempera- Aging due- Mois-vpm to) to) t o) lb/in. width ture tivity Oil Acid Base Sol-ture vent 
---
---------------
---------------
" Power Factor 
30°C 60°C 100°c 
Condenser Kraft --:-160 ---:155 --:-225 0 . 475 to 0.525 8 4 6 4 3 105°C 7 5 8 4 9 9 4 
(hot washed) 
--:-160 ---:155 --:-225 ---- 0 .7to0 . 8 
---
Kraft . 160 .155 .225 0.275 to 0 .325 
(cold washed) --:-160 ---:155 --:-225 ---- 1.9tol.1 
--- ---------
---
--- ------------------MD CMD 
Bond 2 . 5 to 3 .5 2 4 7 3 3 25 15 105°C 5 5 8 4 9 9 4 
---------
------ ------------------
400 0.9tol.1 MD CMD 
Kraft 250 2.8to3.2 9 4 5 4 3 250 260 105°C 7 5 8 4 9 9 4 
160 4 . 7to5 .3 
---------
------
MD ------------------
Rope 0 .9 tol.l 10 .5 
1.8 to 2.2 7 4 4 3 3 27 105°C 6 5 8 4 9 9 4 
4 .5 to 5 . 5 70 
---
------
------
------------------MD CMD 
Fish P aper 300 4.0 to 6.0 12 31 
300 13.0 to 17 .0 6 4 6 3 3 187 93 105°C 7 5 8 4 9 9 4 150 116 .0 to 134 .0 1800 940 
---
---
---------
-
------------ ---MD CMD ---
Rag 100% 460 6.5to7 .5 350 500 400 14 .0 to 16.0 4 4 4 3 3 800 1400 105°C 7 5 300 23 .0 to 27 . 0 1250 8 4 9 9 4 1600 
CHART FOR QurcK SELECTION OF HARVEL AND IRVINGTON v ARNISHES 
Average Recommended Resistance to 
Supplied Specific Solids Short Curing Time 
No. Type Application Color 
at Baurne Gravity by Time Solvent Specific for Ap- Weight Dielectric Mo is-Gravity plication Strength, Bake Air Oil Acids Alkalies Heat 
vpm ture 
----------------
512-C Harvel Any application requiring excellent insulating char- Ma- .861 at 32~ at As 52 to 2100 12 to 15 hr V.M.&P. Fair Good Excel- Excel- Good 
Internal drying acteristics, internal drying and high mechanical hogany 30°C 30°C supplied 55% at 250°F Naphtha lent lent 
baking var- strength. This varnish is ideally suited to the im- 10 to 12 hr Distillation 
nish pregnation of wound stators and rotors, rotating at 275°F range 
fields and air-cooled transformers. Special notice 220-300°F 
should be taken of the extreme resistance of this 
varnish in its cured state to acids and alkalies 
----------------
612-C H arvel This varnish produces the same general charac- Dark .869 at 31° at Optional 55 to 2300 10 to 14 hr V.M . &P. Good Good Excel- Excel- Good 
Internal drying teristics of 512-C, affording, however, greater oil Ma- 30°C 30°C 59% at 250°F Naphtha lent lent 
baking var- resistance and shorter curing time hogany 6 to 9 hr Distillation 
nish at 275°F range 220-300°F 
----------------
912-C Harvel Harvel 912-C produces in general the same charac- Dark .872 at 30~0 at Optional 55 to 2200 6 to 8 hr Same 88 Excel- Good Excel- Excel- Good 
Internal drying teristics as 512-C and 612-C. It is, in addition, ab- ma- 30°C 30°C 60% at 220°F above lent lent lent 
baking var- solutely oilproof and affords extreme bonding and hogany 4 to 6 hr 
nish mechanical strength even at high operating tern- at 250°F 
peratures and high peripheral speeds. Harvel 912-C 2to4hr 
is faster curing than either 512-C or 612-C at 275°C 
----------------
100 Irvington Irvington No. 100 clear baking varnish is outstand- Light .859 at 33° at Optional 48 to 2250 6 to 8 hr Same as Excel- Excel- Good Fair Excel-
Internal drying ing in the clear internal drying varnish field for its yellow 30°C 30°C 53% at 250°F above lent lent lent 
clear baking clarity, extreme heat endurance, lead flexibility and 4 to 6 hr 
varnish storage stability. It can be used wherever an in- at 275°F 
ternal drying varnish having these characteristics 
is required 
----------------
200 Irvington A less expensive clear internal drying baking var- Light .840 at 36~0 at As 43% 2100 6 to 8 hr Same as Very Very Good Fair Very 
Internal drying nish which has the same general properties as No. amber 30°C 30°C supplied at 250°F above good good good 
clear baking 100. It is recommended for similar applications, 4 to 6 hr 
varnish where cost is of first importance at 275°F 
----------------
500 Irvington No. 500 varnish can be used in any application re- Black . 869 at 31° at Optional 48 to 2100 6to8hr Same as Good Good Good Fair Very 
Internal drying quiring a black internal drying varnish affording 30°C 30°C 53% at 250°F above good 
black baking maximum protection. No. 100 and 500 have excep- 4 to 6 hr 
varnish tional metal adhesion at 275°F 
----------------
202 Harvel Harvel 202 is applicable to armature and field coils, Deep . 895 at 26~0 at Optional 56 to 2100 8 to 12 hr V.M. &P. Excel- Excel- Good Very Good 
Clear baking wound armature and stators, oil immersed trans- brown 20°c 20°c 60% at 220°F Naphtha lent lent good 
varnish formers, windings and any other application requir-
ing extreme resistance and durability in a non-poly-
merizing type varni~h, having extreme flexibility 
----------------
602 Harvel Harvel 602 is ideally suited for application to rail- Black .889 at 27~0 at Optional 53 to 2100 8 to 12 hr V.M.&P. Good Excel- Good Very Good 
Black baking way, mining, and other heavy duty apparatus for 20°c 20°c 56% at 220°F Naphtha lent good 
varnish form wound coil and wherever prolonged flexibility 
and resistance to deleterious agents and heat is 
required 
----------------
1 Irvington Irvington No. 1 Clear Baking Varnish is recom- Light . 895 at 26~0 at Optional 58 to 2150 6 to 10 hr Same as Good Good Good Fair Good 
Clear baking mended for use on armature and field coils before amber 20°c 20°c 62% at 220°F above 
varnish assembly; for impregnated armatures and stators, 
transformer and instrument coils and for any other 
application in which its flexibility and protection 
are of value 
----------------
5 Irvington An excellent varnish for treating assembled arma- Black .875 at 30° at Optional 48 to 2300 6 to 10 hr Same as Fair Good 
Very Very Fair 
Black baking tures o.nd stators and coils where mechanical prop- 20°c 20°c 50% at 220°F above 
good good 
varnish erties, high dielectric strength, and resistance to 
deleterious agents is desired in a non-internal 
curing type of varnish 
----
------------
121 Irvington An inexpensive clear baking varnish for applica- Light .886 at 28° at As 45% 2400 1 hr at Same 88 Good 
Good Fair Fair Very 
Clear baking tion to coils and assembled windings requiring the amber 20°c 20°c supplied 250°F above 
good 
varnish characteristics of this type varnish 
----------------
517 Irvington An inexpensive black baking varnish similar to No. Black .869 at 31° at As 45% 2000 3 hr at Same as Good 
Good Fair Fair Very 
Black baking 121, used on coils and asoembled windings 20°c 20°c supplied 250°F above 
good 
varnish 
Air-Drying Varnishes 
902 Harvel This varnish can be applied to any winding regard- Ma- .875 at 30° at Optional 47 to 1000 8 hr at Same as 
Good Good Very Good Very 
ing high insulating characteristics where bakin~ hogany 20°c 20°c 52% 68°F above good good 
faci1ities are not available and due to its unusua 
flexibility and heat endurance it can also be used 
as a quick baking varnish 
--------
--------
1301 Harvel Harvel 1301 is widely used as a final coat on wound Black .875 at 30° a t Optional 48 to 1650 8 hr at Same as 
Good Good Very Good Very 
apparatus to incrensc protection and enhance ap- 20°c 20°c 52% 68°F above good 
good 
penrance, and it is also used bb cable manufac-
turers as u. saturant for cotton JTaid. Due to it.a 
,...,.,.,.....,....,,.. ""'"'hl nf'1hP•inn 1t, ;,_ R.h\O 11fmd for Oaintinp; 
- - - -
202 Harvel .ttarvel ~u~ 18 appucao1e to ar111at.un:~ u.uu m:au. .... v.._.o.o, ....., ........ .,. ·2o~C" JiJV/~ ...,,. -r-·----· 60% -- -- at22o•F Naph-tha - 1e;,t.-
__ ._._ 
Clear baking wound armature and stators, oil immersed trans- brown 20°c - lent g~ vvvu 
varnish formers, windings and any other application requir-
ing extreme resistanee and durability in a non-poly-
merizing type varni~h, having extreme flexibility 
Black 
------------
----
602 Harvel Harvel 602 is ideally suited for application to rail- .889 at 27~0 at Optional 53 to 2100 8 to 12 hr V.M.&P. Good Excel- Good Very Good 
Black baking way, mining, and other heavy duty apparatus for 20°c 20°c 56% at 220°F Naphtha lent good 
varnish form wound coil and wherever prolonged fiexibility 
and resistance to deleterious agents and heat is 
required 
------------
----
1 Irvington Irvington No. 1 Clear Baking Varnish is recom- Light .895 at 26~0 at Optional 58 to 2150 6 to 10 hr Same as Good Good Good Fair Good 
Clear baking mended for use on armature and field coils before amber 20°c 20°c 62% at 220°F above 
varnish assembly; for impregnated armatures and stators, 
transformer and instrument coils and for any other 
applica tion in which its flexibility and protection 
are of value 
----------------
5 Irvington An excellent varnish for treating assembled arma- Black .875 at 30° at Optional 48 to 2300 6 to 10 hr Same as Fair Good Very Very Fair 
Black baking tures and stators and coils where mechanical prop- 20°c 20°c 50% at 220°F above good good 
varnish erties, high dielectric strength, and resistance to 
deleterious agents is desired in a non-internal 
curing type of varnish 
---- ----
----
121 Irvington An inexpensive clear baking varnish for applies- Light .886 at 28° at As 45% 2400 1 hr at Same as Good Good Fair Fair Very 
Clear baking tion to coils and assembled windings requiring the amber 20°c 20°c supplied 250°F above good 
varnish characteristics of this type varnish 
--------
--------
517 Irvington An inexpensive black baking varnish similar to No. Black .860 at 31° at As 45% 2000 3 hr at Same as Good Good Fair Fair Very 
Black baking 121, used on coils and assembled windings 20°c 20°c supplied 25o•F above good 
varnish 
Air-Drying Varnishes 
902 Harvel This varnish can be applied to any winding regard- Ma- .875 at 30° at Optional 47 to 1000 8 hr at Same as Good Good Very Good Very 
ing high insulating characteristics where bakin~ hogany 20°c 20°c 52% 68°F above good good 
facilities are not available and due to its unusua 
flexibility and heat endurance it can also be used 
as a quick baking varnish 
----------------
1301 Harvel Harvel 1301 is widely used as a final coat on wound Black . 875 at 30° at Optional 48 to 1650 8 hr at Same as Good Good Very Good Very 
apparatus to increase protection and enhance ap- 20°c 20°c 52% 68°F above good good 
pearance, and it is also used by cable manufac-
turers as a saturant for cotton braid. Due to its 
extreme metal adhesion it is also used for painting 
switch bosses and battery trays. An excellent 
maintenance varnish 
----------------
9 Irvington Recommended for treating coils and assembly ap- Clear .870 at 31° at Optional 48 to 2000 3 hr at Same as 
paratus where baking is impractical or baking amber 20°c 20°c 53% 68°F above 
facilities unavailable 
----
------------
908 Irvington An inexpensive clear air drying varnish, similar in Light .895 at 27° at Optional 46 to 900 4 hr at Same as Good Good Good Good Fair 
character to No. 9, and recommended for the same amber 20°c 20°c 57% 68°F above 
types of work 
--------
--------
1201 Irvington Recommended for quick repair and maintenance Black .840 at 36~0 at Optional 39 to 750 2 hr at V.M.&P. Fair Good Good Good Fair 
and for painting metallic surfaces, conduit boxes, 20°c 20°c 42% 68°F Naphtha 
switch and signal boxes, storage battery trays and 
racks. It is also used as a surface coat over pre-
viously impregnated windings 
--------
--------
1208 Irvington An inexpensive black air drying varnish which is Black .889 at 28° at Optional 49 to 350 2 hr at V.M.&P. Fair Good Good Good Fair 
recommended for maintenance work where lower 20°c 20°c 51% 68°F Naphtha 
cost is important 
----------------
19 Irvington An oilproof finishing varnish made from spirit Light . 920 at 22° at Optional 38 to 700 30 min at 
Denatured Very Good Good Fair Fair 
Finishing soluble resins recommended as a finishing coat on amber 20°c 20°c 40% 68°F Alcohol good 
previously treated windings to improve appear-
ance and provide added protection 
----------------
20 Irvington This varnish is recommended for the same appli- Black .920 at 22° at Optional 38 to 475 30 min at Denatured Good Good Good Fair Fair 
Finishing cations as Irvington No. 19 finishings, where a 20°c 20°c 40% 68°F Alcohol 
black varnish is required 
----------------
21 Irvington A superior finishing varnish based on bleached Light . 940 at 19° at Optional 34 to 750 30 min at Denatured Excel- Good Good Fair Fair 
Finishing shellac for improved appearance and additional amber 20°c 20°c 36% 68°F Alcohol lent 
protection 
----------------
22 Irvington Similar to No. 21, used where a black varnish is Black .918 at 22~
0 at Optional 38 to 1150 30 min at Denatured Excel- Good Good Fair Fair 
Finishing desirable 20°c 20°c 40% 68°F Alcohol lent 
----
------------
2003 Irvington An inexpensive black finishing varnish for use as Black . 990 at 11° at Optional 50 to 1150 30 min at Denatured Good Fair Good Fair Fair 
Finishing a finishing coat over treated windings 20°c 22°c 51% 68°F Alcohol 
----------------
An excellent adhesive varnish for cementing cloth, Light 13~0 at 1400 2501 Irvington . 976 at Optional 50 to 30 min at Denatured Good Fair Good Fair Fair 
Finishing paper and mica amber 20°c 20°c 51% 68°F Alcohol 
----------------
Recommended for cementing cloth, paper and 10° at 63 to 2505 Irvington Light 1.00 at Optional 750 30 min at Denatured Good Good Good Fair Fair 
Sticking mica where adhesion is of primary importance amber 20°c 20°c 66% 68°F Alcohol 
NOTE: Chart used with permission of the Irvington Varnish and Insulator Company, Irvington, N.J., and the P. D. George Company, St. Louis, Missouri. 
DETAILED CHART 
Rating of 1-best characteristic; rating of 10-poorest characteristic but still usable 
ASBESTOS 
Dielectric Abrasion Flexure Creasing Tear Tensile l\·Iaximum He11t Resistance to 
Material General Strength, Thickness, (resistance (life (resistance (resistance (Breaking) Operating Thermal Conduc-Remarks vpm mils to) under) to) to) Strength, Tempera- Aging tivity lb/in. width ture l\1oisture Oil Acid Base Solvent 
Cloth Sheets and T apes 
Unvarnished 8 3 5 7 wrp. fil. 2 10 10 7 8 7 
50-100 26.0 to 50 to 32.5 130°C 
46.0 70 
Paper Sheets and Tapes 
Standard Treated 5 7 9 9 5 10 8 4 9 9 
130°C 
Standard Untreated 10 8 10 10 3 10 10 4 9 9 
130°C 
COTTON FABRICS (TAPES AND SHEETS), VARNISHED AND UNTREATED 
Yellow Varnished, Straight 6 4 4 6 6 8 7 4 9 9 4 
800-1400 4.5 to 40 105°C 
6 .0 
Yellow Varnished, Bias 6 4 4 4 6 8 7 4 9 9 4 
950-1250 6.0 to 45 105°C 
12.0 
Black Varnished, Straight 5 4 3 6 6 8 6 5 9 9 6 
1100-1400 9.0 to 57 t o 60 105°C 
13.0 
Black Varnished. Bias 5 4 3 4 6 8 6 5 9 9 6 
1200-1500 6.5 to 48 to 50 105°C 
16 .0 
Unvarnished, Standard 9-10 5-6 7-8 9-10 1-2 
Straight 90°C 
GLASS SHEETS AND TAPES 
Unvarnished Straight 7 3 7 1 wrp. 
I 
fil. 1 9 1 1 2 4 1 
80 1. 5 t o 100 to 70 to 300°C 
15 .0 400 290 
Yellow Varnished, Standard 4 3 9 3 4 7 1 1 2 4 1 
3.0 to 130°C 
30 .0 
Yellow Varnished, Bias l08 3 9 3 7 1 1 2 4 1 ~~8 4 4 3 .0 to 130°C 
-"' ""d 30 .0 
Black Varnished, Standard 
-~~ § 
7 1 2 1 4 3 ~-5 god 3 3 8 2 3 
·r.:..c ce.£ 3.0 to 130°C 
~.~ :3 ~ 30.0 
Black Varnished, Bias 
-"' .. "p. 1 4 3 ... '"0-; >< 3 3 8 2 3 7 1 2 ~;>: 3.0 to 130°C 
~ ~.§~ 30.0 
Silicone Varnished, -~~~: 5 4 9 4 wrp. fil. 2 7 1 8-10 2 4 8-10 
Standard .., o.C ,... 3.0 to 70 to 70 to 180°C+ ]~·a~ 20.0 250 200 
Silicone Varnished, Bias -~= ~ p. 8-10 2 4 8-10 0"' > > 5 4 9 4 wrp. fil. 2 7 1 
3.0 to 70 to 70 to 180°C+ 
20.0 250 200 
LAM I NATES 
Dielectric Dielec-Strength, Insula- Power tric Tensile Flex. Impact Mois-
vpm ti on Factor Con- Arc Strength , Com- Strength Strength Hard- Tber. Op er- tu re 
J\fatcrial Gencrnl Resist- nt stant Loss Resist-
p .s.i. press. Bonding Cold High Blister a ting Ab- Acid Base 
lternarks ance 10• cps at Factor Strength 
ncss, Strength, Flow Cond. Tem- sorp- Resist- Resist-
ance, 
I I 
Rock- Ternp. 
Short I Step Meg- ns Ile- 10' cps sec I 
(fl at) , well lb 0-50° Temp. , per a- tion, a nee ance 
Time b.v ohms ceived as Ile-
p.s.i. LW CW Face Side c turc % in 
Step ceived LW CW 24 hr 
Material General Remarks 
Short 
Time 
Paper 
Phenolic XXPXX 1 
XXX XXP 400 
XXXP to 
600 
Melamine MXMXX 6 
400 
to 
700 
Cotton Cloth 
Phenolic C CF CFL 4 
CV CE 150 
LE LDC to 
600 
Melamine 6 
320 
to 
370 
Polyester 600 
Cotton Felt 
Phenolic 3 
Glass Cloth 
Phenolic (GB-128D) G- 4 
(GB-261D) 300 
to 
650 
Melamine (GB-128M) G- 5 
350 
to 
520 
Polyester 
600 
Silicone Continuous 10 
filament 250 
to 
300 
Glass Mat 
Phenoli c GM-4 3 
600 
Melamine T36 Type 5 
Glass Mat 380 
OiK) 
Polyester• 
600 
Silicone 9 
N11lon Cloth 
Phenolic MEC-1 5 
475 
Mele.mine MEC-2 450 
Asbestos Paper 
Phenolic• A 5 
100 
to 
200 
Mele.mine MA 
100 
to 
150 
Polyester 5 
Silicone 10 
Step 
by 
Step 
Resist-
ance 
Meg-
ohms 
at 
106 cps 
as Re-
ceived 
stant 
at 
106 cps 
as Re-
ceived 
Loss I !tesist-1 lst;.;;;;-gthl I I I I R~~t 1str~bgth, Factor ance, ------- (flat), well 
sec I p.s.i. CW Face Side LW CW LW 
F low 
0-50° 
.n1gn I Cond. 
Temp. Temp., 
c 
Tern°": 
pera-
ture 
sorp-
tion, 
% in 
24 hr 
Resist-
ance 
Resist-
ance 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
----
1 
250 
to 
600 
---
6 
200 
to 
450 
---
4 
120 
to 
400 
---
6 
280 
to 
320 
---
540 
---
3 
---
4 
360 
to 
390 
---
5 
320 
to 
380 
---
540 
---
10 
50 
to 
250 
3 
90 
to 
5800 
5 I 5 20.0 3.6 
to to 
80.0 6.50 
5 
.08 
to 
. 27 
10 I 8 I 8 I 6 I 5 I 5 I 5-10 .4 9000 7500 26 000 13 000 12 500 
to to to to to to 
. 16 16 000 12 000 42 000 30 000 22 000 
9-10 
100 
to 
120 
2 
900 
to 
1200 
1-3 3-4 4 
230 
to 
260 
3 3 
0.3 
to 
9.0 
3 4 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
2 
50 
to 
200 
8 I 8 35.0 6.75 
to 
45.0 
9 
.29 
to 
. 37 
2 I 9 I 9 I 6 I 6 I 6 I 9-10 70 20 000 15 000 30 000 23 000 18 000 
to to to to 
100 48 000 25 000 19 000 
10 
125 
2 
900 
t o 
1000 
5-8 5-8 3 
225 
to 
250 
3 7 
2.4 
to 
3.5 
3 2 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
7 
10 
to 
100 
7 
.02 
to 
100.0 
7 
4 . 5 
to 
7 .0 
7 
.22 
to 
. 7 
10 
4 6 I 6 I 4 9000 7 500 30 000 
to to to 
14 500 12 000 44 000 
5 I 5 20 000 16 000 
to to 
23 500 22 000 
4-6 4-7 
70 
to 
120 
1 
1900 
to 
2200 
1-5 3-5 3 
210 
to 
250 
3 6 
0 . 3 
to 
9.0 
3 4 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
2 8 5 5 4 
33 000 
to 
46 000 
5 I 5 
14 000 to 
28 000 
5 5 
110 
to 
120 
6 6 2 2 6 
0.4 
to 
1. 3 
3 4 
---•---•---1---1---1---1---1----I 1---1---1---1----1---1---1---•---•---•-- -•----
8 
.031 
to 
.047 
8 
6.2 
to 
10.0 
2 
120 
to 
1.75 
2.0 . 05 to 
.03 
90 7700 16 600 13 300 96 0.84 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , _______ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
5 6 6 6 10 6 6 5 5 5 3 3 1-4 3-5 4 4 5 ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
10 
25 
to 
500 
5 
10 .0 
to 
30. 0 
5 
3. 7 
to 
6 . 0 
5 
.046 
to 
. 13 
10 
4 
to 
15 
15 000 111 000 139 000 
to to to 
24 000 15 000 47 000 
21 ooo I 19 ooo 
to 
22 000 
1-3 1-3 
95 
to 
110 
2 
1200 
to 
1500 
1-2 3-5 
270 
5 
(140°C) 
1 
0 .3 
to 
0.6 
3 4 
depends on 
resins used 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , _______ , ___ , _______ _ 
10 
50 
to to to to to to 
1-3 
120 
3 
900 
to 
1750 
5-8 6-8 3 I 1 270 I (160°C) 0 . 45 
to 
0.9 
3-7 3-5 8 
11.0 
to 
1.40 
8 
6.9 
to 
7 . 7 
8 
.094 
to 
.12 
1~5 125 000 122 000 130 000 140 000 138 000 I l-3 
125 37 000 33 000 97 000 53 000 45 000 
6-8 I 6-8 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ______, ____ , ___ . ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
2.0 15-90 20 000 to 
35 000 
20 000 
to 
23 000 
37 900 to 
40000 
110 
to 
114 
.05 
to 
.03 
1 I 1 260 I (250°C) 0. 15 1-7 9- 10 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , _______ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
10 
3000 
1 
1.2 
to 
1. 7 
1 
2.8 
to 
4.3 
.oli48 I 2~8 I 19 ioo I 17 ~o I 35 000 132000130 000 I t~ 
to to to 
75 000 44 000 37 000 
2-5 
100 
5 
900 
to 
1100 
1-4 1-2 
to 
0.65 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ . ___ _ 
---· 
3 
400 
---
5 
---
540 
---
9 
9 
175 5 I 5 .013 3 . 75 5 .049 10 10 6 6500 6~00 I 29 000 I 9~0 I 85°to 4-6 8 4-6 7.5 . 85 l 900 1 1-3 3-5 1 230 I (140°C) I 0.23 depends on 
resins used 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , _______ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ 1---1----1---1---1---·---·--- ·---·----
9 I 9 450 .015 
70V 
(after 
96 hr 
at95% 
8 
7.2 
8 
. 11 2 1 6 1 6 \ 1 6 1 1 5-8 132 19 800 19 800 18 200 32 000 33 000 7 
edge-
wise 
5-8 
7 
2 
900 
5-8 3-5 1 
250 l(160°CJI 2 . 0 
(18K) 
3 
RH) 9 
---•---•---•---•---·---1----1---·---1---1---1---1----1---1- --1---'---•---•---
.05 6-8 I 6-8 
. 07 (93°C) (93°C) (93°C) 
3 
9 
2.0 I to I 90 I 19 000 I 3900 I 1300 
--·--------1--------1--1--1--1--1---1-- 1--1--1--1--1--•---
7 7 7 7 7 4 4 3 1-4 10 (250°C) 
---·---·---1---1---1---1---1----1---1---1---1---1---1----1---1-- -1---·---·---·---·----
----
5 
375 
---
250 
---
5 
60 
to 
220 
---
60 
to 
80 
---
5 
---
10 
1 I 2 30 000 14.0 
to 
30.0 
2 
3.5 
to 
3.9 
2 
.105 
10 
15 7 1 7 1 5 1 6 1 6 9500 3400 31 000 32 000 21 000 
to 
35 000 
1 
3 
1 
5 
10 2 
700 
3 
1-2 3-5 
1 
(120°C)i 0.2 
to 
0.35 
3 4 
2001--:o71---a:9l--:273170l 14 ooo I 13ooo14000127 ooo I 24ooo1~1-3 -1---uo-150016-816-81--1--1~'--'--
---·---·---1---1---1---1---1----1---1---1---1---1---1----·---·---·---·---·---·---·----
7 I 10 7 8 5 7 8 6 7-8 6 1 2 2-5 2-5 3 I 3 I 4 
.115 5.2 . 6 4 11 000 7000 36 000 18 000 16 000 100 900 230 0.4 
to to to to to to to to to to 
.12 7 .5 1. 12 13 000 10 000 41 000 25 000 18 000 110 2.0 
-5-1-----9----------------~-8--------3--3---~-5-1-2-1--1-
.11 8 . 0 .80 10000 6000 27000 17000 13000 115 900 230 1.0 
to to to to 
.22 9.6 47 000 4.2 
-5-1--1--1--1-3 -1-1 _l_s _1_5 -1-1 -1-8 -1-6-1--1--1-6 -1-3 -1-3 -l~l--W-l-2 _, __ , __ 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ 1---1---1---1---1---·----·---·---·---·---·---·---·----
4 10 3 9 10 5 9 10 7 8 7 2 1-3 2-5 3 0 .3 
to 
" n 
3 
Phenolic• A 5 
100 
to 
200 
5 7 10 7 8 5 7 8 6 7-8 6 l 2 2-5 2-5 3 I 3 I 4 
60 . 115 5.2 .6 4 11000 7000 36000 18000 16000 100 900 230 0.4 
to to to to to to to to to to to 
220 . 12 7 . 5 1.12 13 000 10 000 41 000 25 000 18 000 110 2. 0 
Melamine MA 
100 
to 
150 
-----5- --------9---------- - ------~ --8---------3 - --3- ------w- --s-1--2-·---
60 .11 8. 0 . 80 10 000 6000 27 000 17 000 13 000 115 900 230 l. 0 
to to to to to 
80 .22 9.6 47 000 4.2 
------------------------------ ----------------------------___ , ___ , __ _ 
Polyester 
Silicone 
Asbeatos Cloth 
Phenolic 
Melamine 
AA 
5 
10 
7 
60 
to 
150 
7 
40 
to 
100 
5 5 3 7 8 5 7 8 6 6 3 3 2-3 1-3 2 
10 
7 
45 
to 
125 
7 
10 
9 
9 
.15 
to 
.44 
6.6 
to 
7 .5 
1.12 
to 
2 . 99 
3 
10 
4 
4 
9 10 
6 I 7 10 000 6500 
to to 
12 000 11 000 
6 
9000 
to 
12 000 
7 
5 
5 
18 000 
to 
49 000 
5 
25 000 
to 
50 000 
9 10 
6 I 7 19 000 15 000 
to to 
25 000 24 000 
6 7 
20 000 
to 
24 000 
7 
4-6 
6 
8 
4-7 
7 
106 
to 
110 
110 
t o 
115 
7 
5 
1100 
to 
1800 
5 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1-3 
2-5 
270 
2-3 
2-5 
2-3 
3 
0.3 
t o 
3 .0 
3-6 
3 4 
2 
__ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ , __ ! l--·--·--·--·--·--·--·--·--·--·--
Polyester 600 540 2 . 0 .05 
to 
.03 
90 7100 18 500 31 000 102 0.56 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ ! 1-- - ·---·---·----·---·---·---·---·---·---·----
Silicone 
Asbestos Felt 
Phenolic FA-72 
Melamine 
Polyester• 
Silicone 
10 
50 
to 
150 
70 
10 
50 
to 
100 
50 
10 4 
4 
• One of the more commonly used Polyesters was used for comparison basis. 
Abrasion 
Material General Insulation (resis tance Remarks Resistance t o) 
Plastic or Rubber 
Plain 2 2 
Cotton Braid and Lacquer 4 I 
Rayon Braid and Lacquer 3 4 
Glass Bra id and Lacquer I 3 
Cotton 
Cambric and Cotton Bra id 3 2 
Multiple Cotton Braid 6 5 
A sbestos 
Cambric and Outer Braid of Asbestos 4 2 
Glass 
Conventional Varnish, Outer Braid of Asbest os 3 2 
Silicone Varnish, Outer Bra id of Glass 3 5 
Silicone Rubber, Outer Bra id of Glass 2 5 
Fibrous Wraps 
Nylon Serve or Brnid (conventional v arnish, 5 2 
shellac) 
Rayon Serve or B raid (conventional v arnish , 
shellac) 4 4 
Glnss Serve or Braid (conven tional varnish 
shellac) ' 3 3 
8 9 5 
40 000 
to 
50 000 
8 9 
12 000 
to 
16 000 
21 ooo I 17 ooo I 16 ooo I 38 ooo I 27 000 
to 
52 000 
7 
4 
LE AD WIRE (STRANDED C ABLE ) 
F lexure Bend Maximum 
(life (continuity Stripping Opera ting of insul 1-1.- Tempera-
under) tion under) ture 
l l 3 5 
2 2 l 4 
3 3 2 4 
4 4 4 3 
3 4 4 4 
4 3 5 5 
2 4 8 2 
2 4 7 2 
6 5 4 l 
6 5 4 l 
4 4 5 3 
5 5 6 5 
5 5 5 2 
8 6 2 
6 2 
115 1400 
3 I 3 
3 I 3 
2 
Thermal 
Aging 
M oisture Oil 
3 2 4 
4 3 2 
4 4 3 
3 l I 
4 3 4 
IO 10 10 
2 6 6 
2 4 5 
I 6 5 
l 5 4 
3 2 2 
4 5 5 
2 2 4 
1-3 1-2 
225 
R esistance to 
Acid 
2 
3 
4 I 
I 
6 
10 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
6 
6 
3 
1.0 
to 
1.5 
0.4 
to 
1.0 
Base 
3 
3 
4 
4 
Solvent 
I 
3 
4 
2 
4 
6 
3 
3 
3 
4 
2 
3 
3 
:Melamine 
Polyester 
Cotton Felt 
Phenolic 
Glass Cloth 
Phenolic (GB-128D) G-(GB-261D) 
Melamine (GB-128M) G-
Polyester 
Silicone Continuous 
filament 
Glass Mat 
Phenolic GM-4 
Melamine T 36 Type 
Glass Mat 
(71iK) 
Polyester • 
Silicone 
Nylon Cloth 
Phenolic MEC-1 
Melamine MEC-2 
Asbestos Paper 
Phenolic• A 
Melamine MA 
Polyester 
Silicone 
Asbestos Cloth 
Phenolic AA 
Melamine 
Polyester 
Silicone 
A•bestos Felt 
6 
320 
to 
370 
600 
3 
4 
300 
to 
650 
5 
350 
to 
520 
600 
10 
250 
to 
300 
3 
600 
5 
380 
600 
9 
5 
475 
450 
5 
100 
to 
200 
100 
to 
150 
5 
10 
7 
60 
to 
150 
~~u ~ iU~.u -+- __ ·8_' _ --2-- a :uu i~ :uu ~~ :uu ~~ ;uu I ~~ :uu --5----5--~ ~~luu --6----6-- ~:u --2--~1--3--1--4--
280 .031 6.2 120 33 000 14 000 to 110 0 . 4 
to to to to to 28 000 to to 
320 .047 10.0 1.75 46 000 120 1.3 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , 1---1---1---1----1---1---1---'---·---·---·----
540 2.0 
3 5 6 6 
.05 to 
.03 
6 
90 
10 
7700 
6 6 
16 600 13 300 96 0.84 
5 5 5 3 3 1-4 3-5 4 4 5 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ . ___ _ 
4 
360 
to 
390 
10 
25 
to 
500 
5 
10 .0 
to 
30 . 0 
5 
3. 7 
to 
6.0 
5 
.046 
t o 
.13 
10 
4 
to 
15 
15 000 1 11 000 139 000 
to to to 
24 000 15 000 47 000 
21 ooo I 19 ooo 
to 
22 000 
1-3 1-3 
95 
t o 
110 
2 
1200 
to 
1500 
1-2 3-5 
270 
5 
(140°C) 
1 
0.3 
to 
0 . 6 
3 4 
depends on 
resins used 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
5 
320 
to 
380 
10 
50 
8 
11.0 
to 
1.40 
8 
6.9 
to 
7 .7 
8 
.094 
to 
.12 
1~5 125 000 122 000 1 30 000 140 000 138 000 I l -3 
to to to to to to 
125 37 000 33 000 97 000 53 000 45 000 
1-3 
120 
3 
900 
to 
1750 
5-8 6-8 3 I 1 270 I (160°C) O. 45 
t o 
0.9 
3-7 3-5 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ______ ,____ , ___. ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
540 2.0 .05 
to 
.03 
15-90 20 000 to 
35 000 
20 000 
to 
23 000 
37 900 to 
40 000 
110 
to 
114 
6-8 I 6-8 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ _ 
10 
50 
to 
250 
10 
3000 
1 
1 .2 
to 
1. 7 
1 
2.8 
to 
4.3 
.di48 I 2~8 I 19 ~oo I 11 ~o I 35 ooo 132 ooo J 30 ooo I t~ 
to to to 
75 000 44 000 37 000 
2-5 
100 
5 
900 
to 
1100 
1-4 1- 2 1 I 1 260 I (250°C) o. 15 
to 
0.65 
1-7 9- 10 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , _______ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ . ___ _ 
3 
400 
9 
175 5 I 5 .013 3. 75 5 .049 10 10 6 6500 6~00 I 29 000 I 9~0 I 854oo 4-6 8 4-6 7 .5 .85 1 900 1 1-3 3-5 1 230 I (140°C) I o. 23 depends on 
resins used 
___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ____ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , ___ , _______ _ 
5 9 I 9 450 .015 
70V 
(after 
96 hr 
at953 
8 
7 .2 
8 
. 11 2 1 6 1 6 1 1 6 1 1 5-8 132 19 800 19 800 18 200 32 000 33 000 7 
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• One of the more commonly used Polyesters was used for comparison basis. 
LEAD WIRE (ST RANDED CABLE) 
Abrasion Flexure B end Maximum 
Resist ance to 
M ater ial General Insulation (resistance (l ife (continuity Stripping Opera ting Thermal R emarks Resistance t o) u nder) of insula.- Tempera- Aging tion under) ture Moisture Oil Acid B ase Solvent 
Plastic or R ubber 
Plain 2 2 1 1 3 5 3 2 4 2 1 
-
Cott on Bra id and Lacquer 4 1 2 2 1 4 4 3 2 3 3 
R ayon Bra id and L acquer 3 4 3 3 2 4 4 4 3 4 I 4 
Glass Braid and Lacquer 1 3 4 4 4 3 3 1 1 1 2 
Cotton 
Cambric and Cotton Bra id 3 2 3 4 4 4 4 3 4 6 4 
-
Multiple Cotton Braid 6 5 4 3 5 5 10 10 10 10 6 
Asbestos 
Cambric and Outer Braid of Asbestos 4 2 2 4 8 2 2 6 6 6 3 
Glass 
Convent ional Varnish , Outer Bra id of Asbestos 3 2 2 4 7 2 2 4 5 5 3 
Silicone Varnish, Outer B raid of Glass 3 5 6 5 4 1 1 6 5 5 3 
Silicone Rubber, Outer B ra id of Glass 2 5 6 5 4 1 1 5 4 5 4 
Fibrous Wraps 
Nylon Serve or Braid (conventional varnish, 5 2 4 4 5 3 3 2 2 4 2 
shellac) 
-
Rayon Serve or Braid (conventional varnish , 4 4 5 5 6 5 4 5 5 6 3 
shellac) 
Glass Serve or B raid (conventionnl varnish, 3 3 5 5 5 2 2 2 4 6 3 
shellac) 
-
